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1 Introduction

The detection and disposal of anti-personnel land mines is a problem of significant military, economic and humanitarian concern. Not only do they pose a deterrent to military activity during conflict, they also remain lethal long after that conflict is over. The statistics are staggering: [7] eighty percent of the victims of anti-personnel mines are civilians, many of whom are children. The number of such mines currently in place is estimated at over 100 million [8], and is increasing at the rate of one half to one million mines per year.

There is great motivation to research new countermine systems. Current anti-personnel land mines cost between $3–$25 per mine and clearance methods cost between $300–$1000 per mine removed. The rate of removal is too slow, and the percentage of mines cleared is too low to be acceptable. A mine detection system which will operate with a high degree of accuracy while being simple enough to deploy at low cost is plainly needed. Successful detection methods could result in a considerable reductions of battlefield and civilian casualties, and less costly minesweeping operations.

One of the problems faced by the countermine system is that newer mines contain very little metal, and thus it is not feasible to use conventional metal detectors to locate them. A more sophisticated approach is taken in this work, where we train adaptive neural networks (NNs) to detect land mines using data collected from a mine lane facility located at Ft. Belvoir. This data consists of a set of measurements made with a Separated Aperture Sensor operating in the "waveguide near cutoff" mode. Previous work has shown that neural network pattern classifiers can flawlessly detect anti-tank mines [30], and the present work addresses the much harder problem of detecting smaller anti-personnel mines.

A complete discussion of the theory of neural networks and their uses in pattern recognition is beyond the scope of this document. For further information, the reader is referred to [43, 22, 48, 49]. For our purposes, it is sufficient to view a neural network as a device to perform a functional mapping between an input vector $X$ and an output vector: $Y = f_n(X)$. For our application, we would like to present patterns $X$ to the network which correspond to measurements over mines and have the output $Y = True$. Likewise we would like to input patterns $X$ corresponding to measurements not over mines (over background) and have the output $Y = False$.

Since neural networks are trainable universal function approximators, they can be taught using empirical data to learn a decision rule and accurately classify input vectors into various categories. Minimal human knowledge of the dynamics of the underlying phenomenon is needed for this task. This makes neural network pattern recognition particularly desirable in situations where the measurement vector $X$ is large, or when the structure of the probability distributions for each class is complex or unknown. In either of these cases it is difficult and perhaps impossible to come up with an analytical solution.

This report documents the work done at Stanford University under contract DAAK70-92-K-0003 over the period 3/27/92 to 03/31/95. The scope of the work performed is quite
large, and an effort has been made to describe it in a methodical and logical manner. Therefore, subjects that relate to each other are described together even if the work was performed months apart. For a more chronological presentation of the work, the reader is referred to [11, 12, 14, 13, 15, 16, 18, 17, 19, 20, 21]. In this text, the Ft. Belvoir mine lane facility is discussed first, followed by the methods used to measure the raw data. Next, neural networks and probabilistic neural networks are discussed, along with the training methods used. Preprocessing and postprocessing methods are described, the outlier removal and transformation preprocessing techniques are elaborated on. Results are discussed, and in conclusion the proposed network architecture is presented.

1.1 The Ft. Belvoir Mine Lane Facility

This work is based on measurements made at a simulated mine lane facility located at Ft. Belvoir. The mine lane is housed in a quonset hut whose floor is divided into a number of strips of different soil types. In these lanes, different sized and shaped objects made from various materials (which represent actual mines in terms of their dielectric qualities) are buried. Over the course of this contract, four sets of measurements, titled “SAS3”–“SAS6”, were made at this facility. These data sets were measured for a single mine lane, but with different sensor configurations. After initial testing, work on this project focused exclusively on using the last set of measurements, “SAS6”, which was shown at an early date to give the best results.

The “SAS6” data was measured from a 60’×4’ mine lane of sandy soil. Five different types of simulated mines (targets) were buried:

- Type 1: 6” diameter × 3” wood disk.
- Type 2: 5” diameter × 3” hard plastic disk.
- Type 3: 3.5” diameter × 3” nylon disk.
- Type 4: 6” × 6” × 3” wood block.
- Type 5: 4” × 2” “butterfly” shaped target.

There were a total of 114 targets: 15, 30, 12, 15 and 42 of each mine type, respectively. Appendix A lists the location in the mine lane of each of the targets.

1.2 Measurement Methods

An experimental apparatus at Ft. Belvoir was used to obtain the training and test data. The theory and data collection apparatus is described in [4, Section 2] for the “SAS1” and

\footnote{The data sets “SAS1” and “SAS2” were measured for a different mine lane (for contract DAAK70-89-K-0001[30]), where the lane contained simulated anti-tank mines. This contract focuses entirely on the more difficult problem of locating anti-personnel mines.}
“SAS2” measurements. Some changes were made in the measurement apparatus for the most recent sets of data, but the theory remains the same. The sensor system used is also described in [39]. Briefly, the sensor and measurement apparatus works as follows:

![Figure 1: Measurement Setup](image)

A block diagram of the measurement system is shown in Figure 1. A Hewlett Packard 8753A Network Analyzer is the heart of the system. It is capable of generating sinusoidal signals between 300 kHz and 3 GHz. It is attached, through an HP 85046B S parameter test set, to a separated aperture sensor. The sensor, located (nominally) 2” above the ground, consists of a transmitting aperture or horn which injects microwaves into the soil, and a receiving aperture which provides a return signal to the Hewlett Packard equipment. For the “SAS6” data used during this period, the resonant frequency of the horns was 1 GHz and the septum width (the width between transmitting and receiving horns) was 0”. In previously measured data sets the septum width and resonant frequencies were different. For example, the septum width was 6” for the “SAS5” measurements. Figure 2 shows a pictorial diagram of the sensor. The horns look like metal troughs, and the dipole antennae run longitudinally.

![Figure 2: Microwave Horn Antennae](image)

Both the signal received by the “receiving” horn and the return signal picked up by the transmitting aperture are sensed. The equipment records the complex-valued two-port scattering parameters or S parameters (roughly analogous to the Z parameters of a low-frequency circuit) of the sensor.

The tests use continuous wave sine waves and standing waves were detected and used
to compute the $S$ parameters. The measurements were repeated five times and averaged to reduce noise. In “SAS1” and “SAS2”, the data was averaged 15 times. There was no noticeable difference between averaging 5 and 15 times, which is not surprising since some implicit averaging takes place when detecting standing waves. The horns were connected directly to the $S$ parameter test set.

Measurements were made on a grid of $1.5'' \times 1.5''$. There were 27 columns and 527 rows of measurements. At each point, all $S$ parameters were measured ($S_{11}, S_{12}, S_{21}, S_{22}$). Eleven different frequencies in 40MHz intervals were used ranging from 800MHz to 1200MHz, inclusive. At each point, the magnitude and phase component of each $S$ parameter was measured. So, there were a total of 88 $(4 \times 11 \times 2)$ measurements at each location in the grid. Figure 3 shows how the sensor head was scanned over the mine lane.

Unlike the system used to measure the “SAS1” and “SAS2” data, which used a wheeled cart to house the data collection equipment, the more recent data was collected by a system hung on an overhead rail. The measuring system was controlled at a distance by an HP 9000 computer via optical fiber (HP-IB) link. The computer was able to move the sensor head laterally with a worm gear control and record all measurements automatically. To move the sensor longitudinally (from row to row), a human operator had to move the apparatus the required $1.5''$ along the overhead rail.

### 1.3 Measurement of $S$ Parameters

The measurements conducted at Ft. Belvoir used the HP $S$ parameter test set to automatically measure the $S$ parameters of the two port network formed by the microwave horns and the earth waveguide. When a system is built for the field, however, it will be necessary to build hardware to measure these parameters. This section describes one way it can be done.

If the output$^2$ of the two-port network is terminated in its matched impedance $Z_0$
(such that nothing is reflected from the load), then the $S$ parameters have the following interpretation\(^3\):

- $S_{11} = \text{Input reflection coefficient with the output port terminated in } Z_0$.
- $S_{21} = \text{Forward transmission coefficient with } Z_0 \text{ load}$.
- $S_{22} = \text{Output reflection coefficient with } Z_0 \text{ source and } V_s = 0$.
- $S_{12} = \text{Reverse transmission coefficient with the source impedance } = Z_0$.

Without knowing the matched impedance $Z_0$ of the output, it is not possible to measure the $S$ parameters directly. Therefore, we must use an indirect method which works as follows: First, an intermediate set of parameters must be measured. These are the “$h$ parameters” of the network. Given a two-port network as shown in Figure 4 which is driven by a sinusoidal source at a fixed frequency, the $h$ parameters are:

$$
V_1 = h_{11} I_1 + h_{12} V_2 \\
I_2 = h_{21} I_1 + h_{22} V_2
$$

To measure the $h$ parameters, a two step process is performed. First, the output of the two-port network is shorted. $V_2 = 0$ and $h_{11}$ and $h_{21}$ can be obtained:

$$
h_{11} = \frac{V_1}{I_1} \\
h_{21} = \frac{I_2}{I_1}
$$

Likewise, if we open circuit the input making $I_1 = 0$ and drive the output terminal, we get:

$$
h_{12} = \frac{V_1}{V_2} \\
h_{22} = \frac{I_2}{V_2}
$$

We can now obtain the $S$ parameters from the $h$ parameters:

$$
S_{11} = \frac{(h'_{11} - 1)(1 + h'_{22}) - h_{12} h_{21}}{(1 + h'_{11})(1 + h'_{22}) - h_{12} h_{21}} \\
S_{12} = \frac{2 h_{12}}{(1 + h'_{11})(1 + h'_{22}) - h_{12} h_{21}}
$$

\(^3\)If the output is not terminated in $Z_0$ then the parameters are still meaningful, but their interpretation is not apparent.
\begin{align*}
S_{21} &= -\frac{2h_{21}}{(1 + h'_{11})(1 + h'_{22}) - h_{12}h_{21}} \\
S_{22} &= \frac{(h'_{11} + 1)(1 - h'_{22}) + h_{12}h_{21}}{(1 + h'_{11})(1 + h'_{22}) - h_{12}h_{21}}
\end{align*}

Note: \( h'_{11} = h_{11}/R_0; h'_{22} = h_{22}R_0 \), where \( R_0 \) is the resistance of the source, and is a quantity known for any given oscillator.

The following section describes how to measure a complex voltage or current as required for measuring the \( h \) parameters\(^4\). It may seem odd, though, that actual current is flowing, since no real closed circuit seems to exist (i.e. the oscillator is connected to wires which dangle in the air). However, we must first realize that the familiar concepts of circuits are simplified approximations to Maxwell's equations specifically modified for low frequency operation, with minimal power loss due to radiation. The purpose of our antenna system is to radiate energy, so we must discard those concepts. Real (AC) current does indeed flow in the system, and charge is alternately deposited and removed from the ends of the dipole antenna. There are real voltage differences across the antenna, and both the current and voltage can be measured in standard ways using standard equipment.

The energy radiated from a dipole antenna is transmitted in both electric and magnetic waves. One researcher found that the leakage mode which propagates between the ground surface and the septum was a TE mode wave [9, pp. 2-5]; the detection mode, however, was largely transmitted through the soil over the target. There was some energy inside the target, with the strongest field component parallel to the dipoles (again, a TE mode).

### 1.3.1 Design of a Complex Voltmeter and Ammeter

One of the requirements for measuring the \( h \) parameters is a voltmeter which will measure "complex" voltages. In actuality, all voltages are real, and the concept of a complex voltage is just a mathematical convenience which incorporates both the amplitude and phase of a sinusoidal signal (where the phase is measured relative to the source).

Such “vector” voltmeters do exist as off-the-shelf items, but it turns out that their design is simple enough that building one which would even provide digital output for computer I/O would be no great difficulty. The design presented here may be a little crude (i.e. a microwave designer may find some places where special measures must be taken), but with today’s advanced op-amps and analog circuitry which work at very high operating frequencies, it will probably be sufficient.

First, let us concern ourselves with measuring the amplitude of the sinusoidal signal. The circuitry to perform this is shown in the top section of Figure 5. The first stage of the process is to buffer and amplify the input signal so that no appreciable load is added to

\(^4\)Note that we need to measure complex values for the \( h \) parameters even if we only use the magnitude of the \( S \) parameters since the magnitude of the \( S \) parameters depends on both the magnitude and phase of the \( h \) parameters.
we are measuring, and so that we amplify the signal to a value which will be within the range of our measurement system. The first op-amp is configured as a voltage follower whose input resistance is nearly infinite and whose output resistance is near zero. The second op-amp amplifies the input by \(-K_1\). The factor of \(\sim 1\) does not affect our analysis since the input sinusoid is symmetric around zero volts. However, the amplitude scaling factor of \(K_1\) must be taken into account when interpreting the final output of the system.

We would like to determine the magnitude \(A\) of the sinusoidal signal. To do this, the amplified signal is passed through a full-wave rectifier. The output of the full-wave rectifier, which we will call \(X(t)\), is shown in Figure 6. \(X(t)\) is periodic with period \(\frac{1}{2f_o}\) if \(f_o\) is the frequency of the input signal, and with amplitude \(A = K_1|V_{in}|\). The average value of \(X(t)\) can be found to be \(2A/\pi\). We can measure this average value and thus compute \(A\) as follows: since \(X(t)\) is periodic, it will have a Fourier Series, and the DC term will be the average value. So, to determine \(A\), we must low-pass filter \(X(t)\) to extract the DC component. A question of practical interest is “How narrow a filter do we need?” It turns out that the filter is very realizable. Since the input is periodic, frequency components will occur at multiples of the input frequency and nowhere else. Since the input frequency is about 1GHz, we just need a low pass filter with a cutoff somewhere below 1GHz. This is certainly trivial to build! We could use a simple single stage filter with cutoff frequency as
high as 1kHz, and have a suppression of more than 120dB on all other components\(^5\). The rightmost op-amp in Figure 5 is configured as a low-pass filter with gain \(K_2\) and its cutoff frequency is \(1/(2\pi R_2 C_2 K_2)\).

So, \(X(t)\) is filtered and scaled by a constant \(K_2\) to be in the correct range for an A2D converter which is sampled by the monitoring computer. The sample value is interpreted as being scaled by \(K_1\), \(K_2\) and \(\pi\), i.e. \(|V_{in}| = A2D\frac{\pi}{2K_1 K_2}\).

\(^5\)Smaller bandwidths are preferred to suppress spurious noise and transient effects. However the settling time of the LP filter is inversely proportional to the bandwidth. Thus, if measurements must be made quickly, then a higher bandwidth may be required.
Now, let us consider how one would measure the phase change with respect to the reference signal. This turns out to be not much more difficult and is shown in the lower half of Figure 5. As before, we buffer the input signal, and we also buffer the reference signal. Both signals are then passed through comparators which realize the function: \( y(t) = K_3 \text{sgn}(x(t)) \). Next, the output from the comparators are passed through diodes which convert the levels to be compatible with regular logic chips. The two signals are input to an XOR gate\(^6\). The output of the XOR gate is 1 when the input signals differ, and 0 when they are the same. Thus, if the signals are perfectly in phase, the output of the XOR gate will be identically zero. If they are \(180^\circ\) out of phase, the output of the XOR gate will be identically 1. Otherwise, the output of the XOR gate will be a pulse width modulated signal whose width represents the fraction of 180 degrees the signals are out of phase\(^7\). An example is shown in Figure 7 where there is a phase shift between the reference and input voltages, and the pulse width modulated output is shown as “pwm”. As with the absolute voltage measurement circuit, the average value of this signal is where the meaningful information is contained. Low pass filter the pwm signal with an identical LP filter, and measure the average value with an A2D converter. The output of the A2D converter is a function of the phase deviation, i.e. \( \text{phase} = A2D \frac{\text{iso}^2}{\text{max A2D}} \).

The preceding analysis has assumed that a steady state sinusoidal signal is being measured. Since there will probably be noise and fluctuations in the signal, some sort of averaging mechanism is desired. But, this is already built into the system! The LP filters will average out a substantial amount of signal fluctuation.

An ammeter can be constructed in exactly the same way as a voltmeter. The very minor difference is that a resistor \(R_c\) is introduced into the circuit. This resistor is of diminishingly small value so that it does not disturb the operation of the main circuit. The voltage across this resistor is measured, and the current is calculated as \(I = \frac{V}{R_c}\). To

\(^6\)An XOR gate is used here because of the elegance of the solution. However, getting an XOR gate to work at 1GHz may be tricky. An equally simple solution exists using a logical ‘NAND’ function which can be constructed from 3 discrete transistors. This can easily be made to work at 1GHz.

\(^7\)Note: in steady state, phase differences of 0 to 180 degrees are indistinguishable from phase differences of 0 to \(-180^\circ\) degrees, both mathematically and physically.
measure the phase difference in the current, the voltage across the resistor, $V_i$, is compared with the reference voltage. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

1.4 General Approach to the Problem

This section introduces the general approach to solving the problem of detecting mines with neural networks. The data files used by the neural network simulator and related programs are discussed and a data flow analysis is presented so that the reader can see how preprocessing, postprocessing and training fit into the system. In addition, the test philosophy, desired response calculation and method of reporting results are discussed.

1.4.1 Data Files

The following data files are used:

**Raw Data:**

The $S$ parameter data measured by personnel at Ft. Belvoir are stored in raw data files, in the format in which it was received. There are 88 files: one file for each measurement type. The magnitude of each $S$ parameter is stored as a dB value, and the phase is stored in radians (between 0 and $2\pi$). In each file, there are 527 rows of measurements, with 27 columns per row.

**Globally Preprocessed Data:**

While it is possible to use the raw data directly with the neural network, much more favorable results can be achieved by first performing some preprocessing operations on the data. The available options are discussed in Section 4.1. The preprocessed data are stored in 44 files: each contains 527 rows and 27 columns of magnitude and phase information.

**Input Vectors:**

Multiple $S$ parameters measured at multiple frequencies, all measured at a single spatial location can be combined into a single vector of data. These vectors are, in practice, assembled at run time from the globally preprocessed data files. However, it is convenient for the discussion here to consider them as a single "virtual" file which contains 527 rows and 27 columns of vector data.

**KL Transformation Matrices:**

In order to use the Karhunen-Loeve transform or any of the other transform methods, one has to first compute the transformation matrices from the input vectors. Being a computationally intensive operation, and one that only has to be done once, this is done off-line, and the results are saved in files.

**VQ Centroids:**

In order to use the Vector Quantizer with the network, one must compute the centroids
of the input vectors. This is also a computationally intensive operation that only needs to be done once, and it is done off-line, with the results saved to files.

**Output:**

The simulator output is in ASCII, human readable format. It contains periodic summaries of the simulator state and detection rates.

**Miscellaneous Files:**

Several other files are used to control the simulations. Among the options which are selectable via these files are: the network architecture to be simulated; the learning method to be used; the frequency parameter files to be used as input to the simulation; and lists of preprocessing and postprocessing directives. Another file tabulates all targets and their locations. Its contents are listed in Appendix A.

![Data flow diagram](image)

**Figure 9: Data flow in the simulation system**

In Figure 9, we see how the data files interact with the simulator system. The global preprocessor takes the raw data files provided by Ft. Belvoir, performs global preprocessing operations on them, and writes the resulting data to the globally preprocessed data files. The local preprocessor assembles input vectors and performs local preprocessing on the globally preprocessed data. These input vectors are in turn used by the neural network simulator, the probabilistic neural network simulator, and by prevq and prekl which train the vector quantizers and transform methods respectively. The neural network and probabilistic neural network simulators can also use the transform matrices generated by the prekl program, and the centroids generated by the prevq program. The output of the simulators may be postprocessed, and mine detection statistics are written to the output file. More elaborate descriptions of the individual parts of the simulation system are given in later sections.
1.4.2 Training and Test Philosophy

For the purposes of training and testing, the length of the mine lane is divided up into five sections which are approximately equal in length. The first, middle and last sections are used for training the neural network, and the remaining two sections are used only for testing. The exact divisions, chosen such that no mine is bisected by a region boundary, can be seen in Appendix A. The training and test data are taken from intermingled areas of the mine lane to provide a heterogeneous mixture of terrain and mine types for both the training and test region.

During training, a vector of data taken randomly from the training region of the mine lane is presented to the neural network, and the network output is trained to a positive or negative response depending on whether a mine is present. This pattern of training with random data vectors is repeated until the entire data set is presented to the neural network approximately 100 times.

At predetermined intervals, the weights in the neural network are held constant, and the network is tested on all the possible vectors of data from both the training and test regions in the mine lane. Both the training and test regions are used to evaluate the performance of the neural network to detect mines, but the results from the two regions are reported separately. Thus, the neural network is tested on both the data used for training and data which has never been seen. This crossvalidation approach is a good method of testing the network’s ability to generalize its pattern recognition to data which has not been used for training.

1.4.3 Desired Response Calculation

The method used to calculate the desired response for a single spatial point in the mine lane utilized an exact calculation of the mine positions. Since the centers, shape and rotation of each mine are known, the arrangement of the mines can be accurately determined. When training the neural network, each data point corresponding to a 1.5" × 1.5" grid square was given a positive desired response if part of that grid square overlapped a mine, and a negative desired response otherwise.

The desired response used when testing the network was somewhat different from the desired response used when training. The concept of an “extended mine region” immediately surrounding a mine was developed. Since a positive response just 1.5" or even 3" away from a mine should not be considered a false positive, the mines could be selectively “enlarged” during testing. If an extended mine region of zero was used, then the desired response for testing was the same as for training. If an extended mine region of 1 was used, then the mine was enlarged by one grid square in each direction by a morphological dilation operation. (by convolution with a 3 × 3 filter with all values set to 1). If an extended mine region of 2 was used, then the mine was enlarged by two grid squares in each direction by dilating twice. This is shown in Figure 10. The circle represents a land mine and the darkest region
consists of the mine data points. The middle shaded region is the extended mine region of size 1, and the lightest shaded region is comprised of the additional data points included for an extended mine region of size 2. Appendix A shows the entire mine lane with all mines and their extended mine regions depicted.

1.4.4 Method of Reporting Results

For every fixed (user specified) number of training iterations\(^8\), a test iteration is performed which tests the network's ability to locate mines. All possible input vectors are presented to the network, and the output is computed. For each positive result, there are two possibilities: either this positive result has in fact found a mine, (a "True Positive") or it is a false alarm (a "False Positive"). In addition, the positive result can occur in either the training or test section of the mine lane. The number of true and false positives in both the training and test sections of the mine lane are written separately to the output file at the end of the test iteration.

The test iteration where the greatest number of true positives occurs in the test section is considered to be the optimum point in the simulation. The reason that the number of true positives in the test section is used as the metric as opposed to those in the training section or, for that matter, the total number of true positives overall, is that any sufficiently large network can completely learn the training data and still give very poor generalization. In a real situation, we will never see inputs exactly like those in the training section, so it is the generalization ability we care most about.

Several different methods of interpreting the results have been used over the course of the contract period. First, we considered the percentage of points that the network correctly classified. However, since we don't need to correctly classify all of the points over a mine in order to find the mine, this metric did not give us an accurate feel for exactly how many of the mines were being found. So, the next step taken was to postprocess the responses at each point in the network, looking for groups of positive responses. A contiguous group of 3 or more positive point responses was considered a positive group response. If the center

\(^8\)Typically a decimation factor of 1000 or 2000 is used for stochastic backprop learning. A factor of 1 is used for batch mode learning.
of this group was within 3 grid points of a mine’s center, then this positive group response was considered a true positive, else it was considered a false positive. Then, we calculated:

\[
TP\% = \frac{\#\text{Mines Found}}{\text{Total Number of Mines}} \times 100
\]

\[
FP\% = \frac{\#\text{False Alarms}}{\text{Total} \times \#\text{Positive Group Responses}} \times 100
\]

This method worked well, but involved postprocessing the network responses. This may not be practical in a field implementation, so an alternate method was finally adopted. The new method of reporting results involves no postprocessing, and since there is no grouping, the network response at each point is considered by itself. Thus, a mine is “found” if one or more points covered by the (possibly extended) mine is a positive response, and a false positive is any other positive point outside the mine and outside the extended mine region surrounding a mine, i.e.:

1. For every network response that is positive, if it is a point over a mine, or over the extended mine region (of selectable width) surrounding a mine, then mark that mine as found. If the positive response is over background, label that measurement as a false positive.

2. Pick the iteration from the computer run where the generalization peaked. If there are two equivalent points, choose the one which had the smallest false positive rate. If the points are still equivalent, pick the one with the highest training rate, with the smallest number of false positives.

3. Calculate the true positive rate as:

\[
TP\% = \frac{\#\text{Mines Found}}{\text{Total Number of Mines}} \times 100
\]

Calculate the false positive rate as:

\[
FP\% = \frac{\#\text{FP Points}}{\#\text{Background Points}} \times 100
\]

Because the method of reporting results has changed, comparing results between different periods is difficult, and only qualitative remarks can be made. Therefore, we only include in this report those results which were generated for the final performance metric. The reader is referred to the other reports [13, 17] for the other results.
2 Neural Networks

Computation by means of networks of artificial "neural" elements is an idea that has attracted a large following among scientists and engineers. Neural networks have proven themselves capable of solving problems that would be impossible or impractical to solve by other means. Many researchers have made observations with respect to a wide variety of neural models, adaptation algorithms, and network architectures. A consensus emerges from this work. The following are valuable attributes of neural networks which are not generally shared by other computing systems:

- Neural networks are not programmed. Rather, they are trained to respond and perform highly refined tasks for which no precise rules exist. One such task is pattern recognition (such as the discrimination of mines in a minefield), in situations where no empirical or theoretical rules are known.

- Neural networks can generalize. That is, they can deliver accurate responses to inputs that were not presented during training. This is a crucially important feature since no system can be trained on all possible mine and background patterns.

- Neural networks can give very high speed response to input stimuli, once trained, due to their inherently parallel nature.

- Neural networks can be continually trained, keeping up with changing input environments.

- Since experience is stored distributively in the connection weights, neural networks are fault tolerant. They are able to adapt around their own internal defects. Graceful degradation results if the network's electronic components begin to fail.

In most applications, neural networks are applied in combination with more conventional computing systems. Neural networks provide the required learning, associative memory, and decision making functions. Conventional computing systems are needed to couple them to existing electronic sensors (to control the measurement devices, and to pre-process the data) and human interfaces (to postprocess the network output and to display where mines have been located); and to act as teachers when the network is undergoing supervised learning.

In the study described in this report, two distinct types of neural networks were applied to the mine detection problem. The multi-layered feedforward neural networks (with all neurons implementing sigmoidal units) and the learning algorithms used are described in this section. The probabilistic neural network which is based on Bayesian classification is described in Section 3.
2.1 NN Structure

Neural networks are interconnected structures of simple processing elements which crudely model the function of a biological neuron. Each artificial neuron (hereafter referred to simply as neuron) has the composition shown in Figure 11. Internally, the scalar product of the input vector and a weight vector is computed, and the output is a non-linear function of this scalar product: \( \text{out} = F(X^T \cdot W) \). In our work, \( F(\cdot) = \tanh(\cdot) \). By modifying the value of the weight vector, different output functions can be realized.

![Figure 11: Structure of a Neuron](image)

By combining many of these simple neurons in a layered network, where one element of the input vector of each neuron in a layer is connected to the output of all neurons on the previous layer, a very powerful computational tool is achieved. This structure is shown in Figure 12. It has been shown by Kolgomorov that such a network with a single hidden layer and a sufficient number of neurons is capable of computing (with some set of weight vectors) any continuous nonlinear function to any degree of accuracy. Thus, for example, it is able to compute a discriminant function used for pattern recognition.

![Figure 12: Network Structure](image)

2.2 Weight Initialization

The weights of the NN can be initialized using the weights saved from a previous simulation, or by random initialization. If the random method is used, the weights of each layer are

\[ \text{The input vector is augmented by adding a zero}^{th}\ \text{element, always equal to} \ 1. \]
initialized with uniform distribution and zero mean,

\[ w \sim \text{unif} \left[ +\sqrt{\frac{3}{N}}a, -\sqrt{\frac{3}{N}}a \right] \]

where \( N \) is the number of inputs to a particular layer and \( a \) is a constant between 1 and 1.5. This provides a variance of \( a^2/N \) for the weights and also controls the degree to which sigmoids are permitted to go into saturation. No significant differences have been found in the learning characteristics of the networks for various values of \( a \) in this range. For a more detailed description see [30].

### 2.3 Learning Methods

The use of artificial neural networks for any useful purpose such as pattern recognition, signal processing, control engineering, etc., requires that the network be trained by a learning algorithm before it can be used. The most popular supervised learning algorithm for non-recursive networks is the error backpropagation algorithm [41, 50]. This training algorithm utilizes a gradient descent technique to minimize an error function. It is a very simple and usually successful method of learning, however its relatively slow learning speed can be a major drawback. Depending on the size and complexity of the network and the nature of the problem, it is not uncommon for backpropagation to require hundreds of presentations of the data set and several days of workstation simulation time to reach a satisfactory result.

There has been much work done on other algorithms and techniques to try to speed up the learning process. One promising area of research for this purpose is the use of second order methods [5, 35]. Backpropagation converges to its solution following the direction of the negative gradient of the error surface at each iteration. However, this may not be the most direct method of convergence and may lead to much wasted learning and relearning. The use of second derivatives within the learning algorithm can eliminate some of this waste and result in much faster learning. Evidence shows that this speed-up can be dramatic in some cases. Speed-up rates of more than 10 have been shown on simple problems [1].

Another area of current research for the purposes of increasing learning speed is the use of novel approaches to learning rate adaptation. Instead of using second order information, the learning rate of stochastic methods can be increased by performing better weight updates at each iteration using only the gradient information. Instead of using a constant learning rate with the gradient information, an adaptive rate can be used to optimize the learning speed using other information acquired from previous updates.

In the following sections, the conventional backprop algorithm, a conjugate gradient descent algorithm using second order information and a methodology for developing and using adaptive learning rates are discussed.
2.3.1 The Error Backpropagation Algorithm

The most popular learning algorithm, due mostly to its simplicity and the fact that it works well, is the “Error Backpropagation” algorithm. Backprop iteratively presents the input patterns to the network and computes the network’s output. This output is then compared to the desired output, and the weights of the network are changed as follows:

\[ W_i^{(k+1)} = W_i^{(k)} - \mu \delta_i X_i \]

where: \( W_i^{(k)} \) is the value of the weight vector in the \( i^{th} \) neuron after the \( k^{th} \) learning step.

\( \mu \) is the learning constant (0 < \( \mu \ll 1 \)).

\( X_i \) is the input to the \( i^{th} \) neuron, including the bias input of 1.

\( \delta_i \) is the derivative of the squared error for that neuron. For an output layer neuron,

\[ \delta_i = -2(d_i - o_i)F'(s_i) \]

where \( d_i \) is the desired output of the neuron, and \( s_i \) is the result of the scalar product in the neuron. For any other neuron,

\[ \delta_i = F'(s_i) \sum_j \delta_j W_{ij} \]

where: \( W_{ij} \) is the weight connecting the output of the \( i^{th} \) neuron to the input of the \( j^{th} \) neuron. The summation is over all neurons fed by the output of neuron \( i \).

By iteratively presenting patterns and desired responses to the network, and updating the weights using the backpropagation algorithm, the network learns to correctly classify the patterns in the training set. The network is also able to generalize, and correctly classify many patterns which are not in the training set.

2.3.2 Stochastic Learning versus Batch Processing

Before discussing the new learning methods, we review a fundamental difference between two distinct groups of training methods.

To find the true gradient of the error function with respect to the weights, the error function gradient must be averaged over all of the training patterns. When this calculation is done before the weight update, the method of training is called batch mode and a presentation of every training pattern to the neural network is required before each weight update. It is also possible to do a weight update after every individual pattern presentation instead of after the entire set of training patterns. This method of learning is called on-line or stochastic learning since the patterns are chosen in random order.

There are advantages and disadvantages to both the batch and stochastic methods. Since the total gradient is used in batch mode, the error function is guaranteed to decrease at each weight update.\(^{10}\) Thus, convergence may be faster, smoother and without many

\(^{10}\)This is only true if a proper learning rate is used. If the rate is too large, increases in the error are possible.
inaccurate and unproductive learning steps which can occur with stochastic methods. However, stochastic learning can avoid local minima better than batch methods since the steps involve more randomness. This method can also provide a wider search of the weight space and the error surface resulting in a better overall solution. In some situations, for example real time systems, where all the input patterns are not available from the beginning but are presented one at a time, it may not be possible to run learning in batch mode. In the present land mine detection problem, a complete data set is available and both stochastic and batch learning methods are feasible.

Use of the total gradients are required when using second order methods such as the conjugate gradient descent algorithm. However, stochastic methods may be used for adaptive learning rate methods. This must be kept under consideration when comparing the speed of different learning algorithms.

2.3.3 Conjugate Gradient Descent Learning

In the field of optimization, many second order algorithms such as Newton’s method, quasi-Newton methods, and conjugate direction methods which offer a much faster convergence rate than standard gradient descent methods have been studied [31, 6]. Many of these algorithms require $N^2$ storage requirements where $N$ is the dimensionality of the problem, or number of weights in our case. This can impose formidable implementational difficulties. However, one of these methods, the conjugate gradient descent algorithm, requires storage only on the order of $N$ which will make its implementation as a neural network learning algorithm feasible. This is one of the algorithms which was investigated in this work.

Algorithm Derivation

The method of using conjugate gradients is a well-known and studied second order technique of iteratively minimizing a multivariate function [23, 31]. The proper approximations will be made in order to use this method for supervised learning in a neural network. The function which we try to minimize in the neural network is the error function which is the average sum of the squared differences over all the training patterns

$$E = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{p=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{M} (d_{pi} - o_{pi})^2$$

where $d$ is the desired output, $o$ is the neural network output and $i$ is the output number, $p$ is the pattern number, $N$ is the number of training patterns, and $M$ is the number of neural network outputs. The non-linear mapping function of the neural network can be expressed as a multidimensional Taylor series,

$$f(w) = f(w_0) + \sum_i \frac{\partial f}{\partial w_i} w_i + \frac{1}{2} \sum_i \sum_j \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial w_i \partial w_j} w_i w_j + \cdots$$
where $w$ is the vector of neural network weights, and $w_0$ is the origin. If higher order terms are neglected, this function can be approximated by the quadratic equation,

$$f(w) = c - b^Tw + \frac{1}{2}w^THw$$

(1)

Here, $c$ is the value of the error function at the origin, $b$ is the negative of the gradient vector, and $H$ is the Hessian matrix of partial second derivatives all evaluated at the origin.

To minimize this error function, we can take the derivative of equation 1 and set it equal to zero to obtain

$$Hw^* = b$$

where $w^*$ is the solution weight vector at the function minimum. If $H$ is invertible, this linear equation can be solved by solving $n$ equations with $n$ unknowns where $n$ is the total number of weights. However, even if $H$ is invertible, this solution is impractical due to the large number of weights in most neural network problems.

The alternative method of finding $w^*$ is to use the concept of conjugate directions in an iterative approach. Direction vectors $d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_{n-1}$ are considered $H$ conjugate if

$$d_i^THd_j = 0, \forall i \neq j.$$  

In each successive step in the search for $w^*$, $w$ will be updated in one of the conjugate directions,

$$w_{k+1} = w_k + \alpha_k d_k$$

(2)

for some scalar $\alpha_k$. Standard steepest descent algorithms such as error backpropagation use a search in the direction of the negative gradient of the error function. Here, we will use the second order information to obtain more intelligent directions of search. The direction vectors $d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_{n-1}$ can be shown to be linearly independent if $H$ is positive definite. Therefore, it forms a basis of the weight space, and the solution vector can be written as

$$w^* = w_0 + \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \alpha_k d_k.$$  

(3)

The problem now becomes finding the $\alpha_k$’s and $d_k$’s. Multiplying equation 3 by $d_k^TH$, substituting $b$ for $Hw^*$, and solving for $\alpha_k$ results in

$$\alpha_k = \frac{d_k^T(b - Hw_0)}{d_k^THd_k}.$$  

Changing the notation for the gradient vector $g_k = \nabla f(w_k) = Hw_k - b$, the above equation becomes

$$\alpha_k = \frac{-d_k^Tg_k}{d_k^THd_k}$$  

(4)

Given equation 2 and equation 4, we can find a series of steps which will minimize the error function estimate of equation 1 provided that we can find the set of conjugate
direction vectors $d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_{n-1}$. If we start with the initial negative gradient as the first direction vector, $d_0 = -g_0$, each additional direction vector can be found with the recursive relation
\[ d_{k+1} = -g_{k+1} + \beta_k d_k \] (5)

Using the conjugate relationship of the direction vectors, we can solve for $\beta_k$
\[ d_k^T H d_k = (-g_{k+1} + \beta_k d_k)^T H d_k = 0 \]
\[ \beta_k = \frac{g_k^T H d_k}{d_k^T H d_k} \] (6)

In the above formulation, the Hessian matrix is still required. However, we can eliminate this calculation by recognizing that $\alpha_k$ in equation 2 is the step size for the weight update. We can determine the value of $\alpha_k$ by using a line search to minimize the error function in the $d_k$ direction. Using this information about $\alpha_k$, we can eliminate $H$ by noticing that from equation 2 and the definition of $g_k$
\[ (g_{k+1} - g_k) = H(w_{k+1} - w_k) = \alpha_k H d_k \]
\[ H d_k = \frac{(g_{k+1} - g_k)}{\alpha_k} \] (7)

Substitution of equation 7 into equation 6 results in the Hestenes-Stiefel formula for $\beta_k$
\[ \beta_k = \frac{g_{k+1} (g_{k+1} - g_k)}{d_k (g_{k+1} - g_k)} \] (8)

The above analysis provides a method to calculate the solution to the minimization of a quadratic equation in a finite number of steps using equations 2, 5, and 8. However, it should be reiterated that the neural network error function is only approximately quadratic and that the derivatives are estimates of the true gradients so the performance can vary, especially in regions far from the minimum where the quadratic approximation is less accurate.

**Derivative Calculation**

Although the mechanics of the conjugate gradient descent algorithm were described in the previous section, some unanswered issues need to be discussed further. These issues involve the actual implementation of the algorithm in software simulation.

The three main equations developed in the previous section used to update the weights of the neural network using the conjugate gradient algorithm for iteration $k+1$ are the following:
\[ w_{k+1} = w_k + \alpha_k d_k \] (9)
\[ d_{k+1} = -g_{k+1} + \beta_k d_k \] (10)
\[ \beta_k = \frac{g_{k+1}(g_{k+1} - g_k)}{d_k(g_{k+1} - g_k)} \]  

where \( w_k \) is the weight vector, \( g_k \) is the gradient vector, \( d_k \) is the conjugate direction vector used for weight updating, and \( \alpha_k \) and \( \beta_k \) are scalars.

There are several methods of calculating the gradient vector. In our simulations, it is obtained using one backward pass of the error backpropagation algorithm [50, 40]. In terms of computational burden, this method of obtaining the gradient vector is moderately expensive. From the equations in the backpropagation algorithm, the computational complexity of the forward and backward pass is estimated on the order of \( O(\text{NN}_w) \) and \( O(3\text{NN}_w) \), respectively, where \( N \) is the number of training patterns and \( N_w \) is the number of weights. However, in practice we found the backward pass to be about 4.0 to 5.0 times more costly than the forward pass. This may be a motivating factor to investigate other methods of obtaining the gradient vector. One such method would be to use multiple forward paths to estimate the gradient. Despite the computational cost, the current method is most attractive at the moment since the forward pass of the input data through the network naturally produces some of the intermediate values necessary to do the backward pass which can be utilized to reduce the computational burden.

**Computation Complexity**

Using a standard gradient descent learning algorithm such as backpropagation, the majority of the computational time is spent in the forward and backward pass of the data and the error. When the conjugate gradient descent algorithm is used, there are additional computational requirements which must be addressed. \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) of equations 9, 10, and 11 must also be calculated. Calculating \( \beta \) in equation 11 adds relatively little time. However, to calculate \( \alpha \) in equation 9, the current version of the algorithm uses a standard golden section line search algorithm [37]. This line search can be very costly. The simulations run so far indicate that the line search procedure currently used requires between four to five times as much computation time as do the forward and backward pass sections alone. This was true for a wide variety of networks ranging in size from 522 to 2082 weights. These additional computational requirements are very significant. For example, a simulation requiring 10 hours using gradient descent would require between 50 to 60 hours using conjugate gradient with the current line search algorithm to perform the same number of iterations.

The computational burden of the line search is due to the fact that the error of the network, which is calculated by one forward pass through the network for all training patterns, must be calculated several times to determine the weight update step size which will reduce the error to a minimum. Methods to reduce the time necessary for calculating the step size, \( \alpha \), have been investigated. Other line search algorithms are available [31]. However, they would not be able to significantly reduce the computational burden. One very promising technique of avoiding the line search procedure is the scaled conjugate gradient
descent algorithm [33]. Further study on this algorithm may prove to solve many currently existing problems.

2.3.4 Adaptive Learning Rate

In addition to second order methods, an active area of research for increasing the speed of neural network learning is the use of adaptive learning rate parameters for the update of the weights when using stochastic methods. In this section, we will review some of the concepts involving adaptable learning rate parameters and describe one popular algorithm which utilizes these ideas.

Much of the theory involved with learning algorithms for improving performance is neither concrete nor well-established. Most of these algorithms are developed experimentally and are highly problem dependent. However, some sensible heuristics have been established for the purpose of speeding up the neural network learning process [27]. Four of these are:

1. Each weight should have its own individual learning rate.
2. Every learning rate should be allowed to vary over time.
3. When the error derivative of a weight possesses the same sign for several consecutive timesteps, the learning rate for that weight should be increased.
4. When the sign of the derivative of a specific weight alternates, the learning rate for that weight should be decreased.

The first two heuristics are related to the basic assumptions about the weight adaptation learning rates. First, each weight should have its own learning rate since the step size necessary to provide an optimum or even adequate reduction in error will most likely always be different in each weight dimension of the error function. The gradient alone cannot provide sufficient information about the step size which should be used in learning. Often, it can give contradictory information about the step size which should be used. Second, these learning rates should be allowed to vary in time since the weight parameters move around on the error surface which consists of highly irregular shape and curvature.

The last two heuristics are related to the actual adaptation of the learning rate parameters when the first two are assumed to be incorporated. First, if the error derivative with respect to a particular weight repeatedly has the same sign, then the current point is very likely to be on a relatively flat part of the error surface. This would cause a slow descent down this surface in one direction. In this case we would like to increase the learning rate to speed up the descent.

When the sign of the derivative is changing frequently, this is a characteristic of the network oscillating on a portion of the error surface with a high degree of curvature. In this case, it is beneficial to reduce the learning rate so that the error may be reduced to lower levels without wasteful oscillations.
Using these four heuristics for learning rate adaptation, the amount of time spent in the learning phase should be reduced. However, there are countless ways this information could be used to devise a productive algorithm. One method is described in the next section.

**Delta-Bar-Delta**

The delta-bar-delta algorithm, which adheres to the previously described heuristics for learning rate adaptation, has been proposed [27]. We experimented with this algorithm as a starting point for incorporating learning rate adaptation in the neural network training process.

The weight adaptation for this algorithm is similar to standard error backpropagation. For each weight in the network, the weight update rule is defined as follows:

\[
    w_{k+1} = w_k - \eta_{k+1} \frac{\partial J}{\partial w_k},
\]

where \( w_k \) is an individual weight, \( \eta_k \) is the corresponding variable learning rate, and \( \frac{\partial J}{\partial w_k} \) is the partial derivative of the error function with respect to the given weight at iteration \( k + 1 \). In standard backpropagation, \( \eta \) is a non-varying constant vector. But, here we allow \( \eta \) to have a time-varying independent value for each of the weights.

The learning rates, \( \eta \), follow the adaptation rule given by,

\[
    \Delta \eta_k = \begin{cases} 
        \kappa & \text{if } \delta_{k-1} \delta_k > 0 \\
        -\phi \eta_k & \text{if } \delta_{k-1} \delta_k < 0 \\
        0 & \text{otherwise}
    \end{cases}
\]

where

\[
    \delta_k = \frac{\partial J}{\partial w_k}
\]

and

\[
    \tilde{\delta}_k = (1 - \theta) \delta_k + \theta \tilde{\delta}_{k-1}.
\]

In the delta-bar-delta algorithm described above, delta (\( \delta \)) is the partial derivative of the error function with respect to a single weight, and bar-delta (\( \tilde{\delta} \)) is an exponential average of the current and past derivatives. This algorithm adheres to the previous heuristics on learning rate adaptation. When the current derivative of a particular weight and the exponential average of past derivatives of this weight possess the same sign, then the learning rate will be increased by a constant \( \kappa \). If the current derivative and the exponential average of past derivatives have opposite signs, then the learning rate will be decreased by a factor of \( \phi \) of its current value.

The reasons given by Jacobs for the two different types of adaptation are the following: a linear increment prevents the learning rates from growing too fast, and the exponential decrease allows the weights to decrease rapidly and yet remain positive.
2.4 Practical Considerations

Extensive simulations have shown that second order learning methods have the potential to speed up the training process [13]. However, making a definitive comparison of the learning speed of two different training algorithms can be very difficult. There are many factors, two of which are parameter selection and computational complexity, which affect the performance of a neural network classification system. The implementation method of the algorithm in software can also have a substantial affect on the training speed. Although it is worthwhile to continue investigating new learning algorithms, at this time there is no overwhelming evidence to support using any one algorithm over another. Therefore, most of the simulations using the feedforward sigmoidal neural network conducted for this contract have used the backpropagation algorithm.
3 Probabilistic Neural Networks

An interesting technique with neural application was studied during the later part of this contract period. Instead of using standard neural networks to locate mines, a technique called “Probabilistic Neural Networks” (PNNs) was investigated. The main advantage of this technique is its simplicity. Only one training iteration through the training data is required, and there is only one parameter that can be changed (in the basic model) in order to optimize the mine detection capability. All of the complications associated with neural networks, such as the optimum network topology, learning rate, learning algorithm (etc) are removed. The end performance of the PNN was found to be not quite as good as the performance of the neural network, however it is believed that it is still a useful tool for evaluating novel approaches to preprocessing or postprocessing the data (for example) before testing them with a neural network since there are fewer variables to optimize. The following sections describe the theory behind PNNs. For an excellent discussion on Probabilistic Neural Networks, the paper by Donald Specht [45] is recommended. It will be briefly summarized here.

3.1 Bayesian Classification

PNNs are an architecture for performing Bayesian classification, which is the optimal decision rule when attempting to differentiate patterns. When risk factors\textsuperscript{11} are taken into account, this rule is:

- Decide X belongs to category A when \( h_A I_A f_A(X) > h_B I_B f_B(X) \)
- Decide X belongs to category B when \( h_A I_A f_A(X) < h_B I_B f_B(X) \)

where \( f_A(X) \) and \( f_B(X) \) are the probability density functions of categories A and B for an input vector \( X \) respectively; \( I_A \) and \( I_B \) are the penalty functions for making an incorrect decision, and \( h_A \) and \( h_B \) are the \textit{a priori} probabilities of the occurrence of an item from category A or B.

The boundary line between deciding category A or category B is defined by the equation:

\[
 f_A(X) = K f_B(X) \\
\text{where} \\
K = \frac{h_B I_B}{h_A I_A}
\]

The unknowns which comprise \( K \) are the \textit{a priori} probabilities of A and B, which can be estimated from the training data, and the risk function which is user specified. Therefore,

\textsuperscript{11}It may be that making an error when classifying patterns is more critical for one type of error than for another. For example, calling a mine pattern “background” is far more critical than calling background “mine”. The risk factor is a quantitative measure of this tradeoff.
in order to perform Bayesian pattern classification, we only need to determine (or estimate) the functions \( f_A(X) \) and \( f_B(X) \). Probabilistic Neural Networks use a Parzen window technique [43][22] to estimate these probability density functions from the training data.

This technique constructs an estimate of the probability density function by summing together multi-variate Gaussian distributions centered at each sample point \( X_{A,i} \) in the training data:

\[
f_A(X) \approx \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{k/2} \sigma^k} \frac{1}{N_A} \sum_{i=1}^{N_A} \exp \left[ -\frac{(X - X_{A,i})^T (X - X_{A,i})}{2\sigma^2} \right]
\]

The only parameter to this equation is the "smoothing parameter" \( \sigma \). Here is an example: Figure 13 shows a two dimensional distribution estimated from eight training points, and uses a small value for \( \sigma \). Figure 14 shows the same data for a larger value of \( \sigma \), and Figure 15 shows the same data for an even larger value of \( \sigma \).

It turns out, that as long as \( \sigma \) is in the right "ballpark", its value is not critical. An example from one PNN program run illustrates this in Figure 16. We see that for \( \sigma \) in the range of about 0.025 to 0.05, the mine detection capability of the network changes very little. Theoretically, as \( \sigma \) goes to zero, the network behaves like a nearest neighbor classifier, and as \( \sigma \) goes to infinity, the decision boundaries become hyperplanes. Typically, for an input vector of high dimensionality, the value of \( \sigma \) should be small.

### 3.2 PNN Architecture

One of the chief advantages of using the Parzen Window technique for estimating probability density functions is that the resulting Bayesian classifier can be implemented in a neural network like structure. When done this way, it is called a Probabilistic Neural Network. Figure 17 shows the network topology of such a system. There is an input layer, two hidden layers and an output layer of special purpose, neuron-like elements. Each element in the input vector is connected to one input unit whose function is to distribute that value to all of the pattern units on the next layer. There is one pattern unit for each pattern in the training set, and the pattern units are divided up into categories according to the pattern's class (desired response). There is one summation unit on the next layer for each class, and each summation unit adds the responses from pattern units corresponding to its class. Finally, there is an output unit that makes a classification based on the inputs from the summation units.

For the two category "mine versus background" problem, the system is trained by taking each of the input patterns from the training set that correspond to "background", normalizing this input vector by dividing each element by its norm\(^{12}\) so that the resulting

\[
F(X,W) = \exp[-(X - W_i)^T (X - W_i)/2\sigma^2]
\]

---

\(^{12}\)As defined by Specht, the PNN requires unit norm inputs. However, we have generalized the pattern unit structure in our work to allow any generalized inputs. For our pattern units,
Figure 13: Small Sigma

Figure 14: Medium Sigma

Figure 15: Large Sigma
Figure 16: Mines found vary little over a wide range of $\sigma$.

norm is 1, and setting the weights of a pattern unit to the components of this normalized vector. Then, this process is repeated for the “mine” patterns, putting their normalized input vectors into the weights of the remaining pattern units. The “background” pattern units are connected to the first summation unit, and the rest of the pattern units are connected to the other summation unit (clearly, this concept is easily extensible to more than two categories, such as when we wish to determine the minetypes rather than simply distinguishing mine from background).

Figure 18 shows the structure of a pattern unit. It is a neuron whose activation function is \( \exp[(Z_i - 1)/\sigma^2] \). The function of the pattern unit is to see how “alike” the current input pattern is to the one stored in the pattern unit’s weights. A dot product is formed between the input pattern and the weights of the pattern unit\(^{13}\), and this summation is passed through the nonlinearity. Since we force both the weights of the pattern unit and the input vector to be of unit norm, we see that this forms the exponential function we need in order to form the approximation to the probability density function using the Parzen window technique:

\[
\exp \left[ - (W_i - X)^t (W_i - X) / 2\sigma^2 \right] = \exp \left[ - (W_i^t W_i - X^t W_i - W_i^t X + X^t X) / 2\sigma^2 \right] \\
= \exp \left[ - (\|W_i\|^2 - 2X^t W_i + \|X\|^2) / 2\sigma^2 \right] \\
= \exp \left[ (X^t W_i - 1) / \sigma^2 \right] \\
= \exp \left[ (Z_i - 1) / \sigma^2 \right]
\]

\(^{13}\)Note that the output of this dot product is always maximum, 1, when the input vector is equal to the weights of that pattern unit.
The summation unit is a neuron with a linear activation function \( F(Z_i) = Z_i \) and it simply sums the responses of all the pattern units corresponding to its class. The output of the summation unit is then the estimated probability (scaled by a constant) that the input vector \( X \) belongs to that category.

The output unit, as shown in Figure 19 is a simple neuron whose activation function is the binary threshold element that makes the decision. The value \( C \) in the figure is typically -1, but can take on other values depending on the risk function. \( C = -I_B/I_A^{14} \).

\[ F(Z_i) = \exp \left[ \frac{Z_i - 1}{\sigma} \right] \]

\[ \frac{Z_i - 1}{\sigma} \]

14Note: \( C \) is not logically related to \( K \) from before even though their equations look similar. The constant \( K \) includes the values \( h_A \) and \( h_B \) which cancel out of the analysis when we estimate them from the number of samples of each type in the training data. \( C \) is the negative ratio of the risk factors used to bias the decision in the output neuron. For all simulations, except those which emphasized minetypes, \( C = -1 \).
It should be mentioned that although the PNN is very simple, it uses an extravagant number of weights. For 44 inputs/vector and 8343 training patterns, this results in 367 092 pattern unit weights! Methods to reduce the number of necessary training patterns are also available. Specifically, by using any combination of transform or VQ methods, the number of weights can be significantly reduced.

3.3 Nearest Neighbor Classifier

An extremely simple form of the PNN is a nearest neighbor classifier. Such a classifier compares the input vector to all stored input vectors, and determines the stored vector which is closest (in terms of squared error) to the input vector. The output of the NN classifier is then the class of the closest stored vector. As $\sigma \to 0$ in the PNN, the PNN becomes a nearest neighbor classifier. It should not be expected that the nearest neighbor classifier perform as well as a neural network classifier, or even a PNN classifier since the classification regions in $k$-space are not as general. Nonetheless, it provides a good lower bound on the performance we would expect from more complex systems. Nearest neighbor classification simulations were performed, and results are listed in Section 9.
4 Preprocessing Methods

While it is possible to train the NN using the raw data supplied by Ft. Belvoir, we have found that by performing some preprocessing operations on the data, the NN results are greatly enhanced. Thus, a wide array of preprocessing techniques has been incorporated into the simulator system. These techniques fall into two categories: global preprocessing and input preprocessing. Global preprocessing is done off-line and requires the entire data set to perform its task. Local preprocessing is done on a vector of globally preprocessed data, and is done on-line during the simulation. The various methods for these tasks are described below.

4.1 Global Preprocessing Methods

The following sections describe two of the global preprocessing methods. Normalization, which is used to “help” the network learn more quickly is discussed first. This is followed by data flattening. Three other major forms of preprocessing used in this study are outlier removal, transform methods, and vector quantization. These subjects are reviewed separately in Sections 6, 7, and 8.

4.1.1 Normalization

Neural networks train fastest when the input to each neuron’s activation function is within the linear region of that function. Our NN uses the \( \text{tanh}(\cdot) \) activation function, hence we require that the inputs have to be roughly distributed between \(-1\) and \(1\). If the value of the input to the activation function is far outside this range, the derivative of that activation function \( \text{tanh}'(\cdot) \) is near zero, and the weight change is very slow.

Normalizing the input data to have a specific mean and standard deviation is one way to help the network train faster. It is done on a per-data-set basis, where a data set is the measurements for a single \( S \) parameter/frequency combination. For each data set \( \{x_i\} \), we can compute the mean of the data set to be:

\[
\bar{x} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i
\]

and the (sample) variance to be:\(^{15}\)

\[
\sigma_x^2 = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \bar{x})^T (x_i - \bar{x}).
\]

In order to create a normalized data set \( \{y_i\} \) so that it has a new mean \( \bar{y} \) and a new standard deviation \( \sigma_y \), we must compute:

\[
y_i = \frac{\sigma_y}{\sigma_x} (x_i - \bar{x}) + \bar{y}.
\]

\(^{15}\)Both the mean and variance are calculated from data in the entire mine lane (as opposed to data from the training region only).
Two normalizations are always performed on each data set unless otherwise mentioned. First, the mean is subtracted from the data \((x^T = 0)\), and secondly, each component of each input vector is divided by the standard deviation of that component throughout the mine lane, to force the variance to unity \((\sigma_x = 1)\). So, if we combine all of these data sets at each point into a vector, the globally preprocessed vector \(X_{glob}\) is related to the mine lane vector \(X_{raw}\) as:

\[
X_{glob} = \text{Diag} \left[ \frac{1}{\sigma_1}, \frac{1}{\sigma_2}, \ldots, \frac{1}{\sigma_k} \right] (X_{raw} - \overline{X}_{raw})
\]

Now, consider a neuron on the first hidden layer. It internally needs to compute \(f_{net} = W^T X + b\), where \(W\) is the weight vector of that neuron, and \(b\) is the bias weight. Consider the set \(\{W^*, b^*\}\) which optimizes the weights for the set of input vectors \(X_{raw}\). If, instead of applying \(X_{raw}\) to the network, we apply \(X_{glob}\), then,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Diag}[\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_k] X_{glob} &= X_{raw} - \overline{X}_{raw} \\
\text{Diag}[\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_k] X_{glob} + \overline{X}_{raw} &= X_{raw} \\
\text{So, } f_{net} &= W^*^T X_{raw} + b^* \\
&= W^*^T \text{Diag}[\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_k] X_{glob} + W^*^T \overline{X}_{raw} + b^* \\
&= W^{**} X_{glob} + b^{**}
\end{align*}
\]

So, we see that the neural network is capable of finding a new set of optimum weights \(\{W^{**}, b^{**}\}\) which provide the identical solution for \(X_{glob}\) that \(\{W^*, b^*\}\) did for \(X_{raw}\).

This raises the question: “Why perform the normalization in the first place?” Normalization helps keep the sum \(f_{net}\) close to zero, (since the weights are initialized to be real numbers with small magnitude) which in turn is close to the linear part of the activation function of the neuron (assuming that a “tanh” like function is being used.) This avoids saturation of the neuron, which is undesirable (especially in the initial stages of learning) since the derivative of the activation function, and hence the weight update will be near zero. Thus, better solutions are more likely to be reached with a normalized input. It also allows the weight vectors to require a much lower dynamic range, which is a very practical advantage when implementing the network. Fewer bits will be required to store weights and input vectors, and the circuitry to perform the internal computations can be smaller.

### 4.1.2 Data Flattening

One significant deterrent to mine detection was found to be caused by large, step-like jumps in magnitude which periodically occur between successive rows of a data set. Figure 20 shows one example jump in the 800 MHz \(S_{11}\) data between rows 414 and 415.
It is thought that these jumps are due to the change in the ambient temperature in the mine lane from one day to the next.\textsuperscript{16} As the day progressed, and the temperature rose, the baseline level of response decreased in a ramp-like manner. When the day of collecting measurements concluded and the operator went home\textsuperscript{17}, the mine lane would cool down. When the operator returned in the morning (or after a week-end) the temperature condition would be significantly different from the evening before, and a jump would occur in the data. It is postulated that, due to the significant slope in the data, even a short lunch break could be the cause of a jump in the data (as evidenced by some jumps “down”). Unfortunately, not all of these jumps are detectable or removable.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{unflattened_data.png}
\caption{Unflattened Data}
\end{figure}

We would like to remove these jumps since they are artificial in the sense that they would not occur in a “real” system searching for mines: when searching for mines, one would not pause taking measurements for a significant interval in mid-scan. Furthermore, it is hypothesized that the jumps decrease the network’s performance since many different signal levels artificially correspond to mine patterns. Therefore it is desirable to remove the jumps from the data if possible.

A preprocessing function called “Flatten” attempts to eliminate the jumps. It works

\textsuperscript{16}Or, perhaps they are caused by a drift over the course of a day in the calibration of the measurement instruments. This is unlikely, though, since if it were true, the jumps would all end on the same “calibrated” level, which does not happen.

\textsuperscript{17}Recall that the measurement apparatus automatically measured all data in one row, but required operator assistance to move the apparatus from row to row. This also explains why there are no jumps between columns in a row, but only jumps between successive rows.
as shown in Figure 21

```
begin {Remove Jumps}
  1. Compute the mean and standard deviation of the entire data set.
  2. Compute the average over the columns for each row of data.
  3. Search for jumps: Tabulate their locations.
  4. Calculate the linear regression coefficients for each interval between jumps.
  5. Remove the ramp between jumps from the data by subtracting the plane formed from the linear regression coefficients.
end {Remove Jumps}
```

Figure 21: Algorithm to remove jumps from the data

Once the jumps are found, eliminating them using the last two steps is a straightforward procedure. However, finding the jumps in the first place turns out to be a bit of an “art”.

For all methods, the first step is to compute the mean and standard deviation of both the ‘x’ and ‘y’ components of the data set. This information is used later when looking for jumps. Next, the average ‘x’ and ‘y’ value for each row of data were computed. The idea behind this was that if the difference in the average of either the magnitude (x) or phase (y) between two successive rows was large (in some sense), a jump probably occurred at this location. The “largeness” of a jump is a concept that is relative to the data being considered; however, a specific absolute threshold is needed by the flattening routine to determine if a jump occurred or not. We settled on determining the threshold for jumps by choosing some multiple of the standard deviation of the data.

Three different techniques of increasing sophistication to find jumps were tried. They are described in the following subsections. Since the data collection equipment measured all data within a row automatically, jumps could not occur between columns in a row. Jumps occur between rows because the human operator needed to move the measurement apparatus was not always present when he or she was required.

**Simple Jump Search**
The first jump removal technique considered each data file separately. For any file, if the average ‘x’ or ‘y’ value for consecutive rows differed by more than the threshold value, then a jump was considered to have occurred between those two rows in that data file. The jump was removed as will be described later.

**Global Jump Search**
This procedure took advantage of some of the information known about how the data was gathered. We know that for every (row, column) coordinate in the mine lane, all
(frequency, $S$ parameter) measurements were taken at the “same time”. That is to say, only one measurement pass was taken through the mine lane. Therefore, if a jump was found in one data set (that is, one (frequency, $S$ parameter) set), this implied that a jump also occurred in all other data sets at that row, even if one was not readily apparent.

Therefore, if a jump was found in one data set, then it was considered to have occurred in all data sets, and was removed from the same location in all other data sets.

Global Jump Search with Step Detection
The preceding method found such a large number of jumps that it was considered useless. It was postulated that some of the events that were labeled as jumps were actually true high-variance changes in the data. In other words, some of the jumps found were indeed “false jumps”. Therefore, an additional step was added to the procedure to be more certain that a jump actually occurred. Once a jump was postulated to have occurred using the previous method, it was verified by checking that all the columns changed value in the same direction across the jump for the data set the jump was located in; they either all increased in value or all decreased in value. All columns in both the ‘x’ data were required to change in the same direction, and all columns in the ‘y’ data were required to change in another (not necessarily the same) direction. This addition to the procedure eliminated all of the false jumps. Appendix D shows the 3D mesh plots of the data in the region surrounding each of the located jumps before and after removal of the jump (for a threshold of 1.0 times the standard deviation).

Removing the Jumps
The third jump removal technique was found to work best. The thresholds we used were multiples of the standard deviation of the data; NN results seemed to be best with a threshold of either 1.0 times the standard deviation or 0.0 times the standard deviation (i.e. step detection only).

For all the algorithms, the first step to removing jumps is to compute the average over all columns for the ‘x’ and ‘y’ components of each row. Next, the ‘x’ and ‘y’ standard deviation of the entire data set is calculated. The previously described jump location procedures are executed. For each interval of data between two jumps, the linear regression of step 4 calculates the best least squares fit of a line to the column averaged data. This is the approximation of the “ramp” experienced during measurement\(^\text{18}\). This line is extended

\(^{18}\)For further information on the derivations pertaining to how to fit data to a straight line, see [38]. In brief, the procedure works like this: We wish to fit a line, $y(x) = a + bx$ to the data. The coefficients $a$ and $b$ are computed as follows:

$$b = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} [x_i - \bar{x}]^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \bar{x}) y_i$$

$$a = \bar{y} - b \bar{x}$$

where: $N$ = the number of rows between jumps.
over all of the columns to form a plane. Step 5 subtracts this plane out of the data.

For example, the “SAS6”, 800 MHz $S_{11}$ data file has an original average column magnitude as displayed in Figure 22. Many jumps are clearly evident. For example, consider the one between rows 414 and 415 (This is the same jump as in Figure 20).

![Figure 22: Unflattened Average Row Magnitudes.](image)

When the jumps are removed using this method, the new average row magnitude is as shown in Figure 23a\textsuperscript{19}. When this flattened data is re-normalized to have unit variance it is as seen in Figure 23b.

![Figure 23: Flattened Row Magnitudes. a) before re-normalization; b) after re-normalization](image)

We see that both the jump and the underlying ramp function is removed from the

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_i & = \text{the row number of the } i^{th} \text{ row.} \\
    \bar{x} & = \frac{x_1 + x_N}{2} \\
    y_i & = \text{the average value of row } i. \\
    \bar{y} & = \text{the average value of the data between jumps.}
\end{align*}
\]

\textsuperscript{19}A threshold of 1.0 standard deviations was used, and jumps were removed at rows: 14, 74, 158, 250, 360, 370, 414, 430, and 458.
Looking at the data in three-dimensional format (Figure 24) we see that the jump has been removed. Several other things can be noticed from Figure 23a. One of them is that while the jumps are clearly better than before, they are not completely removed. This can also be seen in the graphs in Appendix D. Unfortunately there is no real substitute for data that has been collected under identical conditions, but this may be impossible in practice. If temperature is indeed the cause of the ramps, it may be valuable to measure the ground temperature at the time of each measurement. This could be another input to the neural network that may help compensate for the jump effect.

Another thing we note from the re-normalized average row magnitudes in Figure 23b is that the perceptual variance of the data has increased. In actuality, the variance of both data sets is identical since the preprocessor normalized both data sets to have a variance of 1.0, but the “randomness” of the signal is increased. In the unflattened data, the variance has two components: the component due to the sawtooth like ramping functions, and the component due to the variance of the signal. So, $1.0 = \text{Var(Sawtooth)} + \text{Var(Signal)}$. If we remove the sawtooth perfectly, the variance of the signal is therefore increased to 1.0. Since the variance of the sawtooth is quite large, the initial variance of the signal is quite small and the perceptual “randomness” of the data set is small. When the sawtooth is removed, for the same variance, the perceptual “randomness” of the signal is much increased.

The jumps are shown for the 800 MHz data since this data set was most dramatically affected. The frequencies near 1GHz were least affected. This may be one reason why the seven frequency simulations work at least as well as eleven frequency simulations.

Assuming that the sawtooth and signal are uncorrelated.
4.2 Local Preprocessing Methods

The following sections describe the local preprocessing methods. Although, not necessarily a preprocessing method, the first section describes the different types of neural network input vectors used. This is followed by five different forms of local preprocessing.

4.2.1 Neural Network Input Vectors

Initially, the input vector to the NN simulator included data from a “window” of spatially neighboring points. Many different window sizes were tried, and we settled on a standard $7 \times 7$ input window. If the center of this window was within 3 grid positions of a mine center, the network was to provide a positive response, otherwise it was to provide a negative response.

Very good results were obtained after several quarters of work using this architecture and some of the preprocessing methods here. Thus, it was determined that we should investigate the more difficult, but also much more practical “minimal” $(1 \times 1)$ window. All recent work has used the minimal window, and thus the mirror/rotate/fold techniques described here are defunct. Their description is included for completeness only. However, should the design ever include a larger input window, these techniques should be re-examined (especially data folding) since they increase generalization and decrease network size.

4.2.2 Gamma Transform

![Two Port Network](image)

Figure 25: Two Port Network.

The data sets we use from Ft. Belvoir (“SAS6”) includes all four S parameters: $S_{11}$, $S_{12}$, $S_{21}$, and $S_{22}$. To try to incorporate all of this data into a single neural network is possible but a simpler method is desirable. Therefore, an attempt was made to incorporate all of the data into a single more descriptive measure.

The reader is referred to the system topology of a two port network as drawn in Figure 25. It is characterized by the four S parameters: $S_{11}$, $S_{12}$, $S_{21}$, and $S_{22}$. A single parameter which incorporates the features of all the S parameters is the reflection coefficient, $\Gamma_G$. 
\( \Gamma_G \) is the reflection coefficient seen at the generating antenna:

\[
\Gamma_G = \frac{V_1^- / V_1^+}{S_{11} - \frac{S_{12} S_{21} \Gamma_L}{S_{22} \Gamma_L - 1}}
\]

where \( \Gamma_L \) is the reflection coefficient off of the receiving antenna:

\[
\Gamma_L = \frac{V_2^+ / V_2^-}{S_{22} - \frac{S_{21} S_{12} (-\Gamma_G)}{S_{11} (-\Gamma_G) - 1}}
\]

\[
-\Gamma_L = \frac{S_{21} S_{12} (-\Gamma_G)}{S_{11} (-\Gamma_G) - 1} \quad \Gamma_L = \frac{S_{21} S_{12} \Gamma_G - S_{11} S_{22} \Gamma_G - S_{22}}{S_{11} \Gamma_G + 1}
\]

Solving for \( \Gamma_G \) by substituting in the value for \( \Gamma_L \),

\[
\Gamma_G = \frac{S_{11} S_{22} \Gamma_L - S_{12} S_{21} \Gamma_L - S_{11}}{S_{22} \Gamma_L - 1} = \frac{(S_{11} S_{22} - S_{12} S_{21}) S_{21} S_{12} \Gamma_G - S_{11} S_{22} \Gamma_G - S_{22} - S_{11}}{S_{22} \frac{S_{21} S_{12} \Gamma_G - S_{11} S_{22} \Gamma_G - S_{22}}{S_{11} \Gamma_G + 1}}
\]

let \( X = S_{11} S_{22} - S_{12} S_{21} \)

\[
\Gamma_G = \frac{X \left(-X \Gamma_G - S_{22}\right) - S_{11}^2 \Gamma_G - S_{11}}{S_{22} \left(-X \Gamma_G - S_{22}\right) - S_{11} \Gamma_G + 1}
\]

\[
\Gamma_G^2 (-S_{22} X - S_{11}) + \Gamma_G (S_{11}^2 - S_{22}^2 + X^2 - 1) + (S_{22} X + S_{11}) = 0
\]

Solving the quadratic equation to find \( \Gamma_G \),

\[
\Gamma_G = \frac{(S_{11}^2 - S_{22}^2 + X^2 - 1) \mp \sqrt{(S_{11}^2 - S_{22}^2 + X^2 - 1)^2 + 4 \times (S_{22} X + S_{11})^2}}{2 \times (S_{22} X + S_{11})}
\]

Now, we can have a single parameter which incorporates all the \( S \) parameters into one. Using the reflection coefficient as the input to the neural network, we can use a single set of complex data and have much of the information of all four complex \( S \) parameters. (NOTE: This method was only used for a short time. It was not found to work well – probably because of an over-sensitivity to noisy data).

4.2.3 Rotate and Mirror

The small size and relatively indistinct signal returns of the training data has made mine detection by neural networks difficult. In general, complex problems require neural networks with large numbers of weights. Having a limited amount of training data severely restricts the ability to train such networks.

In order to circumvent these limitations, it would be good to increase the effective size of the training data set. The actual amount of data available is fixed. However, by
taking advantage of several properties of the data and the neural network input system, we can effectively increase the number of patterns in the data set by a large factor. Once we have increased the size of the data set, we should be able to use much larger and more powerful networks. This should then produce more accurate and dependable results. The symmetry properties of the data we have used include rotational invariance and reflectional invariance.

Rotational invariance is the first property of the mine data and neural network input system we used to enhance our data set. A randomly chosen square window of data from the training section of the mine lane is used as the input to train the network for mine detection. If we assume that the data acquisition system has no directional bias, then this window of data has no inherent direction or orientation. Therefore, the orientation of the data window does not matter to the neural network, and this data can be rotated to produce a new set of equally valid data.

For each square window of data, four different inputs can be artificially produced. This can be done by using 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees of rotation. This corresponds to the signals that would have been obtained if the dirt and mines had been rotated by each of the above amounts. These rotations produce new data for the neural network which was not initially available, but is valid nonetheless. The new rotated data is still the same data taken from the mine lane. It is only the viewpoint or orientation of the network with respect to the mine lane which is changed.

Each of the data windows created by the above rotations is a new input pattern for the neural network, and the corresponding desired response can be determined accordingly. The rotations can be done to each of the windows of data from the entire mine lane. This gives an effective data size which is four times as large as the original data set.

Of course, increasing the amount of training data in this manner is not quite equivalent to having 4 times as much training data, because the noise in rotated versions of the same window is not independent as it would be in four independent measurements. Nonetheless, the additional patterns give us more data to constrain the weights of the network and has a beneficial effect upon classifier performance.

Reflectional invariance is the second property we used to increase the size of the data set. In an analogous manner to the rotational invariance of the data set, the square windows of data also display reflectional invariance.

Assuming symmetric mine shapes, we can flip the data window horizontally or vertically to produce two additional windows of data from each window in the original mine lane. The horizontal and vertical flips correspond to having the mine lane reflected about the center line or scanning the mine lane from the end to the beginning, respectively. This creates the possibility of three different windows of data to be used as the input to the neural network for each data window from the mine lane.

Both rotation and reflection can be used on each data window from the original mine lane to increase the overall size of the data. Using both rotation and reflection and
eliminating redundant transformations, a maximum of eight different orientations of the data can be produced from each data window in the original mine lane. Therefore, using these two methods in conjunction, the effective size of data has been increased by a factor of eight. With this larger amount of data, there is more flexibility with the architecture of the neural network we can use to perform the mine detection. The combined process of rotation and reflection is illustrated in Figure 26.

Some initial simulations showed that there was actually a slight decrease in performance due to rotating and mirroring. It was later hypothesized that this performance drop was due to the “ramp” and “jumps” in the input data. Rotating the underlying ramp, and rotating the spurious jumps did not produce plausible generalized input windows, and thus the generalization performance of the entire network was not enhanced. Once the jumps and ramps were removed, the rotate and mirror processing options were found to improve performance.

Figure 26: Rotating and Reflecting an Input Pattern.

4.2.4 Data Folding

“Data Folding” is an input preprocessing method which uses input addition to achieve data reduction as well as both rotational and reflectional invariance of the input window. There are two motivations to use this method. First, it enforces rotational and reflectional invariance in the network, and thus should improve generalization. Secondly, as will be shown, it is an alternative method to the Karhunen-Loeve transform to reduce the size of the input vector to the network (although mathematically the two methods are very different).\(^{22}\) This allows us to use more input data sets than before, with a network of a given size. Figure 27 illustrates how data folding works.

\(^{22}\)Part of the appeal of the folding transform is its simplicity. For example, the Karhunen-Loeve transform requires the storage of a \(D_i \times D_i\) transform array (where \(D_i\) is the dimension of an input window) and requires on the order of \(O(D_i^2)\) multiplications per input window while data folding requires no such storage, no multiplications, and only \(O(D_i)\) additions per input window.
In the figure, the input window is shown to be $3 \times 3$ in size for clarity, although data folding is possible with all window sizes\(^2\). To the right of the input window, the four possible rotations of that window are shown. To the far right, the input window has been flipped across a horizontal axis, and just to its left the four rotations of this window are shown. In these two columns, titled “Rotated Windows” and “Rotated Flipped Windows”, we have all eight possible combinations of rotated and mirrored windows. Any other rotation and flip combination will duplicate a member already in this set.

The eight windows are summed together to produce the output window. Because of the rotations and reflections, only three of the values in the resulting window are unique (the shaded entries). These three values are those used to train and test the neural network.

However, to analyze what effect this will have on the network, let us first consider what would happen if not just three, but all components of the output window were used as input to the neural network. No data reduction is accomplished, but the input window will still be the sum of all rotations and reflections. Over time, this will encourage the weights of the neurons in the first hidden layer (which start at random, non-symmetric values) to be symmetric, much like training with separate reflections and rotations of the input window.

By using only the non-redundant components of the output window, we are now performing an operation equivalent to forcing the weights of the first hidden layer neurons to be symmetric. At the same time, we are reducing the number of weights in the first hidden layer due to the reduction in dimension of the input vector. Therefore, both data reduction and data symmetry are performed.

By how much is the input vector reduced? If we consider the minimal window,
we see that there will be no reduction. We also observed a three to one reduction in the example just discussed. In general, if $D_i$ is the dimension of the input vector, the dimension of the folded vector $D_o$ is:

$$D_o = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left\lfloor \sqrt{D_i} \right\rfloor^2 + \left\lfloor \sqrt{D_i} \right\rfloor \right]$$

where the $\left\lfloor \cdot \right\rfloor$ operator truncates its operand to the next highest integer. For example, with the frequently used $7 \times 7$ window, the output from the folding procedure will have ten elements, to achieve a nearly five to one reduction in data dimensionality. This is probably as big as one would ever want the data window to be, but, as a matter of curiosity, we take the limit as $D_i$ goes to infinity and find that the limiting data reduction is eight to one. Also, when $D_i$ is one, $D_o$ is also one, and no data reduction is achieved.

4.2.5 Local Normalization

Local normalization refers to preprocessing which performs a different operation on each input vector $X_{glob}$ from the mine lane, based on the value of that input vector, independent of all other input vectors. Two basic types (either lossy or lossless) of local normalization can be done. These preprocessing techniques were motivated in part by careful theoretical reasoning and in part by curiosity.

Zero Mean

The normalization with the least theoretical basis is the lossy zero mean operation. The function of this is to compute the average of all of the components of $X_{glob}$ and to subtract this average from each component. i.e. $X = X_{glob} - \frac{1}{k} [1, 1, \ldots, 1]^T \sum_i X_{glob,i}$. Graphically, we can see this operation as a mapping from a $k$ dimensional space to a $k - 1$ dimensional space; a hyperplane in that $k$ dimensional space. In Figure 28, an example with $k = 2$ is shown where all points along the dotted lines are mapped to the solid hyperplane where it intersects that dotted line.

![Figure 28: Zero Mean Normalization](image)
**Unit Norm**

Another normalization method is to divide each vector by its norm, so that it becomes unit norm, i.e. \( X = \frac{X_{\text{vec}}}{\|X_{\text{vec}}\|} \). Graphically, we can see it (Figure 29) as a mapping from a \( k \) dimensional space onto a \( k-1 \) dimensional hypersphere\(^{24} \) of radius 1 in that space. In the figure, all points on the dotted lines are mapped to the nearest point on the hypersphere which intersect that line.

![Figure 29: Unit Norm Normalization](image)

If two simplifying assumptions are made, then the Bayes Decision rule can be reduced to a form in terms of unit normalized pattern vectors. The Bayes Rule states:

Choose class \( i \) if:

\[
\frac{P(\text{class}_i | X)}{P(X | \text{class}_i) P(\text{class}_i)} > \frac{P(\text{class}_j | X)}{P(X | \text{class}_j) P(\text{class}_j)} \quad \forall j \neq i
\]

In the decision rule, \( P(X) \) is a constant, so it cancels. If we assume that the pdf of \( X \) is composed of independently distributed Gaussians with different means, and take the logarithm of both sides, then:

\[
\log(\|X - \mu_i\|) - \log(P(\text{class}_i)) > \log(\|X - \mu_j\|) - \log(P(\text{class}_j))
\]

Now, let us assume that the classes are equally likely. Then, the predicted class is

\[
\min_i \frac{1}{\|X - \mu_i\|}
\]

If we divide \( X \) and \( \mu \) by their norms,

\[
\min_i \frac{1}{\sqrt{2 - \frac{X}{\|X\|} \cdot \frac{\mu_i}{\|\mu_i\|}}}
\]

or:

\[
\max_i \frac{X}{\|X\|} : \frac{\mu_i}{\|\mu_i\|} = \max_i \rho_i
\]

\(^{24} \)While the hypersphere itself exists in \( k \)-dimensional space, the points on it can be mapped with a non-linear 1:1 mapping to a \( k-1 \) dimensional space.
where \( \rho \) is the correlation coefficient. Thus, the pattern recognition problem becomes one of maximizing the correlation between the input vector and the mean vector of each of the possible classes. Geometrically, this becomes choosing the class which makes the smallest angle in \( k \) space with the input vector.

The assumptions made are not accurate models of the mine lane data. However, the result here seems to work well even when the assumptions are not met. One example is [3] where character recognition based on the correlation principle correctly recognized all but 20 out of 3,064,029 characters from 88 of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s short stories. It is well known that the character distributions in English text are not uniformly distributed; neither are the vector inputs from the scanner Gaussian (for example, they are strictly positive integer values!) Nonetheless, correlation based pattern recognition works very well here.

It is also interesting to note that the PNN architecture was first defined by Specht based on the correlation principle. In the original architecture, each input vector was unit-normalized. This resulted in significant simplification in the computation in each pattern unit.\(^{25}\)

### Both Normalizations

Should both of the normalizations be performed, the result will depend on the order in which the operations are performed. If the order is: zero mean, unit norm, then the result will be a mapping from the \( k \) dimensional space to the \( k - 2 \) dimensional space which is a point on the intersection of the hypersphere and the hyperplane. If, however, the order is: unit norm, zero mean, then the result is a mapping from the \( k \) dimensional space to a \( k - 1 \) dimensional space. This is illustrated in Figure 30. The starting point \( X_{glob} \) is shown as point “1”. Should a unit norm be performed, followed by a zero mean, then the point moves from “1” to “2” and ends up at “3”. If, however a zero mean is performed, followed by a unit norm, the point moves from “1” to “4” to “5”. In all simulations where we perform both normalizations, we first do the zero mean and then the unit norm, thus performing a mapping on a \( k - 2 \) dimensional space.

### 4.2.6 Approximate Lossless Normalization

In the fear that perhaps some useful information was being discarded with the lossy normalization techniques, a lossless normalization was attempted. It performed the normalization by adding one component to the vector \( X \) so that:

\[
X = \frac{1}{R_0} \left[ \frac{X^T_{glob} \sqrt{R_0^2 - \|X_{glob}\|^2}^T}{R_0} \right]
\]

where \( R_0 \geq \max \|X_{glob}\| \).

\(^{25}\)In our simulations, we use a more general Gaussian function in each pattern unit which does not assume that the input vector has unit norm.
Thus, each vector \( X \) has a scaled version of the input vector \( X_{\text{glob}} \), and a normalization coefficient. The only problem is choosing \( R_0 \) large enough so that the square root term is positive. From experimentation, it was found that \( R_0 \) had to be greater than 52.2.

The problem with needing such a large \( R_0 \) is that the normalization coefficient “swamped” the input vector; often becoming the highly predominant component. Thus, an approximate-lossless normalization scheme was devised. In this scheme, \( R_0 \) took on a much smaller value. The few components in the mine lane which had a larger magnitude than \( R_0 \) were normalized (using the lossy norm) to length 1, and the normalization coefficient was set to 0. Figure 31 shows the relative frequency of vectors in the mine lane with specific norms. This figure considers all of the training data. Looking at the figure, we see that very few vectors have norm greater than 15, so the approximate lossless norm used a parameter \( R_0 \) of 15.
5 Postprocessing Methods

In addition to data preprocessing, some postprocessing functions were also investigated. These were not as rich in variety as the preprocessor since the output of the network is so simple that little can be done with it.

5.1 Number of Outputs

While not specifically a postprocessing operation, the number of outputs from the network forms part of the “back end” of the mine locating process. It is one of the many variable factors to consider when designing a neural network, and choosing it correctly can be important. Some of our simulations have been simulated with two outputs. In this configuration, a separate output was used to determine both mine and background (no mine). This type of binary pattern discrimination can also be accomplished using only one output. If we wished to also predict minetypes, another possible method is to use five or six outputs: one output for each of the five minetypes with or without a background output. Each of these output configurations lends itself to different characteristics in the performance of the network. In addition, each provides a foundation for different types of learning and for postprocessing which can be done. In this section, we will compare the performance of three different types of output structure: a single output, two outputs, and six outputs.

5.1.1 Single Output

Using a single output for the mine discriminating neural network provides the simplest possible output structure for a neural network classifier. In this case, the network is trained to have a high response for mines and a low response for background. The high and low responses can be represented in two different ways depending on the activation function which is used in the neurons of the network. The high value is always `+1` and the low value can be either `0` or `-1` when the neuron’s activation function is

\[
f(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\beta x}}
\]

or

\[
f(x) = \tanh(\beta x)
\]

respectively. Both functions behave in a similar manner, and the choice of function used is arbitrary. We have decided to use the later equation in all of the simulations conducted in this report. In this configuration, a +1 output signifies the presence of a mine, and a -1 output signifies the presence of background (no mine).

After the desired response was determined for each position in the mine lane, the network was trained on data from the training sections (three-fifths) of the mine lane. After a predetermined interval of learning, the network weights were frozen and its performance was tested on input data from the test section (the remaining unseen two-fifths) of the mine.
lane for cross-validation. Using the single output, there is only one way to interpret the output during the test phase of the simulations. A value greater than a certain threshold indicates a positive point response; a value less than that threshold indicates a negative point response. This threshold value can be adjusted either up or down using information about a priori input distributions or output cost functions; however, to do this is less than straightforward and requires more study. For the work presented here, the half-way point, a threshold of zero, was used.

5.1.2 Double Output

Instead of using a single output for mine discrimination, two outputs can also be used to perform the same function. In this case, one output is used to signify a mine and another output is used to signify background. More specifically, a mine desired response is given as a +1 output for the mine output and a -1 for the background output, and the reverse is done for a background desired response. This method adds an additional neuron to the last layer of the network and doubles the number of weights in that layer. This may make it possible to produce more complicated decision regions in the data and improve the overall performance of the network. As a negative effect, it may prevent good generalization by increasing the number of weights in the network.

The use of two neural network outputs can also increase the complexity of the decision to be made about the presence of mine or background. There are many possible methods of using the two outputs to formulate the final decision. The simplest method and the one adopted here is to take the "larger" output (mine output or background output) as the decision. In this situation "larger" is determined by the output closest to +1, which is the same as furthest from -1. This method only utilizes relative information between the two outputs.

Other possible methods could consider the difference between the outputs or the actual magnitude of the outputs. One such method, could involve a minimum difference in the output magnitudes to declare a clear decision. If this criterion is not met, there could be a backup system to determine a proper course of action. For example, if the mine output is 0.6 and the background is 0.2, then there is a difference in the outputs of 0.4. If a minimum required difference of 0.5 had been predetermined, then this mine output could be in question and the prediction could be improved by either testing adjacent positions in the mine lane, or the input data could be altered slightly, by adding noise or by filtering, and tested again. A similar technique could be implemented for having a minimum magnitude requirement for the winning output in order for a safe decision to be made. In either of these two cases, the rule can be set up differently for mine outputs and background outputs to reflect the importance of decisions when considering risk factors. Many other possible manipulations of the two output values can also be conceived.
5.1.3 Multiple Outputs

The final approach to designing the output layer of the network involves the use of a different output neuron for each of the five mine types. In the current study of multioutput networks, six outputs, one for each mine type and one for the background, were actually used. In this type of network, a slightly different desired response which includes information about the mine type of the nearest mine must be calculated. First, the proximity of the nearest mine was determined. If the distance to the center of the mine was within a threshold value, the network output corresponding to this mine was given a +1 desired response. The five other outputs including the background output was given a -1 desired response. In the case where there were no mines within the predetermined distance, the background output was given a +1 output and all others were given a -1. A similar output configuration can also be set up with just five outputs, one for each minetype. In this case, a desired response of all -1’s could designate background. However, we are treating background as an equal output to the mines resulting in six outputs.

This type of network which discriminates between different mine types seems the most efficient method to approach the mine detection problem when there are many distinct mine types. Since the different mines have varying sizes and are made of different materials [13], they can produce fairly different sensor outputs. Therefore, in the single or double output case, the network must distinguish all mine signals from background signals. If all the mines produced similar signals which are drastically different from background, the problem could be easily managed. However, if even one or some of the mines produce a signal more similar to background or very different from the rest of the mines, the task becomes much more difficult. Not only is the detection more difficult for the peculiar mine type, but the use of this mine data during the training phase may jeopardize the performance of detecting the other mines. We have seen from work in Section 3 that one particular mine type, mine type number three, has been very difficult to detect. The use of multiple outputs may help reduce this problem.

After the multioutput network has been trained, the outputs of the test region must be interpreted. Similar to Section 5.1.2, there are many ways that this can be done. Initially, we used the simplest method, and use the largest of the outputs as the winner or decision maker. Therefore, whenever any one of the five neurons representing a mine has the largest output, a mine is predicted to be in that position. In order to signify a background, the background output must be larger than all other outputs. For this network, there are several possibilities for the correctness of the output:

1. A mine has been correctly identified by its minetype.
2. Background has been correctly identified.
3. A mine has been incorrectly identified as background.
4. Background has been incorrectly identified as one of the mines.
5. A mine has been incorrectly identified as a different mine type.

Two different measures of performance can be used to evaluate this type of network architecture. In one scheme, only output possibilities 1 and 2 are assumed to be correct and all others are classified as errors. This would determine how well the network can identify and classify the different types of mines. However, this is a little too stringent for our initial use of the multioutput network, since misclassifying a mine as in output possibility 5 above is not a fatal error. For the purposes of mine detection in this contract, we grouped all mine outputs of the network as one type and used the grouping postprocessor (Section 5.2) to determine the mine positions. In future study, we will look at the possibility of discriminating mines of different type with the use of different postprocessing methods.

Figure 32 shows how our network diagrams depict the multi-output capabilities of the simulator. From left to right we see output sections for one, two and six output networks.

![Figure 32: Schematic Symbols for 1, 2 and 6 Output Networks](image)

### 5.2 Grouping Mines

A previous method of reporting simulation results worked by grouping together network point responses. During the test phase in which the weights are held constant, the input window is scanned over the entire mine lane. At each spatial location, the point response of the neural network is tabulated. Figure 33 represents an example of the raw quantized network output. An ‘M’ value indicates a positive point response from the neural network and a ‘b’ indicates a negative point response. Without further processing, the information in this table is hard to interpret. What we really want is to know how many mines have been found, and how many false positives there were. This is accomplished by post-processing this table of ‘M’ and ‘b’ s to extract the positions where the network thought there were mines.

The grouping algorithm looks for contiguous areas of ‘M’ s. Any region that contains 3 or more ‘M’ values joined together was considered to be a mine, and any other region of fewer than 3 ‘M’ values is discarded as noise. For each region, the centroid of the ‘M’ positions is calculated. A sample joined region is shaded in the figure. All other regions with ‘M’ in them are not shaded since they were too small to be considered a mine.

Once the program has found a list of these regions and their centroids, it matches it against the list of ‘true’ values that are the known locations of the mines. This information is found in in Appendix A. If the centroid of a positive region is within 4 grid units of a
mine's center, it is considered to be a true positive (a mine was really there). Otherwise, it is considered to be a false positive (no mine was there).
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Figure 33: Postprocessing by Grouping Network Responses

While we have abandoned this method for a simpler way to report results, it holds merit if postprocessing is an implementation option.

5.3 Filtering

One of the methods discovered while investigating PNNs (see Section 3) was output filtering. The idea behind filtering is to remove spurious network responses by combining them in a weighted manner with adjacent responses.

During the test phase of the neural network, tables are created with the network response at every location in the mine lane. There is one table for every output neuron. Spatial filtering can be performed on these tables; this is called Pre Quantizer filtering. The information from these tables is then combined to form a single table of point decisions. The entries of this table are the '+1/-1' decisions based on the rules in section 5.1. This is shown in Figure 33 as 'M' for +1 and 'b' for -1. This table can be filtered as well; this is called Post Quantizer filtering. Finally, the response grouping subroutine is executed on this table to give a list of predicted mine locations. This process is illustrated in Figure 34.

The filter we use is a $3 \times 3$ filter shown in Figure 35. The filtering operation replaces each point response with $k^2$ times itself plus $k$ times the sum of the horizontal and vertical neighbors plus one times the sum of the diagonal neighbors. (Edges are handled by treating out-of-mine-lane responses as zeros). The choice of filter is somewhat arbitrary, but it does have the feature that it has a (scaled) sampled Gaussian form$^{26}$. Consider the scaled two dimensional Gaussian:

$$f_{n}(d) = \exp \left( \frac{-d^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)$$

$^{26}$The scaling doesn't matter since we are using +1 and -1 as network responses, and decisions are based only on the output sign, not on its magnitude. If we were using +1 and 0, the filter would have to be normalized by dividing each element by $4 + 4k + k^2$ or the decision threshold would need to be multiplied by this value.
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Figure 34: Postprocessing Stages with Filters

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & k & 1 \\
\frac{k}{k} & k^2 & \frac{k}{k} \\
1 & k & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Figure 35: 3 × 3 Spatial Filter

Suppose we let:

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{1}{2\ln(k)}
\]

then:

\[
\ln(d) = k^2 \exp \left( -d^2 \ln(k) \right) \\
= k^2 \exp \left( \ln(k^{-d^2}) \right) \\
= k^2 k^{-d^2} \\
= k^{2-d^2}
\]

At \( d = 0 \) (the center tap), the value is \( k^2 \). At \( d = 1 \), the value is \( k \), and at \( d = \sqrt{2} \), the value is 1. This confirms the filter shown previously. Some thought shows that a high value of \( k \) emphasizes the center tap, and a low value of \( k \) provides more smoothing during the filtering. The value most frequently used was \( k = 2 \), but some simulations were performed with other values, most notably \( k = 3 \). As \( k \to \infty \), there is no filtering. As \( k \to 1 \) the filtering is maximally smooth. (For \( k < 1, \sigma^2 < 0 \) which is illegal).

The simulator can optionally: not filter at all; only pre quantizer filter; only post quantizer filter; or pre and post quantizer filter. From the simulations, we found that filtering tends to reduce both the number of true positives and false positives.
6 Outlier Removal

The effectiveness of training a neural network is affected greatly by the training data set which is used. No learning algorithm will work effectively if the data used does not contain sufficient information presented in a clear and unambiguous manner. This can be a problem which is not easily detectable, especially when using very high dimensional data. Since the data is impossible to visualize, it can be difficult to detect any obvious anomalies which may interfere with the learning process of the neural network. This is the case for our mine lane data.

Due to the nature of the mine data, it is not unreasonable to expect some anomalous data points which would hinder the learning and generalization abilities of a neural network. Therefore, the removal of these outlier data points from the training set should increase the overall performance of the network. The presence of inconsistent data points can be attributed to uneven soil conditions, including moisture and debris, inconsistent depth of mines, sampling of data over mine edges, inaccurate measurement of exact mine positions, and some other causes. In any case, the detection and removal of these data points from the training set has been emphasized in the last year of the research contract.

One of the main reasons for the presence of undesirable data points in the training data is due to the collection of data at or near the edges of the mines in the mine lane. These areas may be producing signals which cannot be classified clearly as either mine or background. These ambiguous signals may interfere with the learning and classification abilities of the other distinct signals. Therefore, the first attempt at outlier removal has concentrated on the detection and removal of data points which are near the mine edges. Through collaboration with Dr. Don Torrieri at the Army Research Laboratory in Adelphi, Maryland, a new data preprocessing method has been developed to perform this simple type of outlier removal. This procedure uses simple heuristics based on the physical geometry involved in the signal collection procedure. Other methods of outlier removal have also been studied and are presented later in this report.

Data collected near mine edges usually have neighboring points which do not have the same desired response. Therefore, two neighboring points with somewhat similar signals may have opposite desired responses. This may confuse the network. Both of those data points should not be used in the training data set. Following this reasoning, only data points which are in the interior of a mine or the background region should be used for training. In order to ensure this condition, all the neighboring data points should be checked to make sure that an included point is surrounded only by other data points with the same desired response. This was done by checking the four nearest neighbors of each data point. A data point was included in the training set only if all of its four neighbors had the same desired response. Along the edges and corners of the mine lane, the missing neighbor was excluded from the requirement.

As an extension of the four nearest neighbor outlier removal method, an eight nearest
neighbor outlier removal method has been implemented. This method examines the eight neighbors of each data point, and if all of them do not have the same desired response as the center point, it is excluded from the training set. Figure 36 shows an example of the two methods. In this figure, the dark shaded center point is a background data point in question and the circle is a nearby land mine. In (a), the mine does not cover any of the four nearest neighbors and the center point would be included in the training set as a background data point. However, in (b), one of the eight neighbors is over the mine, so this point would be removed from the training data set. As demonstrated by this example, using the eight nearest neighbor outlier removal method instead of the four nearest neighbor method has the effect of removing several additional data points from the training data set.

Initial use of the four nearest neighbor outlier removal method showed diminished mine detection rates [19]. Inspection of the outlier removal technique and its effect on the training data set showed that the distribution of mine data and background data after outlier removal had become very skewed. The original training data sets had approximately an 7:1 ratio of mine to background data. After the outlier removal was applied the ratio became approximately 20:1. The large bias toward background data could be one explanation for the very low detection rates produced. A new training system was implemented in an attempt to try to mitigate the ill effects produced from training the neural network using the unevenly distributed data set.

6.1 Data Balancing

Since a heavily unbalanced training data set will produce a bias in the outputs of the network, it was hypothesized that it may beneficial to try to equalize the distribution of mine and background outputs in the training data. To achieve this balance, the training was done using the stochastic backprop method and by presenting both mine and background data patterns with approximately the same frequency. This resulted in each of the mine data points being used in the training of the neural network more frequently than any of the background data. This does not provide a perfect solution for balanced training since the
network will be trained on a small set of data more frequently than the others. Although, this may not be the solution for training the neural network for optimum generalization performance, it was an attempt to improve the performance of the heavily uneven data set created by using outlier removal.

Comparing the results after data balancing the training set against the results without data balancing, a remarkable increase in the mine detection performance was observed. This was very promising and may have explained one of the reasons why the four nearest neighbor method was showing a decreased mine detection rate.

### 6.2 Modified Outlier Removal

The two problems using the outlier removal method seems to be that the distribution of mine data and background data becomes very uneven and the total number of data points representing mines also becomes too small. The use of data balancing when training the network, although not a perfect solution, seems to alleviate some of the problems with the uneven data distribution. However, the very limited number of mine exemplars does limit the effectiveness of the neural network to generalize over a larger input data space. Therefore, in an attempt to get the benefits of outlier removal and still maintain as many different mine data inputs as possible, a new modified outlier mechanism was developed. Instead of removing all data points which do not satisfy the four or eight nearest neighbor criterion, only the background data are subjected to outlier removal. Therefore, all of the mine data is retained in an attempt to maintain a large data pool of mine data and the outlier removal procedure was conducted only on the background data. The background data near mines are removed from the training set. Although this method retains the mine data at the edges of the mine, the hope is that the benefit from having a larger mine data set will be greater than the detriment of having some outlier mine data. The mine/background data balancing was also always done on the modified outlier removed training data sets. The results from using the modified outlier removal method and data balancing were very favorable.
7 Transform Methods

A number of similar but different "transform" data preprocessing methods were investigated during this contract period. All of these transforms have the property that they form a vector \( Y \),

\[
Y = A^T X
\]

where \( A \) is the transformation matrix, and \( X \) is a \( k \)-dimensional preprocessed vector of data from the mine lane.

The motivation behind this transformation is twofold. First, the pattern space may be transformed in such a way that a PNN or an NN is more capable of separating the mine patterns from the background patterns. Secondly, data reduction can be achieved; i.e., we can compute \( Y_m = A_{m}^T X \) where \( A_{m} \) contains the first \( m \) of the \( k \) columns of \( A \), and \( Y_m \) has the resulting dimension \( m \). Generally, better separation and lower dimensionality can be attained at the same time, and the data reduction is achieved without a significant loss of "energy" from the input data, and thus without a significant loss of performance. This data reduction will result in faster training times and faster and more compact network realizations. Figure 37 shows the data flow block diagram used by all the transformation methods. The globally preprocessed data from the minelane, \( X_{glob} \), is preprocessed to form \( X \), which is transformed to form: \( Y_m = A_{m}^T X \). The vector \( Y_m \) is then input to either an NN or a PNN as appropriate, and training and testing is performed as usual.

![Data Flow in the Transformation](image)

7.1 The Karhunen-Loeve (KL) Transform

The Karhunen-Loeve Transform [43] will be discussed first since it forms a basis for discussing the more complex methods which follow.

The KL Transform is the only "unsupervised" transform that we investigated. The notation "unsupervised" refers to the fact that the transform matrix \( A \) was generated from the training patterns \( X \) in the mine lane, without knowing what the classes of the training patterns were.

The KL method (otherwise known as principal components analysis, or the Hotelling transform) performs a linear transformation on the input data. The input vector \( X \) is multiplied using an orthonormal matrix \( A \) to form \( Y = A^T X \). Since \( A \) is orthonormal, the resulting operation is a rotation of the input data in \( k \)-space.

We wish to compress the information content of the input window into as few parameters as possible. To see that this can be done, imagine a random variable \( Z \) whose
probability density function \((pdf)\) resides completely on some 2-D plane in 3-space. Three parameters are required to specify any of the values that the random variable \(Z\) can assume. However, suppose we rotated the entire space by some transformation such that the rotated \(pdf\) lies on the x-y plane. In this new coordinate system, only two parameters are required to specify any point in the \(pdf\).

In the mine-detection problem, if all \(S\) parameters and all frequencies are being used, then there are \(k=44\) input coefficients to the neural network (88 if phase values are being used too). Assuming that the relevant information content required for finding mines lies in some sub-space of the 44-D space, we can find a matrix \(A_m\) to rotate and compress the input window such that we can extract only the parameters we need. We choose the matrix \(A\) which performs a 44-dimensional rotation so that any input window can be specified with the fewest number of values. The correct choice of this matrix is the modal matrix of \(X\) which can be found as follows:

First, compute the covariance matrix for \(X\).
\[
\Sigma_X = E[(X - \overline{X})(X - \overline{X})^T]
\]

Then, compute the eigenvalues \((\lambda_i)\) and eigenvectors \((u_i)\) of \(\Sigma_X\). Since \(\Sigma_X\) is positive semi-definite, all the eigenvalues will be non-negative and real. Without loss of generality, we can order the eigenvalues such that
\[
\lambda_1 \geq \lambda_2 \geq \cdots \lambda_k \geq 0.
\]

Compose the matrix \(A\) by setting its columns equal to the ordered eigenvectors:
\[
A = [u_1 \ u_2 \cdots \ u_k]
\]

Now, let’s consider the ramifications of representing feature vector \(X\) using \(m < k\) components of \(Y\). Since \(X\) and \(Y\) are random vectors, the meaningful measure of error is an expectation, and in particular the mean square error metric works well. First, make some definitions:
\[
A = [A_m : A_k]
\]

where \(A_m\) is a \(k \times m\) matrix consisting of the first \(m\) columns of \(A\) (the first \(m\) eigenvectors of \(\Sigma_X\)) and \(A_k\) consists of the remaining \((k-m)\) deleted columns of \(A\), corresponding to the \(k-m\) terms not used to represent the vector \(X\). Thus,
\[
X = [A_m : A_k] \begin{bmatrix} Y_m \\ Y_k \end{bmatrix}
\]

where \(Y_m\) is the vector consisting of the \(m\) components of \(Y\) used to represent \(X\); \(Y_k\) consists of \(k-m\) components not used. The representation of \(X\), denoted as \(\hat{X}\) resulting from using only \(m\) elements of \(Y\) may be written as:
\[
\hat{X} = A_m Y_m
\]
Therefore the representation error is given by the \( k \times 1 \) vector \( \epsilon \) where:

\[
\epsilon = X - \hat{X} = A_k Y_k = \sum_{i=m+1}^{k} a_i Y_i
\]

where \( a_i \) is the \( i^{th} \) column of \( A \), and \( Y_i \) is the \( i^{th} \) component of \( Y \).

With some math, this reduces to:

\[
E[\| \epsilon \|^2] = \sum_{i=m+1}^{k} \lambda_i
\]

Clearly, if we are to minimize the error while discarding components from \( Y \), we must discard those components with the smallest eigenvalues.

### 7.1.1 Application of the KL Transform

In order to use the KL transform, one must first compute the modal matrix \( A \). This was done as follows: The input mine lane was broken up along its length into five sections. The first, third and fifth sections were considered to be training data, and the remaining sections were testing data (This is consistent with the rest of the report). A covariance matrix \( \Sigma_X \) was computed by taking all possible input vectors \( X \) from the training set and computing\(^{27}\)

\[
\Sigma_X = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (X_i - \overline{X})(X_i - \overline{X})^T
\]

To compute this with one pass through the data (to compute \( \overline{X} \) and \( \Sigma_X \) in parallel):

\[
\Sigma_X = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (X_i - \overline{X})(X_i - \overline{X})^T
= \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( X_iX_i^T - X_i \overline{X}^T - \overline{X}X_i^T + \overline{X} \overline{X}^T \right)
\]

\(^{27}\)If the value of \( \overline{X} \) were known explicitly, then we would need to calculate \( \Sigma_X = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (X_i - \overline{X})(X_i - \overline{X})^T \). The expected value of this calculation is: \( E[\Sigma_X] = E[X^2] - \overline{X}^2 \), which is an unbiased estimator of the covariance array. However, we do not know the value \( \overline{X} \), and must estimate it as: \( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i \). With some calculation, we can show that it is necessary to use the multiplicative constant \( \frac{1}{N-1} \) when calculating \( \Sigma_X \) in this case in order to form an unbiased estimate.

This issue is relatively unimportant, since we are most concerned with the eigenvectors of \( \Sigma_X \), which are unaffected by the constant. Each of the eigenvalues will be different by a factor of \( \frac{N-1}{N} \) if the “incorrect” scheme is used. The eigenvalues are only used to calculate the number of eigenvectors used to form \( A_m \), and the factor \( \frac{N-1}{N} \) is so close to 1, that there will probably be no difference in the decision whichever selection is made.
\[
\begin{align*}
&= \frac{1}{N-1} \left[ \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i X_i^T \right) - \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i \right) \bar{X}^T - \bar{X} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i^T \right) + N \bar{X} \bar{X}^T \right]
\end{align*}
\]

Let \( \Phi = \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i X_i^T \) and \( \phi = \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i \). Then,

\[
\Sigma_X = \frac{1}{N-1} \left[ \Phi - \left( N \bar{X} \right) \bar{X}^T - \bar{X} \left( N \bar{X}^T \right) + N \bar{X} \bar{X}^T \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{N-1} \left[ \Phi - N \bar{X} \bar{X}^T \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{N-1} \left[ \Phi - \frac{\phi \phi^T}{N} \right]
\]

where \( \Phi \) and \( \phi \) can be easily computed in parallel in a summation loop. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of \( \Sigma_X \) are computed and the matrix \( A_{KL}^T \) is generated and stored. This is done as an off-line procedure, although methods exist for computing it iteratively using a neural-net like structure. For a full algorithm to generate the \( A_{KL} \) matrix, see Figure 38.

```
begin {generate A_{KL}}
N = 0, \phi = [0]_{k \times 1}, \Phi = [0]_{k \times k}.

For each preprocessed vector \( X_i \) in the training section:
    If \( X_i \) is not an outlier, then:
        \( \phi \leftarrow \phi + X_i \)
        \( \Phi \leftarrow \Phi + X_i X_i^T \)
        \( N \leftarrow N + 1 \)
    endif
endfor

\[
\Sigma_X = \frac{1}{N-1} \left[ \Phi - \frac{\phi \phi^T}{N} \right]
\]

Compute the eigenvectors \( u_i \) and the eigenvalues \( \lambda_i \) of \( \Sigma_X \).
\( A_{KL} = [u_1 u_2 \ldots u_k] \), sorted by descending \( \lambda_i \).
\( b_{KL} = [\lambda_1 \lambda_2 \ldots \lambda_k]^T \)
Store \( A_{KL}^T, b_{KL} \) for later use.
end {generate A_{KL}}
```

Figure 38: Algorithm for generating \( A_{KL} \)

To perform the KL transform, we create the matrix \( A_m \) from \( A_{KL} \) as:

\[
A_m = A_{KL}[1 : m].
\]

That is, \( A_m \) is a \( k \times m \) dimensional array which holds the first \( m \) columns of \( A_{KL} \). The value of \( m \) is chosen to meet the energy criterion:

\[
m = \min_j \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{j} \lambda_i} \left[ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{j} \lambda_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \lambda_i} \geq \frac{E}{100} \right], \quad 0 \leq E \leq 100
\]
So, $A_m$ holds the minimum number of eigenvectors required to maintain at least $E$ percent of the energy in the transform. Once $A_m$ is formed, the transform is carried out as outlined above: For each input vector $X$,

$$Y_m = A_m^T X$$

This vector is used as input to either the NN or PNN, as appropriate, and training and testing is performed as usual.

### 7.1.2 Whitening the KL Transform

The KL transform is an orthonormal transform. That is, it preserves the structure of the covariance matrix, and Euclidean distances between points are maintained. Only rotations can be performed.

We could also, instead of composing $A_{KL}$ with the eigenvectors of $\Sigma_X$, form $A_{KL,w} = \left[ u'_1 \ u'_2 \ldots u'_k \right]$ where $u'_i = \frac{u_i}{\sqrt{\lambda_i}}$. Then, we are computing a whitening transform which first rotates the input space, and then makes the variance along each dimension equal to one. This can result in simplifying the decision boundary by "flattening" it out. Additionally, since the scale of each transform coefficient $Y_i$ is normalized, then the network will be more easily implemented with fixed precision weights. There is also reason to believe that network training may become faster since the NN training method is based on steepest descent learning which in turn converges most quickly for low eigenvalue spread. Whitening is a lossless operation, in the sense that a NN can reach exactly the same solution as with non-whitened data by replacing the first hidden layer neuron weights $W$ by $Diag[\sqrt{\lambda_i}]W$.

### 7.2 The KL+ Transform

Since we know the class of each pattern in the training region, it seems logical that we can use this knowledge to our advantage. Suppose we were to compute the transform matrix $A_m$ using only patterns corresponding to mines.

Then, the input space would be rotated so that the covariance matrix of the mine patterns would be most efficiently spanned by the basis vectors. The regular KL transform would make the entire combined covariance matrix be most efficiently spanned, and perhaps would not function as well. This is illustrated in Figure 39.

The algorithms for computing $A_{KL+}$ (and $A_{KL-}$, used for the "Composite Transform") are shown in Figure 40. As with KL, $A_m$ is formed from $A_{KL+}$ to meet the energy criterion, and $Y_m = A_m^T X$.

### 7.3 The Composite Transform

The KL+ transform tries to take into account the covariance matrix corresponding to patterns where mines are present. However, improvement may still be achieved by considering
both the $A_{KL+}$ transform matrix and a similar matrix computed from a covariance matrix of the background patterns. In Figure 40, this matrix is called the $A_{KL-}$ matrix.

The composite transform uses the most significant eigenvectors from both the $A_{KL+}$ and the $A_{KL-}$ matrices. To perform the composite transform, we form the matrix $A_m$ as:

$$A_m = \begin{bmatrix} A_{KL+}[1 : m_1] & A_{KL-}[1 : m_2] \end{bmatrix}$$

$A_m$ is a $k \times m$ dimensional array which holds the first $m_1$ columns of $A_{KL+}$ and the first $m_2$ columns of $A_{KL-}$. The values $m_1$ and $m_2$ are chosen as:

$$m_1 = \# \text{ of } \lambda_i \text{ from } A_{KL+} \text{ greater than or equal to } \overline{\lambda}_{KL+}$$

$$m_2 = \# \text{ of } \lambda_i \text{ from } A_{KL-} \text{ greater than or equal to } \overline{\lambda}_{KL-}$$

Once $A_m$ is formed, the transform is carried out as outlined above:

$$Y_m = A_m^T X$$

This vector is used as input to either the NN or PNN, as appropriate, and training and testing is performed as usual.

### 7.4 The Eigenspace Separation Method

One of the transform methods investigated, the Eigenspace Separation Method (ESM), was developed by Dr. Torrieri of ARL. The following theoretical details and derivation are courtesy his personal communication [46].
The metric:
the difference in norm of patterns of class 1 and patterns of class 2, i.e. we wish to maximize the background class, we get:

\[
E[\|Y_+\|^2] = \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_j^T R_+ a_j \quad E[\|Y_-\|^2] = \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_j^T R_- a_j
\]

where \( R_+ \) is the correlation matrix for mine patterns and \( R_- \) is the correlation matrix for background patterns.

We define \( M = [R_+] - [R_-] \). Therefore, we can write:

\[
D = \left| \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_j^T Ma_j \right|
\]

The purpose of the ESM is to perform a linear transformation which will maximize the difference in norm of patterns of class 1 and patterns of class 2. i.e. we wish to maximize the metric:

\[
D = \left| E\left[ \| y_1 \|^2 - \| y_2 \|^2 \right] \right|
\]

We note that if \( X \) is an input vector, and \( A_m \) is the transformation matrix, then:

\[
E[\| Y \|^2] = E\left[ \sum_{j=1}^{m} (a_j^T X)^2 \right] = E\left[ \sum_{j=1}^{m} (a_j^T X) (X^T a_j) \right]
\]
Now, if we define:

\[ E_p = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \lambda_i \quad \text{if } \lambda_i > 0 \]

\[ E_n = \sum_{i=1}^{k} |\lambda_i| \quad \text{if } \lambda_i < 0 \]

then, it can be shown that \( D \leq \max\{E_p, E_n\} \). Therefore, we maximize \( D \) by choosing the transform \( A_m \) to include all of the eigenvectors corresponding to the positive eigenvalues of \( M \) if \( E_p > E_n \), or by choosing the transform \( A_m \) to include all of the eigenvectors corresponding to the negative eigenvalues of \( M \) if \( E_n > E_p \).

```
begin {generate A_ESM}
    N_+ = 0, \Phi_+ = [0]_{k \times k}.
    N_- = 0, \Phi_- = [0]_{k \times k}.

    For each preprocessed vector \( X_i \) in the training section:
        If \( X_i \) is not an outlier, then:
            If \( X_i \) is a mine pattern then:
                \( \Phi_+ \leftarrow \Phi_+ + X_iX_i^T \)
                \( N_+ \leftarrow N_+ + 1 \)
            else
                \( \Phi_- \leftarrow \Phi_- + X_iX_i^T \)
                \( N_- \leftarrow N_- + 1 \)
            endif
        endif
    endfor
    \( R_+ = \frac{1}{N_+} \Phi_+ \)
    \( R_- = \frac{1}{N_-} \Phi_- \)
    \( M = [R_+] - [R_-] \)

    Compute the eigenvectors \( u_i \) and the eigenvalues \( \lambda_i \) of \( M \).
    \( A_{ESM} = [u_1 u_2 \ldots u_k] \), sorted by descending \( \lambda_i \).
    \( b_{ESM} = [\lambda_1 \lambda_2 \ldots \lambda_k]^T \)

    Store \( A_{ESM}^+, b_{ESM} \) for later use.
end {generate A_ESM}
```

Figure 41: Algorithm for generating \( A_{ESM} \)

The algorithm for generating the transform array \( A_{ESM} \) is shown in Figure 41. Two covariance matrix are maintained: one for mine patterns, and one for non-mine patterns. The matrix \( M = [R_+] - [R_-] \) is computed and the eigenvectors of this matrix are used to form the transform matrix.

To perform the ESM transform, we create the matrix \( A_m \) from \( A_{ESM} \) as either:

\[ A_m = A_{ESM}[1 : m], \text{ or } A_m = A_{ESM}[k - m + 1 : k]. \]
Again, $A_m$ is a $k \times m$ dimensional array which holds either the first or last $m$ columns of $A_{ESM}$. We note that $M$ is not a positive semi definite matrix (although it is still symmetric) since it is the difference of two other p.s.d. matrices. So, the eigenvalues of $M$ may be negative. With this in mind, we choose $m$ to be:

$$m = \max \{ \# \text{ of positive } \lambda_i, \# \text{ of negative } \lambda_i \}$$

If the number of positive eigenvalues is greater than the number of negative eigenvalues, then $A_m = A_{ESM}[1:m]$; otherwise $A_m = A_{ESM}[k-m+1:k]$.

Once $A_m$ is formed, the transform is carried out as outlined above:

$$Y_m = A_m^T X$$

This vector is used as input to either the NN or PNN, as appropriate, and training and testing is performed as usual.

7.5 The Simultaneous Diagonalization Transform

The purpose of the KL transform is to diagonalize the covariance matrix of a distribution by rotating the input space to align it with the axis. The KL transform has no knowledge of the various sub-covariance matrices which form the overall distribution, so conceivably knowledge of them could be used to simultaneously diagonalize two different covariance matrices, and thus improve on the KL transform. This method is called the “Simultaneous Diagonalization Transform”.

First, let’s look at it graphically in Figure 42. If we know the covariance matrix for the background patterns, we can compute the KL transform matrix $A_{KL}$ using that knowledge. Applying this transform to the input data aligns the background covariance matrix with the axes, but not the minetype covariance matrix. Now, let us whiten the $KL$ transform. Now, the background covariance matrix is the identity matrix, and it is aligned with any possible set of axes. So, thirdly, we can compute the transform of the rotated, scaled, minetype patterns, and transform the resulting data. Thus, the input set is rotated, scaled, and rotated again to form an overall covariance matrix whose sub-covariance matrices are diagonal\(^{28}\) The derivation of the SDM algorithm is included in Appendix B.

The resulting transform is not orthonormal. Euclidean distances are not maintained. It is lossless, however, if all components of the transform array are used.

The criterion used to determine which “features” of $A_{SDM}$ to retain and which to discard is rather complicated (it is covered in detail in Appendix C). Each vector in $A_{SDM}$ is treated separately, and the MSE $\epsilon^2_i$ incurred if that row were removed is calculated. The array $A_{SDM}$ is then sorted by decreasing $\epsilon^2_i$, and $A_m$ is formed from $A_{SDM}$ as:

\(^{28}\) We also could have whitened with respect to $\Sigma_+$ and diagonalized with respect to $\Sigma_-$. However, we note that $\Sigma_+$ is in turn composed of $\Sigma_1, \Sigma_2, \ldots, \Sigma_5$, the matrices of the 5 minetypes. The $\Sigma_-$ matrix may be far more homogeneous, so whitening the transform with respect to it makes more sense.
Figure 42: Formation of the Simultaneous Diagonalization Transform. a) The original covariance diagrams. b) Rotated w.r.t. the background patterns. c) Whitened w.r.t. the background patterns. d) Both matrices diagonalized.

\[ A_m = A_{SDM}[1 : m] \]

Again, \( A_m \) is a \( k \times m \) dimensional array which holds the first \( m \) columns of \( A_{SDM} \). The value of \( m \) is chosen as:

\[ m = \min_j \left[ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^j \epsilon_i^2}{\sum_{j=1}^k \epsilon_j^2} \geq \frac{E}{100}, \quad 0 \leq E \leq 100 \right] \]

Once \( A_m \) is formed, the transform is carried out as outlined above:

\[ Y_m = A_m^T X \]

This vector is used as input to either the NN or PNN, as appropriate, and training and testing is performed as usual.

### 7.6 The “UNKL” Transform

It was thought that there may be an advantage to re-mapping the transformed \( X \) back to the original higher dimensional space, i.e.\(^{29}\) \( Y = A_m[A_m^T X] \). Since \( A_m^T X \) is a lossy operation, we are mapping \( X_i \) onto an \( m \) dimensional space and then re-mapping it back.
begin {generate $A_{SDM}$} 

\begin{align*}
N_+ &= 0, \quad \phi_+ = [0]_{k \times 1}, \quad \Phi_+ = [0]_{k \times k} \\
N_- &= 0, \quad \phi_- = [0]_{k \times 1}, \quad \Phi_- = [0]_{k \times k}.
\end{align*}

For each preprocessed vector $X_i$ in the training section:

If $X_i$ is not an outlier, then:

If $X_i$ is a mine pattern then:

\begin{align*}
\phi_+ &\leftarrow \phi_+ + X_i \\
\Phi_+ &\leftarrow \Phi_+ + X_iX_i^T \\
N_+ &\leftarrow N_+ + 1
\end{align*}

else

\begin{align*}
\phi_- &\leftarrow \phi_- + X_i \\
\Phi_- &\leftarrow \Phi_- + X_iX_i^T \\
N_- &\leftarrow N_- + 1
\end{align*}

endif

dendif

dendfor

$\Sigma_+ = \frac{1}{N_+ - 1} \left[ \Phi_+ - \frac{\sum \phi_+ \phi_+^T}{N_+} \right]$ 

$\Sigma_- = \frac{1}{N_- - 1} \left[ \Phi_- - \frac{\sum \phi_- \phi_-^T}{N_-} \right]$ 

Compute the eigenvectors $\Phi$ and the eigenvalues $\theta$ of $\Sigma_-$. 

Set $R = \theta^{-1/2} \Phi \Sigma_+ \Phi^T \theta^{-1/2}$

Compute the eigenvectors $\Psi$ and the eigenvalues $\Lambda$ of $R$.

Set $A_{SDM}^T = \Psi^T \theta^{-1/2} \Phi^T$

Compute the individual MSE $e_i^2$ for removing row $i$ from $A_{SDM}$.

Sort $A_{SDM}$ by decreasing $e_i^2$.

$b_{SDM} = \left[ e_1^2, e_2^2, \ldots, e_k^2 \right]^T$

Store $A_{SDM}^T$, $b_{SDM}$ for later use.

end {generate $A_{SDM}$}

Figure 43: Algorithm for generating $A_{SDM}$

to the original $k$ dimensional space. The network is given more coefficients to work with, which may aid it in finding a good decision boundary (through a sparser space). Another way to look at it is that the most significant noise was eliminated in $(A^T_m X_i)$, and that the reprojection puts the vector back into the higher dimensional space with the noise removed.
8 Vector Quantizer Aided Generalization

The ability of a neural network to generalize forms the basis of using them for the mine detection problem. Clearly, there will always be a practical limit to the amount of data that can be collected to train the network. At some time, the network must be able to process new data and decide whether or not a mine is present at that point. In both the PNN and NN, but most explicitly with a PNN, this generalization is an intelligent interpolation in \( k \)-dimensional space between the known data points.

Figure 44 shows two interpolating curves that pass exactly through a discrete set of data points. With no further knowledge of the underlying function that is being approximated, either of these two curves may be the better fit to the true data. In fact, there are an infinite number of curves which pass exactly through the data points, only one of which represents the true function.

![Data Points with Two Approximations](image)

**Figure 44: Two interpolating curves for a small data set.**

If, furthermore, we assume that the data points may be noisy measurements of some true data points, then the “correct” curve may not pass exactly through any of the data points at all, but may look more like a curve obtained using the least-squares data fitting method.

The problem of pattern recognition/classification is exactly the same problem as fitting a function to a set of data points. It is a dual problem – it can be viewed as generating a decision boundary curve from data points, or it can be viewed as generating probability density surfaces, from which a decision boundary may be computed. In either case we are faced with a problem. Which curve best represents the underlying function? It is a widely held belief that the “best” curve is the one which most smoothly fits the data with the fewest oscillations. This conjecture is based on a belief in the simplicity and elegance of nature, and also on an assumption of the uniformity of noise.
Figure 45 shows an illustrative two-class pattern classification problem. The training data for class 1 is represented by the letter “o” and the training data for class 2 is represented by the letter “x”. These data points represent noisy samples from two underlying probability density functions. Suppose that we know that the two classes are disjoint, that true “o” samples only occur in the lower triangular region, and that true “x” samples only occur in the upper triangular region. Then, the Bayesian decision boundary is the line separating these regions (assuming uniform noise). However, using the training samples shown, a network trying to minimize error over the training set might be trained to produce the separating line that is shown in the figure. As can be seen, this line perfectly separates the training samples; however, it will perform poorly on testing samples drawn from the underlying probability distribution functions. One method to solve this problem is to obtain more training samples to train the network with. Given a sufficiently large set of training samples, the network can learn the correct decision boundary. However, obtaining such a set of data is not always possible. For the case of mine detection, for example, we have a fixed data set with which to work.

One way to help remedy this problem is to discard or otherwise suppress the statistically unlikely points when training the network. The hope is that a more natural boundary will be formed. For this two-dimensional, two-class problem, we may easily visualize a decision boundary that is close to the Bayesian boundary. However, for the mine classification problem there are potentially six output categories and 88 dimensions to each input vector, which makes the statistical anomalies harder to detect. Several methods were tried, and are described in the following sections.

Since it was just stated that increasing the training set size will help the network learn the decision boundaries more correctly, why then should we expect the network to do better by decreasing the training set size (which we must do if we are to suppress the statistically unlikely points)? On one hand, many training points will help the network to
learn the boundary. On the other hand, the reason we need so many points is that some of them are statistically unlikely and must be compensated for. If they are removed, the network should be able to learn without so many training samples.

### 8.1 Data Clustering via Vector Quantization

This section describes several statistically motivated techniques to remove or de-emphasize statistical outliers. All methods use vector quantizer (VQ) algorithms, which are more commonly associated with the field of “lossy” data compression.

When vector quantization is used as a data compression technique, it works as follows. First, we assume that we have a “codebook” of vectors called “centroids”,

\[ \{Y_k : k = 1, 2, \ldots, r\} \]

each having the same dimension as a vector in our input data source. Then, for every input vector \( X \) from our input data source, we find its nearest neighbor in the codebook. This is done by finding the index \( i \) such that some distortion function \( D(Y_i, X) \) is minimized. Typically, \( D(a, b) = |a - b|^2 \). Finally, the index \( i \) replaces the vector \( X \). Since \( r \) is relatively small, the integer value \( i \) will take fewer bits to represent than the real valued vector \( X \), and data compression is achieved. The decoder reverses this process to produce \( \hat{X} = Y_i \).

In order to optimize the compression, so that the reconstruction is as close as possible to the original, the codebook used for compression must be optimized. There are several ways to generate such a codebook; the most popular method is referred to as either the Lloyd I algorithm, or the LBG algorithm. An alternate method by Kohonen is called Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ). Both methods are iterative ways to develop an optimal codebook using a training set. Once the codebook is generated using either method, its contents (term ed centroids) represent “typical” vectors in the training set.

VQ algorithms will be covered later. For now, we assume that a procedure exists to produce (near) optimal codebooks.

#### 8.1.1 Statistical Outlier Suppression using VQ

We have seen how vector quantizer techniques can be used to compress an information source, but the question remains “How can they be used with networks for pattern recognition?” There are two different ways that a vector quantizer codebook can be used to help the generalization of a network, and the utility of each method will depend on the data itself.

The first method is to suppress the outliers. This is done by first developing a codebook of centroids. Typically a 10:1 (or even higher) ratio of training points to codebook vectors is desirable. Then, each of the centroids will be an average of approximately ten nearest neighbor input vectors. These centroids are then used to train a neural network.

\[ \text{We note that } \hat{X} \neq X, \text{ and so this data compression technique is “lossy”} \]
That is to say, the neural network is no longer trained using data directly taken from the mine lane, but is trained with the centroids computed by the VQ algorithm. This is shown in Figure 46.

Figure 47 illustrates how this process works. The large circles on the figure show the rough areas covered by each centroid. The centroids themselves are depicted as boldface “x” or “o”. We see that each centroid is on the correct side of the Bayesian boundary, and thus the separating decision curve is much closer to the optimal one.

By training with the centroids, the network is learning a smoother function since noise has been suppressed. If noise is a problem, generalization should improve.

8.1.2 Statistical Outlier Removal using VQ

Thus far, we have not described how desired responses are associated with centroids. This is discussed in Section 8.3. We simply note for now that it is possible for the Voroni
region defined by a certain centroid to contain input vectors with several different desired responses. These are input vectors which are close to the Bayesian decision boundary.

In this case we may assume that those input vectors whose class does not agree with the class of their nearest centroid are statistical anomalies. The “statistical outlier removal” method simply deletes these input vectors from the training set.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 48:** Data flow when using a VQ to remove outliers.

Figure 48 shows how this is done. The process is very similar to that used when suppressing outliers. The VQ algorithm is once again run on the training data. This time, the centroids are not used to train the network. Instead, the outliers are thrown away and the remaining training vectors are used to train the neural network.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 49:** Boundary curve trained without statistical outliers.

Figure 49 illustrates how this process works. With the outliers removed, the “x” and “o” points are all on the correct side of the Bayesian boundary, and thus the separating decision curve is much closer to the optimal one.
8.2 Vector Quantizer Methods

We now expand a bit on the theory of VQ, the different algorithms used to construct codebooks, and the rationale behind, and subtle side-effects of each. Material for this summary was obtained from a wide variety of sources [10, 28, 29, 25, 34, 51, 36, 47, 2]. Since each original researcher has their own notation and style, it was necessary to develop a unified notation to compare algorithms from these different sources. This notation agrees with the original sources as well as possible without conflicting with itself.

The philosophy behind vector quantization is to represent some given phenomenon as accurately as possible (in some sense) with finite resources. Since the phenomenon to be represented can not typically be defined by a finite set of descriptors, there will be a certain degree of inaccuracy in the reconstruction, termed “distortion.” A description is usually considered optimum if it minimizes this distortion.

Let us consider only those phenomena $\Phi \subseteq \mathbb{R}^k$: those $\Phi$ which are a subset of the class of all real valued vectors of dimension $k$. Furthermore, let us consider that examples, $x'$, from this phenomenon have a class function (not necessarily known) $\phi(x)$, and a probability density function (pdf): 32

$$f_{\Phi}(x) = \begin{cases} 0 & x \not\in \Phi \\ 0 & 0 \leq f_{\Phi}(x) \leq 1 \\ 1 & x \in \Phi \\ \end{cases}$$

such that $\int_{\Phi} f_{\Phi}(x) = 1$

Therefore, examples of this phenomenon will be ordered pairs of the form $[x, \phi(x)]$, and will occur with frequencies proportional to $f_{\Phi}(x)$. This is illustrated on the left hand side of Figure 50.

A fully trained vector quantizer (VQ) is shown in the center of Figure 50. The training of the VQ consists of constructing the functions $\alpha(x)$, $\beta(i)$ and $\delta(i)$. $\alpha(x)$ is the “encoding function” which converts the input example to the quantized output $i$. The

31Note that in Sections 8.4.4 and 8.4.4 the desired solutions do not minimize distortion. Therefore, we see that other cost functions can be used to grade the representation.

32The mine lane data clearly belongs in $\Phi$: at each spatial point in the lane, we measure a vector of 88 real valued coefficients. The class at each point takes on the value ‘0’ if the point is a background point, or the values ‘1’ to ‘5’ if the point is over a mine. The pdf is unknown, and can only be estimated from the data.
“decoding function” $\beta(i)$ in turn creates an estimate of the input, $\hat{x}$, from this quantized value. $\delta(i)$ is not always used, but its function is to estimate the class of the input, $\hat{c}(x)$, given the quantized value. When used with a neural network to perform pattern recognition, the VQ outputs $\hat{x} = \beta(\alpha(x))$ which the neural network uses as input to produce the class estimate $\hat{c}(\hat{x})$. A VQ distortion function $D(\hat{x}, x)$ is defined to quantify the quantization error between $\hat{x}$ and $x$. For our work, a simple mean-square-error distortion measure is used, so the total distortion function to be minimized is $D(\hat{x}, x) = \|\hat{x} - x\|^2$. $\alpha(\cdot)$ and $\beta(\cdot)$ are chosen to minimize the expected distortion $E_x[D(\beta(\alpha(x)), x)]$.

The actual functions $\alpha(\cdot)$ and $\beta(\cdot)$ are realized in the vector quantizer by constructing a “codebook” of “centroids”. The term ‘codebook’ simply defines a set ‘$C$’:

$$C = \{Y_k : k = 1, 2, \ldots, r\},$$

where each $Y_k$ is a vector of the same dimension as $x$, and is called a ‘centroid.’ The function $\alpha(x)$ returns the index $i$ of the centroid which represents $x$ with the lowest distortion:

$$i = \alpha(x) = \min_k [D(Y_k, x)].$$

The function $\beta(i)$ returns the centroid vector indexed by $i$: $\beta(i) = Y_i$. The $\delta(\cdot)$ function is realized by constructing an array of classes, $c_k$ which correspond to $Y_k$. Then, $\delta(i) = c_i$.

While this overall concept of vector quantization is fairly uniform in the field, there are a number of different algorithms available for designing VQ codebooks. None of these algorithms guarantees even that the “optimal solution” is met; however, they will all provide “good” solutions (locally optimal ones) in terms of the error function they are trying to minimize. The algorithms typically differ in one of three categories: batch versus stochastic update learning; difference in the error function being minimized; and supervised versus unsupervised learning. Understanding how the algorithms differ in these ways can be a key to understanding the fundamental differences between results obtained with them. The particular algorithms which will be addressed here are: LBG (Lloyd-I), LVQ 1, LVQ 2.1, LVQ 3, OLVQ1, SOM, “SOM with a conscience”, FSCL and C&SL.

### 8.2.1 Optimality Conditions

There are three known necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for a vector quantizer to be optimal in the sense of minimizing distortion. They are called: the “Nearest Neighbor Condition”, the “Centroid Condition” and the “Zero Probability Boundary Condition”. The only algorithm which guarantees that these optimality conditions are met is the LBG algorithm. However, even the LBG algorithm may produce codebooks which are not globally optimal. The conditions will be described, and then a very simple counter-example will be given to show that a globally optimal codebook is not always achieved.
Optimality: Nearest Neighbor Condition

The first optimality condition, the “Nearest Neighbor Condition”, optimizes the encoder for a specific decoder. It states that every input data point must be assigned to the centroid which minimizes the distortion function:

\[ a(x) = i = \min_k \{D(Y_k, x)\}. \]

This is clearly a necessary condition since, if an input data point were assigned to some other centroid, the total distortion would be decreased by simply remapping it to its nearest neighbor. The nearest neighbor condition partitions the input data source into regions \( R_k \) (called “Voroni Regions”) represented by each centroid \( Y_k \). The union of all \( R_k \) is the entire input set \( R: R = \bigcup_k R_k \).

Optimality: Centroid Condition

The second condition, called the “Centroid Condition” optimizes the decoder for a specific encoder. It states that every centroid must be equal to:

\[ \beta(i) = Y_i = \text{cent}(R_i) = \min_y \{E[D(y, X)|X \in R_i]\} \]

That is, for every Voroni region \( R_i \), its centroid minimizes the total expected distortion between itself and all points in that region. If the distortion function is the squared error function, this reduces to: (for a discrete source)

\[ \text{cent}(R_i) = \frac{1}{\|R_i\|} \sum_{k=1}^{\|R_i\|} x_k \]

Optimality: Zero Probability Boundary Condition

The third optimality condition states that an optimal codebook will meet the condition:

\[ P\left( \bigcup_{k=1}^{r} B_k \right) = 0, \]

that is, examples ‘\( x \)’ falling on the boundary between two Voroni regions occur with zero probability. We see that this must be the case by considering an input point \( x_0 \) which is encoded to \( Y_j \) but is equally distant to \( Y_i \). If we move \( x_0 \) to the region \( R_i \), then a different code is made with the same average distortion. This results, however, in moving a nonzero probability input point from \( R_j \) to \( R_i \), which must move the centroids of both \( R_j \) and \( R_i \), which means that the codebook is no longer optimal for the new partition.
This condition is clearly degenerate when the input is a continuous random variable, since all boundary points will have zero probability. However, when the input is a discrete random variable, this condition has meaning.

A Counter Example

![Figure 51: Two locally optimal codebooks](image)

If all three of these conditions are simultaneously met, then the codebook of centroids is locally optimized. However, the codebook may not be globally optimized. Consider for instance, an input with $x_1$ and $x_2$ both uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Suppose we have a codebook of four centroids $C_1$ which are positioned at

$$C_1 = \{(0.5, 0.125), (0.5, 0.375), (0.5, 0.625), (0.5, 0.875)\}.$$ 

These centroids are locally optimal, and satisfy the three optimality conditions. However, the codebook $C_2$ of four centroids:

$$C_2 = \{(0.25, 0.25), (0.25, 0.75), (0.75, 0.25), (0.75, 0.75)\}$$

produce a codebook with lower distortion. See Figure 51 for an illustration of this example. The ability of LBG, or any of the other methods (which are all descent methods), to find the globally optimal solution depends entirely on the initial codebook used. Typically, local solutions are still quite good, but methods exist to help select the initial codebook to enable better results. These are described in Section 8.4.5.

8.3 Bayes Risk Weighted VQ

When using Vector Quantizers to design a codebook of centroid vectors for pattern recognition purposes, it is being simplistic to assume that a simple squared-error distortion cost function will produce the optimum codebook. The cost function should really include one other element: the cost associated with misclassifying a point [34, 51, 36].
To incorporate this “Bayes risk” term into the VQ design, we need to redefine our cost function $J_\lambda$ as follows:

$$J_\lambda(\alpha, \beta, \delta) = D(\alpha, \beta) + \lambda B(\alpha, \delta)$$

$$D(\alpha, \beta) = E \left[\|X - \beta(\alpha(X))\|^2\right]$$

$$B(\alpha, \delta) = \sum_{k=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=0}^{M-1} C_{jk} Pr(\delta(\alpha(X)) = k \text{ and } Y = j)$$

$D(\cdot)$ is the mean squared error distortion term we have used before.
$B(\cdot)$ is the Bayes risk term.
$\alpha(\cdot)$ is the VQ encoding function: $i = \alpha(X)$.
$\beta(\cdot)$ is the VQ decoding function: $\hat{X} = \beta(i)$.
$\delta(\cdot)$ is the mapping between codeword indices and output classes. A classification error occurs when $\delta(\alpha(X)) \neq Y$, where $\{X, Y\}$ are the corresponding input data points and desired responses.
$C_{jk}$ are the costs of classification errors when a vector of class $j$ is misclassified as class $k$.

The $C_{jk}$ matrix used for all experimental work here is tabulated in Table 1.

$\lambda$ weighs the cost function between pure distortion when $\lambda = 0$ and pure Bayes risk when $\lambda = \infty$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Estimate</th>
<th>Bgnd</th>
<th>$m_1$</th>
<th>$m_2$</th>
<th>$m_3$</th>
<th>$m_4$</th>
<th>$m_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_1$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_3$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_4$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_5$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: $C_{jk}$ classification costs.

This new Bayes risk term forces the VQ design program to generate a set of centroids which take into account the costs associated with misclassification errors. The relative costs of these errors used for this research are tabulated in Table 1. We see that the cost associated with classifying a point correctly is zero. The cost associated with misclassifying one mine-type as another mine-type is a minimal constant. Since we are not too concerned (at this point in time) with classifying mine-types individually, the cost is not large. Neither is it zero, however, as this could introduce confusion in the VQ centroid generation process. The cost associated with misclassifying background as mine is 1 and the cost associated with misclassifying a mine as background is 2 to indicate that this is a more serious error.

In this enhanced cost function $J_\lambda$, the variable $\lambda$ weighs the two terms. When $\lambda = 0$, the cost function is completely distortion based, and when $\lambda = \infty$, the cost function
is completely Bayes risk based. In fact, personal correspondence with Wesel, (one of the
authors of [51]) has discovered that the best results are always obtained in practice when $\lambda$
is either zero or infinity. Reducing the problem to these two cases simplifies the process of
designing a VQ considerably.

8.3.1 Method 1: $\lambda = 0$

For the $\lambda = 0$ case, we consider only the MSE distortion when designing a codebook.
For this, we use the standard VQ design algorithm. A set of $r$ locally optimal centroids
are generated in an unsupervised manner. Then, desired responses are generated for each
centroid. This is done by counting the number of vectors of each class in every cluster ($n_i$)
and computing the misclassification cost associated with it. The desired response for that
centroid is the class $j$ which minimizes the misclassification cost:

$$\text{Desired Response} = \min_j \sum_{i \in \text{classes}} n_i C_{ij}$$

8.3.2 Method 2: $\lambda = \infty$

For the $\lambda = \infty$ case, the cost function is based entirely on Bayes risk. Therefore, we force
centroids to be trained only on vectors from their own class. The procedure for generating
these centroids then turns out to be the same as splitting the input data into six sets
according to desired response, and individually generating centroids for each set. Labeling
the desired responses for the centroids is simple since they were only trained using data
from one class – the desired response is simply that class.

8.3.3 Method 3: $\lambda = \infty$, reclassify

One subtle detail arises when using method 2. Notice that the cost function $B(\cdot)$ is a function
of the encoding function $\alpha(\cdot)$ and the mapping function $\delta(\cdot)$. The procedure described above
optimizes the $\alpha(\cdot)$ function, but completely ignores the $\delta(\cdot)$ function. It turns out that a
much better VQ classifier can be built if $\alpha(\cdot)$, $\beta(\cdot)$ and $\delta(\cdot)$ are all optimized together [36].
Unfortunately, the NN or PNN structure does not afford us this opportunity. They both
implicitly use a $\delta(\cdot)$ function that resembles a k-nearest neighbor mapping. For such systems,
it has been found that improved results can be obtained by designing a $\lambda = \infty$ set of
centroids, and then reclassifying them [51]. This additional reclassification step keeps the
centroids generated by Method 2, but reassigns classes $j$ to each centroid according to:

$$\text{Desired Response} = \min_j \sum_{i \in \text{classes}} n_i C_{ij}$$

8.3.4 Some Visual Examples

For illustrative purposes, two examples are considered. The first example is for a completely
disjoint two-class problem. The two probability distribution functions are uniform. This is
shown in Figure 52 as two grey boxes. Either of the three VQ design methods may be used to generate good centroids for this case. Methods 2 and 3 will produce identical results since there would be no misclassified points for any centroid. If the centroids initially assigned randomly at the start of method 1 are evenly split between the two distributions, then it will produce results identical with methods 2 and 3 as well. Otherwise, it will end up with more centroids in one distribution than the other, and performance will be poorer.

![Figure 52: Two Disjoint Distributions.](image)

For the second illustrative example, consider the two probability distribution functions in Figure 53. Again, both are uniform, but they overlap each other. One distribution has width $2A$ and height $1/2A$, and the other has width $4A$ and height $1/4A$. The Bayesian decision boundary in this case (with equal a priori probabilities and loss functions) is at $\pm A$. Points inside this region should be associated with the dark pdf, and points outside should be associated with the light pdf. We note that there will be high residual error in this case.

![Figure 53: Overlapping Distributions: Method 1.](image)

The $\lambda = 0$ method will assign $3/4$ of its centroids to the center region since it has 3 times the probability of occurring as the outside regions. All of these centroids will be classified correctly according to the Bayesian criteria. The $\lambda = \infty$ case, however, will do very poorly. It will assign equal numbers of centroids to each pdf, and distribute them evenly. Figure 54 shows that half of the centroids in the center region are assigned to the light pdf, resulting in many non-Bayesian classifications. Such a system would perform classification much like the one in Figure 45. It may work well on the training data, but will perform poorly on testing data.
We see from Figure 55 that the $\lambda = \infty$ case with reclassification will perform much better on this example. All vectors are classified correctly, but the distribution is still not as good as in Figure 53.

These examples were intended to show that either methods 1 or 3 are expected to perform best on the data. Which one is actually best will depend on the pdf of the data. Method 3 will work best on disjoint data, and method 1 will perform best on overlapping data.

8.4 VQ Design Algorithms

8.4.1 LBG: The Unsupervised/Supervised Batch Algorithm

All of the VQ design algorithms are descent algorithms – that is, they iteratively modify the centroid positions to cause the system error to move down some error curve. The LBG algorithm is distinguished from the other algorithms by being a “batch” algorithm. That is, it bases each centroid update on all of the input data. The other algorithms base a centroid update on a single example from the input source.

The LBG algorithm has the most theoretical background. It was originally invented by Lloyd\(^{33}\). It is the only one which guarantees that the optimality conditions are met, and

\(^{33}\)Lloyd invented two algorithms for scalar quantizers, which he labeled ‘I’ and ‘II’. The Lloyd-I algorithm is the one which was generalized to vector quantizers by Linde, Buzo and Gray. The VQ design algorithm
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begin \{\text{LBG Algorithm}\}
\begin{align*}
&\text{initialize centroids} \\
&\text{repeat} \\
&\quad \text{repeat} \\
&\quad \quad \text{calculate distortion between input and centroids:} \\
&\quad \quad \quad d_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} D(\alpha(x_i), \omega_i). \\
&\quad \quad \text{update the centroids with a Lloyd iteration} \\
&\quad \quad \text{check for empty cells} \\
&\quad \quad \text{calculate distortion between input and centroids:} \\
&\quad \quad \quad d_2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} D(\alpha(x_i), \omega_i). \\
&\quad \quad \text{until } |d_1 - d_2| < \epsilon \\
&\quad \quad \text{check for boundary points and reassign them} \\
&\quad \text{until no boundary points} \\
&\text{end } \{\text{LBG Algorithm}\}
\end{align*}

Figure 5.6: The LBG Algorithm

it does so by construction. The algorithm is listed in Figure 5.6.

The initialization of the centroids is an important consideration for all of the algorithms, but is most important for the LBG algorithm. The LBG algorithm, being a batch update algorithm has monotonically nonincreasing error into the local minimum closest to the initial point. The other, stochastic, algorithms may be able to jump out of local minima and find a better solution, making the choice of initial conditions not so critical. Since the initialization of centroids is common to all the algorithms, it is discussed in Section 8.4.5.

begin \{\text{Lloyd Iteration number } m\}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Given a codebook \(C_m = \{Y_i\}\), partition the training set into cluster sets \(R_i\) using the Nearest Neighbor condition:
\[R_i = \{x \in R: D(Y_i, x) < D(Y_j, x); \text{ all } j \neq i\}\]
For all ties, \(D(Y_i, x) = D(Y_j, x)\), assign \(x\) to the region with lowest index \(i\).
\item Using the centroid condition, compute the new centroids for the cluster sets just found to obtain a new codebook \(C_{m+1} = \{\text{cent}(R_i)\}\).
\end{enumerate}
end \{\text{Lloyd Iteration number } m\}

Figure 5.7: A Lloyd Iteration

A Lloyd iteration has two steps, which are outlined in Figure 5.7. If an empty cell \(j\) is generated in Step 1, then the largest cell (the one with max \(\|R_i\|\)) is split by assigning

bears the initials of the latter three researchers.
half of its elements (arbitrarily) to cell $j^{34}$.

The vector quantizer can operate in either a supervised or unsupervised manner$^{35}$. To train in an unsupervised manner, simply run the LBG algorithm using all the input data for the $r$ centroids you wish to produce. To train in a supervised manner, first divide the $r$ centroids into $r_i$ centroids for each class: $r = \sum_{i} r_i$. Then, for each class, train its $r_i$ centroids using the LBG algorithm with only the input data of that class. In either case, the desired response for the centroid $m$, $c_m$ is:

$$c_m = \min_j \sum_{\text{classes } i} n_i C_{ij},$$

where $n_i$ is the number of input data points of type $i$ in region $R_m$.

$C_{ij}$ is the cost matrix for misclassifying an input point of type $i$ to type $j$. The cost matrix used for all work to date is tabulated in Table 1.

Lastly, the LBG algorithm attempts to minimize total distortion; that is, to optimally fit the underlying probability distribution function of the input source. An alternate approach is discussed in Section 8.4.6, where the two methods are compared and contrasted.

### 8.4.2 SOM: The Unsupervised Stochastic Algorithms

The Self-Organizing Maps define a mapping from the input data space $\mathbb{R}^k$ onto a regular two-dimensional array of nodes. Each node has a spatial position defined on a lattice, and the lattice can be arranged in either a rectangular or hexagonal pattern. A centroid vector $Y_k$ is associated with every node $k$. SOM is a stochastic algorithm; centroid updates are based on a single input sample $x(n)$ at time index $n$. As with the LBG algorithm, an input vector $x(n)$ is compared with the $Y_k$, and the best match (usually in terms of MSE distortion) is defined as the “response”: the input is thus mapped onto this 2D location$^{36}$.

$$i = \alpha(x(n)) = \min_k [D(Y_k, x(n))].$$

In case of a tie, choose the $i$ with smallest index. Thus, $x(n)$ is mapped onto the node $i$ according to the centroid values $Y_k$.

An “optimal” mapping would be one that maps the probability density function $f_{\theta}(x)$ in the most “faithful” fashion, trying to preserve at least the local structure of $f_{\theta}(x)$. As such, those nodes in the array of centroids which are topographically close will be

---

$^{34}$AlTERNATely, the cell with the highest partial distortion could be split.

$^{35}$This was discussed previously under the guise of “Bayes Risk Weighted VQ”, where the unsupervised learning occurred with $\lambda = 0$ and the supervised learning occurred with $\lambda = \infty$ with reclassification. It is theoretically uncertain which of these approaches leads to the best solution — it is data dependent. Supervised learning seems to work best for the mine lane data.

$^{36}$One might say that the SOM is a “nonlinear projection” of the probability density function of the high-dimensional input data space onto the two dimensional map space.
from input vectors which are close together in the input space. This is enforced by the neighborhood concept of the SOM learning algorithm.

The initial values of the codebook can be random or even entirely zero. For every input example $x(n)$, we find the response of the network $i = a(x(n))$, and update all centroids as follows:

$$Y_k(n+1) = Y_k(n) + h_{ik}(n)[x(n) - Y_k(n)],$$

where $h_{ik}$ is the so-called neighborhood kernel; it is a function defined over all lattice points. Usually $h_{ik}(n) = h(||r_i - r_k||, t)$, where $r_i, r_k \in \mathbb{R}^2$ are the position vectors of nodes $i$ and $k$ in the array. With increasing $||r_i - r_k||$, $h_{ik} \to 0$. The average width and form of $h_{ik}$ defines the “stiffness” of the elastic surface to be fitted to the data points.

Two widely used neighborhood kernels are the “bubble” kernel and the “Gaussian” kernel. For the bubble kernel, $h_{ik}(n) = \xi(n)$ if $||r_i - r_k|| < \rho(n)$ and 0 otherwise, where $\xi(n)$ and $\rho(n)$ are monotonically decreasing functions. A “bubble” of nodes within radius $\rho(n)$ surrounding the response node are all updated with the same strength. As the radius decreases, the stiffness of the elastic surface decreases, and updates are more local in nature. As the $\xi$ function decreases, smaller and smaller changes are allowed, so that the mapping converges and does not become unstable.

For the Gaussian kernel,

$$h_{ik}(n) = \xi(n) \exp\left(-\frac{||r_i - r_k||^2}{2\sigma^2(n)}\right),$$

where $\xi(n)$ is a learning rate as before, and $\sigma(n)$ defines the width of the kernel. $\sigma(n)$, $\rho(n)$ and $\xi(n)$ are usually linearly decreasing functions.

As with all other methods, the initial values of the centroids will affect the final centroid values. Due to the geometric structure of the centroid array using SOM, the normal centroid initialization procedures may not work well, so a random initialization could be best. In this case, however, it is a good idea to run the algorithm several times and choose the set of centroids which represents the input phenomenon with the lowest distortion.

The SOM algorithm is an unsupervised learning algorithm. It is also a stochastic algorithm – centroid updates are based on a single example $x(n)$.

8.4.3 SOM With a Conscience

One of the inherent problems with the SOM algorithm is that it is uncertain how to initialize the centroids properly. For all the other methods, there exist algorithms which create good initial conditions. But, due to the neighborhood kernel requiring spatially close (on the 2D centroid plane) centroids to be close in the multi-dimensional space too, the problem of initialization becomes non-trivial. If this did not affect the results, we would not care, but unfortunately, it can cause several damaging side effects.
At the termination of the SOM learning algorithm, we would like centroids which are spread out to divide the input space into discrete, equiprobable regions. Consider a simple example where the initial distribution is poor and SOM fails: Make the input probability density function uniform over the real numbers in the interval [1..2]. Initialize a set of $r$ centroids to uniformly cover the interval [0..3]. Recall that the SOM response is the centroid nearest the input point. This will always be a centroid within, or the first closest to, the interval [1..2]. Any centroids outside this region are never chosen as the SOM response. With a neighborhood kernel equal to $\delta(x)$, we see that these centroids will never be updated, and at the end of the algorithm they will still lie outside of the interval [1..2]. Since the position of the centroid is supposed to represent probability mass, and centroids exist where there is no probability of an input occurring, SOM has clearly failed.

An algorithm has been developed which solves this initialization problem, and even speeds up SOM learning by roughly an order of magnitude. Rather than directly optimizing the initial centroids, “SOM with a conscience” (which we will call SOMC) changes the learning algorithm to make sure that all centroids will be updated at roughly the optimum rate.

Since the desired end product will result with centroids which define equiprobable regions, at the end of training each centroid will be updated about $1/r$ of the time. What the conscience mechanism in SOMC does is to enforce this ratio of updates at all times. Let us change the Kohonen SOM algorithm as follows:

Let $I_j$ be the indicator function which is 1 if centroid $j$ is the closest to the input vector $x$, and 0 otherwise:

$$I_j = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } j = \min_k^{-1} [D(Y_k, x)] \\
0 & \text{else} 
\end{cases}$$

In the case of a tie, $I_j = 1$ for the lower index $j$, and 0 for the higher.

Now, let $p_j$ represent the fraction of time that processing element $j$ wins the competition. One way to generate these numbers while suppressing random fluctuations in the input source is:

$$p_j(n + 1) = p_j(n) + \mu[I_j - p_j(n)]$$

where $0 < \mu \ll 1$. The literature seems to indicate that values of $\mu$ around 0.0001 work well.

Now, let $i$ be the winning processing element in terms of weight adjustment. A bias term $b_k$ is introduced to modify the competition. Then,

$$i = \alpha(x) = \min_k^{-1} [D(Y_k, x) - b_k].$$

\footnote{It is shown in [47] that equidistortion regions are better than equiprobable regions. However, DeSienno defines his algorithm for equiprobable regions.}

\footnote{Choosing other neighborhood functions can help mitigate this problem, but will never make it go away.}
where,

$$b_k = \nu (1/N - p_k)$$

The constant \( \nu \) represents the bias factor determines the distance a losing processing element can reach in order to enter the solution. By setting \( \nu \) to zero, the algorithm becomes regular SOM learning. \( \nu \) around 10 works for medium sized problems.

If the researcher wishes to maintain the projection of \( f_\theta(x) \) onto the 2D array of centroids, a neighborhood function may still be used in the weight update. The conscience mechanism has eliminated the need for it, however, if all that is required is the codebook of centroids itself, and not the spatial mapping.

### 8.4.4 LVQ: The Supervised Stochastic Algorithms

The following section describes the final class of vector quantizer learning algorithms, titled the “Learning Vector Quantization” (LVQ) algorithms. All of these algorithms update their centroids on a stochastic, sample by sample basis, and are supervised algorithms. The differences between the algorithms will be highlighted in the appropriate sections.

**LVQ1**

The first LVQ algorithm operates very similarly to the SOM algorithm, but with the exception that the desired response \( \phi(x(n)) \) of every input vector \( x(n) \) is known during training. The “response” is chosen in the same way as in SOM:

$$i = \alpha(x) = \min_k^{-1} [D(Y_k, x)].$$

but, instead of simply moving that centroid toward \( x \), we first check to see if \( \phi(x(n)) \) is identical to \( \delta(i) \). If so, then centroid \( i \) is moved closer to \( x \), else it is moved away from \( x \):

$$Y_i(n+1) = Y_i(n) + \xi(n) [x(n) - Y_i(n)]$$

if \( x \) and \( Y_i \) are in the same class

$$Y_i(n+1) = Y_i(n) - \xi(n) [x(n) - Y_i(n)]$$

if \( x \) and \( Y_i \) belong to different classes

$$Y_k(n+1) = Y_k(n) \text{ for } k \neq i$$

As before, \( 0 < \xi(n) < 1 \), and \( \xi(n) \) may be constant or decrease monotonically with time. In the above basic LVQ1 it is recommended that \( \xi \) should initially be smaller than 0.1; linear decrease in time is favored.

**OLVQ1**
We now ask the question "Is there an optimal $\xi(n)$ to make the LVQ1 algorithm converge as quickly as possible?" In fact, if we assign different learning rates $\xi_k(n)$ to each centroid, there is. First, we re-express the weight update formula as:

$$Y_i(n+1) = [1 - s(n)\xi_i(n)]Y_i(n) + s(n)\xi_i(n)x(n) \quad (14)$$
$$Y_k(n+1) = Y_k(n) \text{ for } k \neq i \quad (15)$$

where $s(n)$ is the bipolar indicator function:

$$s(n) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \delta(x) = \delta(i) \\
-1 & \text{else} 
\end{cases}$$

We see from (14) that $Y_i(n)$ is statistically independent of $x(n)$. It may also be obvious that the statistical accuracy of the learned codebook vector values is optimal if the effects of the corrections made at different times, when referring to the end of the learning period, are of equal weight. Notice that $Y_i(n+1)$ contains a "trace" from $x(n)$ through the last term in (14), and "traces" from the earlier $x(n')$, $n' = 1, 2, \ldots, n-1$ through $Y_i(n)$. The (absolute) magnitude of the last "trace" from $x(n)$ is scaled down by the factor $\xi_i(n)$, and, for instance, the "trace" from $x(n-1)$ is scaled down by $[1 - s(n)\xi_i(n)] \times \xi_i(n-1)$. Now we first stipulate that these two scalings must be identical:

$$\xi_i(n) = [1 - s(n)\xi_i(n)] \times \xi_i(n-1).$$

If this condition is then made to hold for all $n$, by induction it can be shown that the "traces" collected up to time $n$ from all the earlier $x$ will be scaled down by an equal amount at the end, and thus the "optimal" values of $\xi_i(n)$ are determined by the recursion

$$\xi_i(n+1) = \frac{\xi_i(n)}{1 + s(n)\xi_i(n)}.$$  

In practice, this modification makes LVQ1 operate much faster. However, precaution must be taken (since $\xi_i(n)$ can rise as well as fall) that $\xi_i(n)$ never rise above the value 1, or the solution will become unstable. If we enforce that any $\xi_i$ never rise above its initial value, we can select rather high initial values (say, 0.3) and have the algorithm work very rapidly.

OLVQ1 With a Conscience

While it is not reported anywhere in the literature (that this author is aware of), the similarity between the SOM algorithms and the LVQ1 algorithms lend weight to the idea of adding a conscience to LVQ1. Collecting the relevant formulae we get:

$$I_j = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } j = \min_k^{-1} [D(Y_k, x)] \\
0 & \text{else} 
\end{cases}$$
\begin{align*}
p_j(n+1) &= p_j(n) + \mu[I_j - p_j(n)] \\
b_k &= \nu(1/N - p_k) \\
i &= \min_k^{-1} [D(Y_k, x) - b_k]. \\
s(n) &= \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \phi(x) = \delta(i) \\
-1 & \text{else}
\end{cases} \\
\xi_i(n+1) &= \frac{\xi_i(n)}{1 + s(n)\xi_i(n)} \\
Y_i(n+1) &= \left[1 - s(n)\xi_i(n)\right]Y_i(n) + s(n)\xi_i(n)x(n)] \\
Y_k(n+1) &= Y_k(n) \text{ for } k \neq i
\end{align*}

This is not terribly burdensome in terms of computation, and may work quite well.

**FSCL**

One “conscience” method of supervised VQ learning which is reported in the literature is called “Frequency Sensitive Competitive Learning” or FSCL [2]. This algorithm is identical to LVQ1, except that the distortion criteria is modified as follows:

\[i = \alpha(x) = \min_k^{-1} [D(Y_k, x) \cdot f(k)].\]

where \(f(k)\) is the cumulative number of times that centroid \(k\) has ever been updated. This distortion measure penalizes those centroids which have been updated most often. The rest of the algorithm is identical to that of LVQ1.

**C&SL**

The final distortion-based algorithm we will consider is one called “Competitive and Selective Learning”. In [47], it is shown that the conscience methods based on finding equiprobable regions are sub-optimal in the sense of minimizing average distortion. It is shown that the optimal codebook will make the centroids have equi-partial-distortion. The C&SL algorithm performs this task.

The algorithm alternates between two phases. In the first phase, the centroids are trained using regular SOM learning, with no neighborhood function (for optimum distortion results, we must use unsupervised methods). This phase makes one pass through the training data, in random order, and updates the centroids as usual. After the training phase, the partial average distortions \(D(k), k = 1 \ldots r\), of each centroid are computed. If the total average distortion has changed by less than \(\epsilon\), the algorithm terminates, else the “select” phase is run.

In the select phase, \(s(m)\) centroids of the total \(r\) centroids are selected. Half of these centroids (rounded down) are those with highest partial distortion, and the other half
(rounded up) are those with lowest partial distortion. For these \( s(m) \) selected centroids, we calculate:

\[
g_j = \frac{\sqrt{D(j)}}{\sum_{j=1}^{\lfloor s(m) \rfloor} \sqrt{D(j)}}
\]

Next, we compute:

\[
u_j = \lfloor g_j s(m) \rfloor
\]

where \( \lfloor x \rfloor \) is the largest integer less than or equal to \( x \). For the top \( s(m) - \sum_{j=1}^{s(m)} u_j \) neurons with respect to the value \( g_j s(m) - u_j \), add one to each \( u_j \).

For every \( j \), reproduce \( u_j \) neurons by adding random perturbation vectors to \( Y_j \). We end up with \( s(m) \) centroids as when we started, except that those centroids with the smallest partial distortion were replaced by near-copies of the centroids with highest partial distortion.

After the selection phase, the algorithm starts over at the training phase. Over time, a set of centroids with very similar average partial distortion is generated. At the end of the simulation, each centroid is classified according to the costs in Table 1.

The only unresolved issue is the determination of \( s(m) \), the number of centroids selected at iteration number \( m \) of the algorithm. We have determined \( s(m) \) to be initialized at \( r/2 \), and then decrease linearly with the iteration through the simulation.

**Approximate Linear Decrease**

Many of the VQ algorithms call for a linear decrease in the value of some parameter over the course of the simulation. Since the stopping criterion of the simulation is the difference in distortion between iterations, and not the iteration number, we do not know the number of iterations which will be performed, and thus we cannot directly calculate a linear decrease of some parameter. What we can do is to estimate the iteration that the simulation terminates on, and use this estimate to update the parameter.

The distortion of the codebook can be seen to decrease in a nearly exponential fashion versus the iteration of the VQ design algorithm. Therefore, we model this distortion as \( A + B \exp[C \cdot m] \), where \( m \) is the iteration number, \( A \) is the final distortion of the simulation, \( B - A \) is the excess distortion and \( C \) is the rate of decrease.

We compute:

\[
Y = (A + B \exp[C(m - 1)]) - (A + B \exp[C(m)])
\]

\[
= B \exp[Cm] \exp[-C] - B \exp[CX]
\]

\[
= B (\exp[-C] - 1) \exp[Cm]
\]

\[
Y' = \ln Y
\]

\[
= Cm + \ln (B(\exp[-C] - 1))
\]

So, \( Y' \) is linear in \( m \). We can use linear regression techniques to compute \( \hat{Y}' = \)
\[ a_1 m + a_0. \] Then,

\[
C = a_1 m \\
B = \frac{\exp(a_0)}{\exp(-C) - 1}
\]

Our stopping criteria is:

\[
Y \leq \epsilon \\
B \exp[Cm] (\exp[-C] - 1) \leq \epsilon \\
\exp[Cm] \leq \frac{\epsilon}{B(\exp[-C] - 1)} \\
m \geq \frac{1}{C} \ln \left[ \frac{\epsilon}{B(\exp[-C] - 1)} \right]
\]

Using this estimate of the ending iteration, we can create a near-linear decrease in some parameter. After each iteration of training, the estimate of \( m \) is updated, and it becomes progressively better.

This method worked far better than other (parameterless & otherwise) methods of computing a decreasing function over time.

**LVQ2.1**

The LVQ2.1 algorithm examines a completely different approach to centroid generation from the other algorithms. The other algorithms presented place centroids to divide the input space into discrete, equiprobable regions. As such, they can be used to build up an estimate of the probability density functions and thus to distinguish the Bayesian decision boundary.

The LVQ2.1 and LVQ3 algorithm directly estimate the decision boundary with the centroids. In learning, two centroids are updated simultaneously. For each input \( x(n) \), centroid \( Y_i \) and centroid \( Y_j \) may be updated. Centroid \( Y_i \) is the closest centroid to \( x(n) \) which is of the same class as \( x(n) \), and centroid \( Y_j \) is the closest centroid to \( x(n) \) not of the same class.

\[
i = \min_k^{-1} [D(Y_i, x)|\delta(k) = \phi(x(n))] \\
j = \min_k^{-1} [D(Y_i, x)|\delta(k) \neq \phi(x(n))]
\]

Furthermore, the update is only made if \( x(n) \) falls within a small window surrounding the bisecting plane between centroid \( Y_i \) and \( Y_j \). Let \( d_i = D(Y_i, x(n)) \) and \( d_j = D(Y_j, x(n)) \). Then, \( x(n) \) falls within the window of relative width ‘w’ if:

\[
\min \left( \frac{d_i}{d_j}, \frac{d_j}{d_i} \right) > \frac{1 - w}{1 + w}
\]
widths of 0.2 to 0.3 work best.

The algorithm is:

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_i(n+1) &= Y_i(n) + \xi(n)[x(n) - Y_i(n)] \\
Y_j(n+1) &= Y_j(n) - \xi(n)[x(n) - Y_j(n)]
\end{align*}
\]

**LVQ3**

The LVQ2 algorithm was based on the idea of differentially shifting the decision borders towards the Bayes limits, while no attention was paid to what might happen to the location of the \(Y_k\) in the long run if this process were continued. Therefore it seems necessary to include corrections that ensure that the \(Y_k\) continue approximating the class distributions, at least roughly. Combining these ideas, we now obtain an improved algorithm that may be called LVQ3. If the two closest centroids to \(x(n)\), \(Y_i\) and \(Y_j\) are of different classes, then:

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_i(n+1) &= Y_i(n) + \xi(n)[x(n) - Y_i(n)] \\
Y_j(n+1) &= Y_j(n) - \xi(n)[x(n) - Y_j(n)]
\end{align*}
\]

where \(x(n)\) and \(Y_i\) belong to the same class, and \(x(n)\) and \(Y_j\) belong to different classes, respectively; furthermore, \(x(n)\) must fall within the window. If the two closest centroids are of the same class as \(x(n)\) then,

\[
Y_k(n+1) = Y_k(n) + \epsilon \xi(n)[x(n) - Y_k(n)]
\]

for both \(k \in \{i, j\}\). Values of \(\epsilon\) between 0.1 and 0.5 seem to work, depending on the size of the window, being smaller for narrower windows. This algorithm seems to be self-stabilizing, i.e. the optimal placement of the \(Y_j\) does not change in continued learning.

**DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE BASIC LVQ1, LVQ2.1 and LVQ3.1**

The three options for the LVQ-algorithms, namely, the LVQ1, the LVQ2.1 and the LVQ3, yield almost similar accuracies, although a different philosophy underlies each. The LVQ1 and the LVQ3 define a more robust process, whereby the codebook vectors assume stationary values even after extended learning periods. For the LVQ1 the learning rate can approximately be optimized for quick convergence with OLVQ1. In the LVQ2.1, the relative distances of codebook vectors from the class borders are optimized whereas there is no guarantee for the codebook vectors being placed optimally to describe the forms of the class borders. Therefore the LVQ2.1 should only be used in a differential fashion, using a small value of learning rate and a relatively low number of training steps.
8.4.5 Choosing Initial Codebooks

As has been mentioned earlier, codebook initialization is an important factor for locating a good set of centroids. Since all of the VQ design methods presented here are descent methods, the initial codebook will largely determine the final codebook. The stochastic methods have a chance of escaping some local minima since they can jump around more than the batch methods, but even these are affected by the initial choice.

It turns out that the methods used to initialize codebooks can be used to design codebooks themselves. Then, the VQ algorithms are used to optimize these codebooks. The following list presents a number of the algorithms in use today:

1. **Random Coding**: Centroids are assigned randomly according to the input distribution. The first \( r \) vectors drawn (from random, non-repeated positions) from the input distribution can be used (this is what has been used in our work). Since the mine lane data is correlated in space, the \( r \) vectors can not be drawn starting at the beginning, but must be drawn from random positions in the lane. Note that the centroids are first assigned randomly, but then are used deterministically as always.

2. **Lattice**: A regular lattice can be constructed which covers the input range evenly. Often, some sort of product code is used, where the cross product of \( k \), where \( k \) is the dimension of the input space, scalar quantizers is used as the initial vector quantizer.

3. **Pruning**: With this method, we start with a Codebook which contains all of the training data, and “prune” out bad members until we have a good starting set. The pruning algorithm is:

   ```plaintext
   begin {Pruning Algorithm}
   take first vector, add to codebook.
   repeat
   examine next vector. If its distortion with respect to the
   current codebook < \( \epsilon \), then discard it as a candidate.
   else add it to the codebook.
   until no more vectors, or codebook full
   if not enough centroids, decrease \( \epsilon \) and repeat
   end {Pruning Algorithm}
   ``

   This algorithm is similar to that used by ART. A good initial choice of \( \epsilon \) is: \( \epsilon = r^{-2/k} \)
where \( r \) is the number of centroids desired, and \( k \) is the dimension of the input vectors.

4. **Pairwise Nearest Neighbor**: This method starts with a codebook containing all of the training vectors, and iteratively merges centroids until the desired number of centroids is reached. It works as follows:
be gin {Pairwise NN Algorithm}
    Set \( C = \) the training set.
    Compute distortion between all pairs.
    Merge the pair with lowest distortion, and replace with their centroid.
    \[
    y_{\text{new}} = \text{cent}(y_{1,\text{old}}, y_{2,\text{old}}).
    \]
    repeat
        For each pair of centroids, compute:
        \[
        \Delta_{i,j} = \sum_{l=1}^{L_i} D(x_i(l), \text{cent}(R_i)) + \sum_{l=1}^{L_j} D(x_j(l), \text{cent}(R_j)),
        \]
        \[
        \Delta_{i,j}' = \sum_{l=1}^{L_i} D(x_i(l), \text{cent}(R_i \cup R_j)) + \sum_{l=1}^{L_j} D(x_j(l), \text{cent}(R_j \cup R_j)) \geq \Delta_{i,j}.
        \]
        Merge the pair of clusters \( R_i, R_j \) for which \( \Delta_{i,j}' - \Delta_{i,j} \) is smallest.
        until the correct number of centroids is reached.
end {Pairwise NN Algorithm}

"The first is the contribution to the average distortion if their regions are not merged, and the second is the contribution if they are merged."

This is a "Greedy" algorithm: Each merge is optimal, but the entire procedure is not necessarily optimal.

5. **Splitting**: This procedure starts with a codebook which contains only the centroid of the entire training set. Then, iterations are performed to split the regions defined by each centroid until the desired number of centroids are attained.

be gin {Splitting Algorithm}
    Set \( C = \{\text{cent}(R)\} \).
    repeat
        For each centroid, split it as follows. First, compute the covariance matrix of \( R(i) \). Compute the eigenvector \( v \) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of this matrix. Then, set the two resulting centroids to:
        \[
        Y_1 = Y_i + \epsilon v, \\
        Y_2 = Y_i - \epsilon v,
        \]
        Perform a Lloyd iteration on the region spanned by \( R(i) \), to optimize the centroids \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \).
        until the correct number of centroids is reached.
end {Splitting Algorithm}

Note that only the largest eigenvalue needs to be computed. Rather than attempting to compute the entire set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a matrix which may be singular, the method called a "Power Method" may be used to do this:
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begin {Power Method}

Start with an estimate of $v = v_0$.

repeat

$z_k = Av_{k-1}$
$v_k = z_k/\|z_k\|$
$\lambda_k = v_k^H Av_k$

until $|\lambda_k - \lambda_{k-1}| < \varepsilon$.

end {Power Method}

where $A$ is the covariance matrix, and $\lambda$ is the largest eigenvalue. If $v_0$ has a component in the direction of $v$, then this method will converge on $v$. Also note that $A$ is positive semi definite, and so all the eigenvalues will be real and non-negative, and the eigenvectors will also be real. Thus, the Hermitian transpose of $v_k$ is simply a normal transpose.

6. **Simulated Annealing**: Another set of algorithms which can be used to find a globally optimal codebooks (or initial codebooks) are called “Simulated Annealing.” The term ‘Simulated Annealing’ is descriptive since the procedure has a strong resemblance to the annealing of metals. In a molten metal, the atoms are in violent random motion. As with all physical systems, the atoms will naturally tend toward a minimum energy state (a solid metallic crystal), but at high temperatures the vigor of the atomic motions prevents this. As the metal is gradually cooled, lower and lower energy states are assumed until finally the lowest of all possible states, a global minimum is achieved.

The simulated annealing algorithm closely emulates this physical procedure. The centroids are initially assigned randomly, and a high “temperature” is assumed. This allows large random centroid perturbation to occur at first, even if they make the distortion of the system increase. As the “temperature” is gradually lowered, the random centroid changes are allowed less often if they cause the distortion to increase, but are always allowed if the distortion decreases. When the temperature has reached zero, if the process has progressed slowly enough, then the final result will be the globally optimal solution. In practice, if the temperature decreases a little too rapidly, then a locally optimal solution is attained, which tends to be nearly as good as the globally optimal one.

These statistical training methods are very robust and will always find a good solution. Their only drawback is computational speed; they may be very slow to converge. The Boltzmann learning method in particular is very slow; the Cauchy method is faster. Methods exist which use an “artificial specific heat” analogy to detect phase changes in the solution to help speed up the algorithm.

All of these algorithms can work in a supervised or unsupervised fashion. In the
unsupervised mode, the algorithm designs a codebook for all training vectors, and ignores the class of the vectors. In the supervised mode, the algorithm designs one set of codebooks for each input class. Only training vectors of class $j$ are used to generate the codebook for class $j$. If we desire a final codebook of size $r$, then each of the smaller codebooks can be of size $r/m$ if $m$ is the number of classes (i.e., uniform size), or of $r \times p(j)$ if $p(j)$ is the \textit{a priori} probability of class $j$ (i.e., proportional size). There is reason to believe that the proportional method will work best, and this is what has been used in our work to date.

None of these methods generate codebooks which work when using any of the SOM algorithms. There are two basic methods which can be used:

1. **Random**: Initialize the centroids randomly.

2. **Lattice**: Initialize with a 2D lattice on the subspace spanned by the two principal eigenvectors of the correlation matrix of the training set.

The second method is probably the better method, although SOMC tends to make the centroids always converge on a good solution, even if the matrix is initialized with all zeros!

### 8.4.6 Optimizing the Functional Approximation vs. the Decision Boundary

Two different approaches were taken to the task of codebook generation. The majority of the methods tried to generate centroids which would accurately represent the pdf of the underlying data. The other methods, LVQ 2.1 and LVQ3, tried to represent the Bayesian decision boundaries instead. The question arises, "Which is best?"

There is no apparent answer to this question, but some observations will be made. First, for pattern recognition, all we care about are the decision boundaries. The distribution can be represented arbitrarily poorly; as long as the boundaries are accurate, we will perform Bayesian (optimal) classification.

However, we must consider that the VQ centroids are somehow used by the PNN or NN to perform pattern recognition. We know how a PNN works by its construction. It builds up an estimate of the posteriori probability density functions for each input class, from the input data, and performs classification based on which class has the highest posteriori probability. Therefore, the PNN requires an accurate mapping of the pdf and thus LVQ 2.1 and LVQ 3 probably will not give centroids which work well with a PNN.

The NN case is not obvious and would require experimentation. The NN is far more general than the PNN and is able to build up a highly nonlinear function of the input data. However, this function is based at least loosely on the distribution of input samples and probably will not work too well for LVQ 2.1 or LVQ 3 either.

LVQ 2.1 and LVQ 3 may work well as pattern classifiers if the NN is removed and the VQ performs the classification $\hat{\phi}(x)$. This may work well for the other methods too, but the NN is expected to perform better since it can compute highly non-linear functions, not just perform nearest neighbor classification. The NN’s performance, $\hat{\phi}(\hat{x})$ may be enhanced,
however, by appending the VQ estimate \( \hat{\phi}(x) \) to the input vector \( \hat{x} \) to the NN when training, and to \( x \) when testing.

### 8.5 Deterministic Outlier Removal

When the data retained by the VQ outlier removal method was being computed, the location of those data points which were removed from the data set were plotted. An example of this is shown in Figure 58. The left side of the plot shows with “.” the location of those vectors which were retained, and with “X” those vectors which were discarded. The right side of the plot shows the location of the mines, and their extended mine regions. We see from this figure, that many of the outlier points occur near the boundaries of the mines, where the accurate determination of the desired response is difficult. This observation supports the use of the deterministic outlier removal methods described in Section 6.

![Figure 58: Sample VQ outlier location](image)

Figure 58: Sample VQ outlier location
9 PNN and VQ Results and Conclusions

The volume of results generated over the course of this contract is considerable, and it would not be worthwhile to duplicate them all here. Many of the early results were very poor; additionally, many of the results from previous reports were stated using different performance methodologies than is now used. Thus, only the most recent and most significant results are presented here.

The results are presented in order of complexity of the underlying classification device. Thus, the results from the nearest neighbor classifier are reported first, followed by the results from the PNN classifier. The results for the neural network classifier are presented last.

9.1 Nearest Neighbor Classification Results

A nearest neighbor classifier was built and runs were performed for benchmark cases, and using the centroids generated by the various VQ algorithms. As expected, the results are poorer than those found by a neural network classifier, but they are still useful in that they determine a lower bound for how well we would expect a classification system to work. The results are presented in Table 3, where the number to the left of each line indicates the number of VQ centroids used. The best results are extracted from this table and are presented in Table 2.

We see that the best VQ results are always for when the centroids themselves are used as a basis of comparison, and not for when the original data with the outliers removed is used. This result is in agreement with similar program runs for the PNN classification structure. As will be seen later, however, the NN gives better performance with the original data with VQ outliers removed. Thus, we conclude that the PNN classifier is inherently a nearest neighbor type of classifier (which is intuitively appealing given our knowledge of the PNN structure) and is fundamentally different in its operation from a NN classifier. While this would seem to cast doubt on the usefulness of a PNN classifier, it may in fact show that since the PNN and the NN operate in different ways, that even better results may be obtained by using them together. This is a topic requiring future research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VQ Algorithm</th>
<th>Flat Data w/ param = 1.0</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBG</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLVQ1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;SL</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>81.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSCL</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVQ1</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLVQ1C</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Best Single Nearest Neighbor Classification Results
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benchmark Run</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>OLVQ1C Runs [centroids]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBG Runs [centroids]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBG Runs [outliers removed]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVQ1 Runs [centroids]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVQ1 Runs [outliers removed]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLVQ1 Runs [centroids]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLVQ1 Runs [outliers removed]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Single Nearest Neighbor Classification Results
9.2 VQ Sammon Maps

The ability to visualize the data is an important research tool. In our application, we have 88 dimensional vectors, and this is an impossibility. John W. Sammon Jr. [42] devised a non-linear projection from $k$ dimensions to 2 dimensions, which retains the Euclidean distance between vectors. Patterns and clustering in the data will be evident in the mapping, and distances measured on the map between any two points corresponds to distances in $k$-space between those points. Regrettably, the algorithm requires storage of a $N \times N$ array, where $N$ is the data set size. For our large data set, and available computing resources, this is infeasible.

However, when the data set is reduced in size by the VQ centroid generating algorithms, we can use the Sammon mapping algorithm on the centroids. This was done, and Figure 59 shows the Sammon maps generated for the six VQ algorithms, where the maps were used for codebooks of size 1000 centroids. The legend at the top of each map explains what each point type is: background centroids are type 0, mine 1 centroids are type 1, and so on.

We can see from the shape of the maps that some VQ centroid generation algorithms work better than others. For all the algorithms except for the C&SM algorithm, the mine data points are on top of the figure, and the background data points are below them. We can see here that the mine data is quite easily separated from the background data. The points produced by the LBG algorithm are separated the best. Those produced by the C&SM algorithm, (which is the only algorithm trained to minimize distortion in an unsupervised manner) are the worst separated as it returns some mine centroids in the middle of the cloud of background centroids. These two facts combined indicate that there are mine patterns in the region occupied mostly by background patterns, but that they are infrequent. Most of the mine patterns are distinct from the background patterns. This observation encourages us that a solution to the mine lane classification problem with low error rate exists.

9.3 PNN & Transform Results

The probabilistic neural network has been used for some time as an alternate solution to neural network for the mine detection problem. Many sets of runs have been performed with the PNN architecture, including VQ runs [19]. However, the VQ runs were performed using a different method of reporting results than is currently used. Thus, only qualitative remarks can be made. It was noted that centroids generated by supervised VQ algorithms worked much better than centroids generated by unsupervised algorithms. This is in agreement with the NN results. It was also noted that results of runs which used the centroids themselves as the PNN weights were much better than the results of runs which used the mine lane data with the outliers removed as PNN weights. This is in agreement with the nearest neighbor classifier, but is different from the NN classifier.

The following sections describe the results from using the PNN in conjunction with
Figure 59: Sammon Maps for 1000 Centroids & 6 VQ Algorithms
the various transform methods. First, some results pertaining to the ESM algorithm are
presented, followed by results from PNN simulations.

All simulations were performed with the PNN network, and used an extended mine
region of 1. For the KL based methods, several different energy levels were simulated for each
scenario. We note that there is no direct correspondence between MSE in the reconstruction
and the probability of classification error. Thus, there is no real trend in which energy level
is optimal for any of the transforms. In most cases, any level tested worked approximately
equally well. In all of the tables, the best result is highlighted in bold face font. The best
results for each transform paradigm are also summarized in Section 9.4.

9.3.1 ESM Results

The eigenspace separation algorithm is designed to create a distinction in the norms of
the data vectors depending on their class. A plain orthonormal linear transformation pre-
serves vector lengths, and is only able to rotate points in the input space. The ESM al-
gorithm performs an orthonormal linear transformation and then discards coefficients from
the transformed vector in such a way that those coefficients thrown away will cause maximal
differentiation in the norms of the two classes. Conceivably, the best linear transformation
is still unable to allow good separation. To test the ESM algorithm's separating ability,
some tests were run on the mine lane data.

For data in the training section\textsuperscript{39}:

Without ESM: The average mine square norm is 98.2707
   The average background square norm is 41.4149
   The difference is 56.8558

With ESM:  The average mine square norm is 88.2821
   The average background square norm is 27.5359
   The difference is 60.7462 = E_p

For data in the entire mine lane (training and testing section):

Without ESM: The average mine square norm is 83.8602
   The average background square norm is 38.6237
   The difference is 45.2365

With ESM:  The average mine square norm is 73.2388
   The average background square norm is 25.3297
   The difference is 47.9091

\textsuperscript{39}We see that the separation in the norms is equal to $E_p$ as predicted by theory. This was one of many
tests performed to test the operational correctness of the simulator.
We see an improvement in the separation of square norms for both the training section and the entire mine lane, but the improvement is fairly small. Since, by Bayes' rule, we know that the best classification we can do depends on the probability density functions of the data and not necessarily on the separation of the means, we plot the histograms of the vector square norms of the data in Figure 60. In the histograms we see that the one-dimensional pdfs based on the square norms do not change much (the top four histograms are for the training region, and the bottom four histograms are for the entire mine lane. Note that the histograms are in terms of vector norms and not in terms of the square of vector norms.) Perhaps a nonlinear separation algorithm could separate the means and even the density functions better than the ESM algorithm which is constrained to be linear.

9.3.2 Benchmark Runs
To provide a basis for comparison, benchmark runs were performed with no transform methods applied, with each of the various preprocessing methods. Runs were performed both with and without the (single) 4-NN outlier removal method, and the results are tabulated in Tables 4 and 5.

In both scenarios, the simulations with Unit Norm preprocessing provided better results than without the Unit Norm preprocessing, although with a penalty in the false positive rate. Outlier removal caused an additional increase in the false positive rate (which is not surprising), and no net increase in the true positive rate. It was a general trend in the results of the simulations that 4-NN outlier removal added nothing to the results, except if Zero Mean preprocessing was performed as well. Simulations with 4-NN but without Zero Mean tended to be worse than if 4-NN was not used at all. It is possible that 4-NN outlier removal is removing some significant points from the training data.

9.3.3 The Eigenspace Separation Method
Tables 6 to 9 present the results for the Eigenspace Separation Method runs. The number of components retained in each case is reported as $\# / #44$, where $\#$ is positive if the first $\#$ components from the matrix were used for the transform, and negative if the last $|\#|$ components were used. In all cases, Unit Norm preprocessing produced the best results. For the regular runs, the UNKL transform helped in some cases, and hindered in others, and overall seems to add nothing. For the 4-NN outlier removed cases, the UNKL transform provided a uniform improvement in the number of true positives, with a corresponding increase in the number of false positives.

9.3.4 The KL Transform Method
Tables 10 to 13 present the results for the KL transform runs. Runs were performed retaining 80%-95% of the energy of the original pdf, and the corresponding number of components...
Figure 60: Histograms of Vector Norms: Before and after ESM processing; Background and Mine Patterns. The top four histograms are for the test region of the data, and the bottom four histograms are for the training region of the data.
retained from the KL transform (out of a total of 44) is reported next to the simulation name as $[#/44]$.

The best overall results came from the whitened KL runs. This is predicted by theory, since the PNN basis functions are radially symmetric, and the whitened covariance matrix will also be approximately radially symmetric. Thus, the basis functions approximate the underlying pdf well. This result may not carry over to the NN, which is capable of performing more general decision boundaries with greater ease.

Again, all results with Unit Norm preprocessing performed better than comparative runs without it. We notice that the UNKL transform produces results that are almost identical (in some cases exactly identical) to the runs without it. We conclude that it helps very little, if at all, while adding complexity to the system. Thus, it is probably undesirable to pair the KL/UNKL transforms. As before, outlier removal added to the performance only for the Zero Mean preprocessing simulations.

### 9.3.5 The KL+ Transform Method

Tables 14 to 17 present the results for the KL+ transform runs. Again, very good results came from the whitened KL+ runs. They were bettered by a regular KL+ run with outlier removal, but only in the false positive rate. So, we conclude that whitening the KL type transforms is probably a good idea (at least when using PNN).

Results with Unit Norm preprocessing generally (but not uniformly) performed better than comparative runs without it.

Remarkably, we notice that the UNKL transform produces results that are exactly identical to the runs without it (these results were double checked, and are accurate). Thus, UNKL adds nothing in this case to the mine detection capability of the system, while adding significant complexity to the system.

As before, outlier removal added most to the performance for the Zero Mean preprocessing simulations.

### 9.3.6 The SDM Transform Method

Tables 18 to 21 present the results for the Simultaneous Diagonalization Method Method runs. Runs were performed retaining, as a first order approximation, 80%-95% of the energy of the original pdf and the corresponding number of components retained from the KL transform (out of a total of 44) is reported next to the simulation name as $[#/44]$.

The best overall results came from the zero mean preprocessing results. In fact, the zero mean runs had the highest TP rate with a very low FP rate. The unit norm results are good, but are not the best results, as are the unit norm results for the other transform methods.
9.3.7 The Composite Transform Method

Table 22 presents the results for the composite transform runs. The number of components retained from the $KL_+ , KL_-$ transform matrices is reported as $[\#KL_+, \#KL_-]$. The only cases simulated considered no Zero Mean preprocessing. For this transformation method, outlier removal provided the best results for both the unpreprocessed and Unit Norm preprocessed runs. For the unit norm runs, UNKL also improved performance. We note that the Unit Norm runs were always at least as good as the unpreprocessed runs (although with higher false positives).

9.4 Summary PNN Results

9.4.1 No Preprocessing

Table 23 summarizes the best (un-preprocessed) results from all of the simulation categories. We see, that for no preprocessing, all of the transform methods performed better than the benchmark runs. The whitened KL runs performed best of all, and had a good FP level too.

9.4.2 Lossy Unit Norm Preprocessing

Table 24 summarizes the best (unit norm preprocessed) results from all of the simulation categories. Again, all of the transform methods performed better than the benchmark runs. Again, the whitened KL runs performed best of all, and had a good FP level too. The results here are better than the results for no preprocessing as well. The SDM run has an equivalent TP rate as whitened KL, but a high FP rate.

9.4.3 Lossy Zero-Mean Preprocessing

Table 25 summarizes the best (zero mean preprocessed) results from all of the simulation categories. Again, all of the transform methods performed better than the benchmark runs. We also notice that the FP rate is, on average, lowest for this type of preprocessing. Here, the SDM runs perform best, and the best results overall are the SDM runs here.

9.4.4 Lossy Zero-Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing

Table 26 summarizes the best (zero mean and unit norm preprocessed) results from all of the simulation categories. Here, the whitened KL+ transform provided the best results, with 4-NN KL approximately the same. The ESM and SDM runs are also approximately the same, with the SDM algorithm having a slightly higher FP rate.

---

40As always, the “best” results are those with the highest rate of true positives with the lowest false positive rate in the testing section. In the case of a tie, the result with the highest rate of true positives with the lowest rate of false positives in the training section is chosen.
9.4.5 General Conclusions

1. Two of the four best results came from Table 13. This lends credence to the idea that whitening the KL transform by dividing by the square root of the eigenvalues is a profitable exercise. Perhaps this is only true for the PNN which estimates the pdf using radial functions; a whitened covariance matrix is easier to estimate with radial functions than an elliptical covariance matrix.

2. For most of the transforms, unit norm preprocessing provided the best results. However, if 4-NN outlier removal is used, zero mean preprocessing gives the best results. Also, for the SDM transformation, zero mean preprocessing gives the best results.

3. KL+ offers no real benefit, and should be discarded.

4. By noticing the number of tables referenced per summary result, and the number of simulations run (varying the number of transformed coefficients retained) per table we can see that each summary result for the KL case is the best of 8 runs, each result for KL+ is the best of 12 runs, each ESM result is the best of 2 runs, each composite run is the best of 1 run and each SDM result is the best of 12 runs. Therefore, we might conclude that some of the transforms were given “more chances” than the others to yield a good result. What is needed is a standard method of computing the number of coefficients retained by the KL related transform methods in order to perform fewer simulations and give an even playing field. An observation made during the simulation runs was that the optimum number of coefficients retained for each of the transforms was roughly two times the number of eigenvalues that were greater than the average eigenvalue, i.e. \( m = 2\|\{\lambda_i : \lambda_i \geq \bar{\lambda}\}\|. This hypothesis was not tested, and is a topic requiring future research.

5. ESM almost always had the lowest FP rate, but also always had the worst TP rate of the transform methods.

6. All of the transform methods provided better results than the benchmark runs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td>90</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Benchmark PNN Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing, ESM: [25/44]</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Benchmark, 4-NN PNN Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [23/44]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing, ESM: [25/44]</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: ESM Transformation Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [23/44]</td>
<td>70</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing, ESM: [25/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: ESM Transformation / UNKL Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [23/44]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing, ESM: [25/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: ESM Transformation, 4-NN Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [23/44]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing, ESM: [25/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing, ESM: [24/44]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: ESM Transformation, 4-NN / UNKL Runs
### Table 10: KL Transform Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ param = 1.0</th>
<th>PNN σ ( \times 10^3 )</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
<td>% TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 80% [10/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 85% [12/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 90% [15/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 95% [21/44]</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit Norm Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 80% [12/44]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 85% [14/44]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 90% [17/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 95% [22/44]</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Mean Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 80% [11/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 85% [13/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 90% [16/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 95% [21/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 80% [12/44]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 85% [14/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 90% [17/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 95% [22/44]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 11: KL Transform, 4-NN Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ param = 1.0</th>
<th>PNN σ ( \times 10^3 )</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
<td>% TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 80% [10/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 85% [12/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 90% [15/44]</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 95% [21/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit Norm Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 80% [12/44]</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 85% [14/44]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 90% [17/44]</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 95% [22/44]</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Mean Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 80% [11/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 85% [13/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 90% [16/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 95% [21/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 80% [12/44]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 85% [14/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 90% [17/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL: 95% [22/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Data w/ PNN σ</td>
<td>PNN σ</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**No Preprocessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KL:</th>
<th>% TP</th>
<th>% FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>4.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>4.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>3.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>3.862</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unit Norm Preprocessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KL:</th>
<th>% TP</th>
<th>% FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>5.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>4.803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>4.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>5.062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Zero Mean Preprocessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KL:</th>
<th>% TP</th>
<th>% FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>4.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>5.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>3.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>3.485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KL:</th>
<th>% TP</th>
<th>% FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>5.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>5.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>5.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>5.557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 12: KL Transform / UNKL Runs**

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ PNN σ</th>
<th>PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**No Preprocessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KL:</th>
<th>% TP</th>
<th>% FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>3.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>4.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>5.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>3.273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unit Norm Preprocessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KL:</th>
<th>% TP</th>
<th>% FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>4.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>5.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>5.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>7.511</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Zero Mean Preprocessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KL:</th>
<th>% TP</th>
<th>% FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>4.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>3.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>3.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>3.650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KL:</th>
<th>% TP</th>
<th>% FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>4.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>5.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>5.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>6.428</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 13: Whitened KL Transform Runs**
### Table 14: KL+ Transform Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ PNN σ param = 1.0</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [8/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [10/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [12/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [16/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [9/44]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [11/44]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [14/44]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [19/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [8/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [10/44]</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [13/44]</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [16/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [10/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [12/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [15/44]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [19/44]</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 15: KL+ Transformation, 4-NN Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ PNN σ param = 1.0</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [8/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [10/44]</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [12/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [16/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [9/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [11/44]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [14/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [19/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [8/44]</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [10/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [13/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [16/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [10/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [12/44]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [15/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [19/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Data w/ PNN σ</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0 x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [8/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [10/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [12/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [16/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [9/44]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [11/44]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [14/44]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [19/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [8/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [10/44]</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [13/44]</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [16/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [10/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [12/44]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [15/44]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [19/44]</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: KL+ Transformation / UNKL Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0 x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [8/44]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [10/44]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [12/44]</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [16/44]</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [9/44]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [11/44]</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [14/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [19/44]</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [8/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [10/44]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [13/44]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [16/44]</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 80% [10/44]</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 85% [12/44]</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 90% [15/44]</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+: 95% [19/44]</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17: Whitened KL+ Transform Runs
### Table 18: SDM Transformation Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [29/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [32/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [36/44]</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [39/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit Norm Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [32/44]</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [35/44]</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [38/44]</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [41/44]</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Mean Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [30/44]</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [33/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [36/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [40/44]</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [31/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [34/44]</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [37/44]</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [40/44]</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 19: SDM Transformation, 4-NN Runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/</th>
<th>PNN σ</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param = 1.0</td>
<td>x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [28/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [31/44]</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [35/44]</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [39/44]</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit Norm Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [32/44]</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [35/44]</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [38/44]</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [41/44]</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Mean Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [32/44]</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [36/44]</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [42/44]</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [43/44]</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [31/44]</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [34/44]</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [37/44]</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [40/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Data w/ PNN $\sigma$</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>param $= 1.0$ x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Preprocessing</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [29/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [32/44]</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [36/44]</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [39/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Norm Preprocessing</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [32/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [35/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [38/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [41/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zero Mean Preprocessing</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [30/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [33/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [36/44]</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [40/44]</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 20: SDM Transformation / UNKL Runs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ PNN $\sigma$</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>param $= 1.0$ x1000</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Preprocessing</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [28/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [31/44]</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [35/44]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [39/44]</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Norm Preprocessing</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [32/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [35/44]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [38/44]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [41/44]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zero Mean Preprocessing</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 80% [32/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 85% [36/44]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 90% [42/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM: 95% [43/44]</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 21: SDM Transformation, 4-NN / UNKL Runs**

### 9.5 VQ Algorithm Results

Codebooks of size 100 through 8000 were generated for the six VQ algorithms. The MSE per pattern is plotted versus the codebook size in Figure 6.1, and the number of vectors retained after outlier removal is also plotted versus the codebook size in the same figure. Some general observations can be made.

It is evident that in terms of MSE, the C&SL algorithm works best by far. The FSCL algorithm is second best, and the others are all pretty much the same, with OLVQ1 and OLVQ1C being the worst. In the bottom of the figure though, we see that MSE has

---

41 The matrix $A_{SDM}^{-T}$ for Zero Mean and Zero Norm could not be computed since $A_{SDM}^T$ was singular.
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**Table 22: Composite Transform Runs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preprocessing</th>
<th>PNN ( \sigma )</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular [9,11]</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKL [9,11]</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-NN Outlier Removal [9,12]</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKL, 4-NN [9,12]</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular [10,12]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKL [10,12]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-NN Outlier Removal [10,12]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKL, 4-NN [10,12]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

little to do with the classification ability (nearest neighbor) of the codebook. Here, the LBG algorithm retains by far the greatest number of vectors, and the C&SL algorithm retains the fewest. This should indicate that the LBG algorithm will give the best classification results (which is the case). For reference, the number of vectors retained after deterministic 4-NN and 8-NN outlier removal is also shown on the graph. We see that all of the VQ algorithms retain more vectors than the deterministic algorithms.

The classification runs were performed with a 12:6:1 neural network, where 1,000,000 iterations per simulation were run, and 10 simulations were run and averaged for every result reported. An extended mine region of 1 was used, and the data was balanced. All 11 frequencies and 4 \( S \) parameters were used in the simulations, giving an input vector size of 44.

The results from the simulations are shown in Table 28. The best results for each category are tabulated in Table 27. Here we see that the best results are obtained for the outlier removed data as opposed to the centroid data. This is different from the PNN and nearest neighbor classifiers, and indicates that the NN is able to generate more complex decision boundaries.

We see that only the LBG algorithm outperforms the 4-NN outlier removal, and even it does not give much better results (the true positive rate is only fractionally better, and the false positive rate is worse). This is regrettable, but it shows us that the VQ methods do not improve performance. It does enforce our belief that the 4-NN outlier removal method is a remarkably good method for its simplicity, however.
### Table 23: Summary: No Preprocessing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ param = 1.0</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 24: Summary: Unit Norm Preprocessing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ param = 1.0</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 25: Summary: Zero Mean Preprocessing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ param = 1.0</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 26: Summary: Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ param = 1.0</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Mean and Unit Norm Preprocessing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL+</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 61: Codebook MSE/pattern and Number of Training Vectors Retained after Codebook Construction
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ param = 1.0</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VQ Algorithm</td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBG</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>4.706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-NN</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>3.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>3.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVQ1</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>4.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-NN</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>4.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSCL</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>4.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLVQ1</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>3.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLVQ1C</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>3.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;SL</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>3.229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 27: Best VQ Algorithm Results
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Data w/ param = 1.0</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark Run</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>3.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>8.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-NN Outlier Removal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>5.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>7.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-NN Outlier Removal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>4.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>9.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBG Runs [centroids]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.555</td>
<td>88.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.799</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.282</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.237</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>99.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.684</td>
<td>92.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.568</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>99.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.656</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.626</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBG Runs [outliers removed]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.006</td>
<td>96.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.307</td>
<td>96.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.282</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.713</td>
<td>96.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.706</td>
<td>97.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.016</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.539</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVQ1 Runs [centroids]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>93.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.786</td>
<td>84.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.770</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.077</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.704</td>
<td>92.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.060</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVQ1 Runs [outliers removed]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.591</td>
<td>89.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>97.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.238</td>
<td>92.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.245</td>
<td>94.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>99.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.169</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.169</td>
<td>96.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVQ1 Runs [centroids]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.115</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>96.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.758</td>
<td>88.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.338</td>
<td>90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.435</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>99.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.831</td>
<td>92.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.576</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVQ1 Runs [outliers removed]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>92.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.267</td>
<td>88.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.451</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>98.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.834</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.011</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.240</td>
<td>94.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 28: Various Algorithm VQ Results
10 Backpropagation Neural Network Performance

In this section, we summarize the performance achieved by using a backprop neural network for land mine detection. The effect of modifying some of the variable factors in this system are discussed. Some of the relevant result tables are given here and others are available in previous reports [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

10.1 Network Architecture

During the course of this contract and its predecessor, U.S. Army Contract DAAK70-89-K-0001, several different types of network architecture was investigated. These include fully connected feedforward networks, partially connected or bottlenecked networks, and recurrent networks. The recurrent networks were found to be too computationally intensive during training to be very useful [30]. The bottlenecked networks were studied in an attempt to reduce the number of weights necessary in the network. However, any performance improvement seen using such a network was outweighed by the difficulty of designing and choosing the proper network configuration. Therefore, a fully connected feedforward neural network was considered the best choice for this work.

In addition to the interconnectivity, the size of the network was also extensively studied. It was found that a three layer (two hidden layers and one output layer) network gave the best performance. A two layer network had difficulty modeling the complex relationship between the input signals and the classification output, and a four layer network was unnecessarily complex. Through many simulations, the optimum number of neurons to use in each layer was also established. For the single output case, which was studied most, three layers consisting of eight neurons in the first hidden layer, three neurons in the second hidden layer, and one neuron in the output layer seemed to work very well. Varying the number of neurons by a small number in each layer showed only minor differences in the performance characteristics. Dr. Torrieri reported good results for a 12:6:1 configuration which was used to test the VQ and NN methods in the previous section. Therefore, a small range of network size was established as an acceptable network architecture. The 8:3:1 configuration consistently showed good results using the backprop neural network and is recommended for continued research. The number of inputs used will be discussed in the next section.

10.2 Input Data Types

Not only is there a large variety of available network architectures, but the choice of input signals is also very extensive. As described in Section 1.2, 88 different measurements were taken at each spatial location in the mine lane. This includes the magnitude and phase of four different $S$ parameters at 11 separate frequencies.

Initially, all work was done with a spatial window ranging from $7 \times 7$ to $13 \times 13$. 
These large input windows made it formidable to use more than one or two $S$ parameters or frequencies in the input vector. For this reason and also to make the system implementation simpler, we eventually migrated to the $1 \times 1$ or minimal window. When using only one spatial point of data, a more complex mixture of $S$ parameters and frequencies were usable.

Using the minimal window still gives us a possibility of 88 inputs. This is still too large for the methods used here. Therefore, simulations were conducted to determine the most vital parameters for mine detection. For a neural network of comparable size (similar number of weights), it was determined that only seven frequencies (880 MHz to 1120 MHz) was necessary to obtain satisfactory results. Using additional frequencies added very little to the performance, and using fewer frequencies started to significantly degrade the performance. In addition, including the phase information reduced the performance of the network.

From the above results, it can be concluded that a 28 component input vector consisting of the magnitude components of all four $S$ parameters obtained at the seven frequencies between 880 MHz and 1120 MHz were sufficient to perform optimum mine detection.

10.3 Effects of Preprocessing

The research conducted on preprocessing the input data before using a neural network proved to be vital for optimum performance. As described in Section 4.1.2, the raw data originally included some unnatural peculiarities in the form of an underlying "ramp" and also some "jumps." The removal of these characteristics from the data was able to dramatically increase the performance of the neural network mine detector. Furthermore, the deterministic removal of outliers from the training data set (Section 6) and balancing the mine data to background data ratio proved to be very beneficial. These techniques are recommended in all future studies and implementations of this system. Both the four nearest neighbor and eight nearest neighbor outlier removal methods work very well, and research should continue with both methods until one is determined to be significantly better than the other.

Another class of preprocessing methods which proved to be very promising is the use of transform methods (Section 7). All of the transform methods studied reduced the input vector and network sizes and improved performance over the benchmark case. Both the Karhunen Loeve transform and the Eigenspace Separation Method showed good results. The KL transform with 28 inputs achieved the best peak performance of 100% mine detection with only 9.1% false positives. The ESM which only used 16 inputs was able to produce better average performance than the corresponding 16 input KL transform. In addition, using ESM, a reduced size network of 6:3:1 was able to achieve comparable performance [46]. Some of these results are given in Table 29. All of these results are given with an extended mine region of one, and the 4-nearest neighbor outlier removal method was used for all
of them. Some of the corresponding results obtained using the 8-nearest neighbor outlier removal method are given in Table 30. The use of these transform methods and possibly others are a very promising area of future research in neural network mine detection.

10.4 Detection Rate Tradeoffs

When evaluating the performance of a classification system, there are two important criteria: the true positive rate and the false positive rate. In addition, these two rates are not independent of each other. In fact, there is a strong correlation between the two measures and a tradeoff must be made when maximizing the performance of the system. During most of the research conducted under this contract, emphasis was placed on maximizing the mine detection (true positive, TP) rate. All the results reported use this method as described in Section 1.4.4. In many cases, perfect detection or 100% detection was achieved in the test region. Although the best possible detection rate is achieved, there are cases when the false positive (FP) rate may be undesirably high. Therefore, the question arises whether some of the detection performance can be sacrificed for a better false positive rate.

As an example, we review the case of 28 inputs using the four nearest neighbor outlier removal method with data balancing. Using the maximum detection criteria, the peak performance achieved was 100.0% TP with 11.4% FP. An averaged measure over 20 different initial conditions resulted in 96.5% TP and 12.2% FP. However, if we use a minimum detection rate of 95% as the performance criteria\(^{42}\), the result change slightly. The best performance now becomes 95.8% TP with 8.1% FP, and the average becomes 95.8% TP and 10.2% FP. For both the best and averaged result, the mine detection rate and the false positive rate has decreased. Furthermore, if the minimum detection rate is reduced to 90%, the best performance becomes 91.7% TP with 6.3% FP, and the averaged result becomes 92.0% TP and 8.3% FP. Again, there is further reduction in both the detection rate and the false positive rate. This demonstrates that the tradeoff between the true positive detection rate and the false positive rate is very complex. These results are tabulated in Table 31. At this time, it has not been determined what kind of figures are desirable or acceptable. This may be best left up to the user of the system.

Other statistical analyses, such as Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis, can be made to determine the tradeoffs and overall performance characteristic of the classification system [26, 32, 44]. This would be an area of great significance in future research of the neural network mine detection system.

10.5 Multiple Neural Network Outputs

The majority of the work represented in this report uses a single neural network output (Section 5.1). However, the latest research shows that using multiple outputs (6 outputs,
one for each mine type and one for background) may also be useful. Preliminary results show that a peak detection rate of 97.9\% with a false positive rate of 11.2\% was achieved. The average detection rate over 10 different initial conditions was 93.3\% with a false positive rate of 9.7\%. Furthermore, using the composite transform with 13 inputs (Section 7.3), a 97.9\% detection rate was possible with a false positive rate of 8.3\%. The average detection rate was 94.6\% with a false positive rate of 9.9\%. In order to compare neural networks with a comparable number of weights, a 15:3:1 network architecture was used with the composite algorithm, and an 8:3:1 architecture for the non-transformed input case. These results are very promising. Therefore, future work involving multiple output neural network mine detectors including special preprocessing procedures to optimize the discrimination between different mine types is highly recommended.
### Table 29: Mine detection performance comparing transform preprocessing methods using the 4-nearest neighbor outlier removal method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transform Method</th>
<th>Averaged Results (20 sims)</th>
<th>Peak Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL [28/28]</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL [16/28]</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM/UNKL</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite/UNKL</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 30: Mine detection performance comparing transform preprocessing methods using the 8-nearest neighbor outlier removal method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transform Method</th>
<th>Averaged Results (20 sims)</th>
<th>Peak Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL [28/28]</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL [16/28]</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM/UNKL</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 31: Mine detection and false alarm tradeoffs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Criteria</th>
<th>Averaged Results (20 sims)</th>
<th>Peak Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% TP</td>
<td>% FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Detection</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% Detection</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% Detection</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 29: Mine detection performance comparing transform preprocessing methods using the 4-nearest neighbor outlier removal method.

Table 30: Mine detection performance comparing transform preprocessing methods using the 8-nearest neighbor outlier removal method.

Table 31: Mine detection and false alarm tradeoffs.
A  Target Locations

This appendix tabulates the locations of all the targets in the “SAS6” data set. They are organized according to mine type, and sorted by row. The locations are in mine lane grid coordinates, and indicate the center of the mine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mine Type 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Mine Type 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Row</td>
<td>Col</td>
<td>Rot</td>
<td>Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.7</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179.5</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212.8</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245.9</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>289.8</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314.0</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>387.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393.0</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404.3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>441.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450.0</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307.6</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329.2</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376.9</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>439.2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>461.3</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>491.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>515.0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Adaptive Neural Networks for Mine Detection

### Mine Type 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Col</th>
<th>Rot</th>
<th>Num</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199.6</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430.0</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463.5</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mine Type 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Col</th>
<th>Rot</th>
<th>Num</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159.0</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264.0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297.5</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343.9</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364.5</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364.8</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475.0</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mine Type 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Col</th>
<th>Rot</th>
<th>Num</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.6</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142.5</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.7</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179.5</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202.7</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213.7</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234.6</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278.8</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322.0</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335.8</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354.2</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380.4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384.7</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401.9</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403.5</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422.6</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431.3</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453.7</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>461.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>465.8</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>483.6</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>495.3</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>513.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519.4</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following plot is a “dump” of the mine lane. All 527 rows and 27 columns are displayed. Each row is identified on the left as being either in the “train”ing section or in the “test”ing section. Points in the mine lane which correspond with a grid square which has some section of a mine underneath it are labeled with a number from 1 to 5, corresponding to the type of the mine. Points corresponding to an extended mine region of 1 are noted with ‘-‘, and points corresponding to an extended mine region of 2 are noted with ‘=’. Purely background points are noted with ‘.’.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 260 | train -2222=,=-=-=-,-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
Adaptive Neural Networks for Mine Detection
B Derivation of the SDM Transformation

This section essentially duplicates the analysis performed in [24, p 33], but is included here for completeness, and to introduce the notation necessary for the next section. We define:

\( \Sigma_- \) is the covariance matrix calculated using only the vectors in the mine lane belonging to the background class.

\( \Sigma_+ \) is the covariance matrix calculated using only the vectors in the mine lane belonging to mine classes 1-5.

The first step of the transform is to whiten \( \Sigma_- \) by:

\[
Y = \theta^{-\frac{1}{2}} \Phi^T X
\]

where \( \Phi \) contains, as its columns, the orthonormal eigenvectors of \( \Sigma_- \), and where \( \theta \) is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the corresponding eigenvalues of \( \Sigma_- \), i.e.

\[
\Sigma_- \Phi = \Phi \theta \quad \text{and} \quad \Phi^T \Phi = I
\]

Then, \( \Sigma_- \) and \( \Sigma_+ \) are transformed to:

\[
\theta^{-\frac{1}{2}} \Phi^T \Sigma_- \Phi \theta^{-\frac{1}{2}} = I
\]

\[
\theta^{-\frac{1}{2}} \Phi^T \Sigma_+ \Phi \theta^{-\frac{1}{2}} = R
\]

In general, \( R \) is not a diagonal matrix, but it is symmetric.

The second step is to apply the orthonormal transformation to diagonalize \( R \):

\[
Z = \Psi^T Y
\]

where \( \Psi \) contains, as its columns, the orthonormal eigenvectors of \( R \), and where \( \Lambda \) is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the corresponding eigenvalues of \( R \), i.e.

\[
R \Psi = \Psi \Lambda \quad \text{and} \quad \Psi^T \Psi = I
\]

and:

\[
\Psi^T \theta^{-\frac{1}{2}} \Phi^T \Sigma_- \Phi \theta^{-\frac{1}{2}} \Psi = I
\]

\[
\Psi^T \theta^{-\frac{1}{2}} \Phi^T \Sigma_+ \Phi \theta^{-\frac{1}{2}} \Psi = \Lambda
\]

Thus, both matrices are diagonalized.

B.1 Optimization of the algorithm

If a numerical procedure is available which can calculate the eigensystem of a non-symmetric matrix, then the above discussion can be simplified [24, pp 34-35]. We apply the orthonormal transformation to diagonalize the matrix: \( [\Sigma_-]^{-1} \Sigma_+ \):

\[
Y = A^T X
\]
where $A$ contains, as its columns, the orthonormal eigenvectors of $[\Sigma_-]^{-1}\Sigma_+$, and where $A$ is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the corresponding eigenvalues of $[\Sigma_-]^{-1}\Sigma_+$.

We then scale the columns of $A$ such that $AT\Sigma_-A = I$, i.e. replace each eigenvector $u_i$ in $A$ with:

$$u_i \rightarrow \frac{u_i}{\sqrt{u_i^T\Sigma_-u_i}}$$

In our implementation, we did not have access to a routine which would calculate the eigensystem for a non-symmetric matrix, so our implementation followed the derivation in the previous section.

### C Feature Selection with the SDM Transform

This section derives the “feature selection” criterion used to optimally select components of the SDM transform matrix. We wish to determine which of the vectors of $A_{SDM}$ we can discard with minimum mean square error in the reconstruction.

The first step is to partition $AT_{SDM}$ such that the top $m$ rows are the ones we plan to keep, and the bottom $k - m$ rows are the ones we plan to discard. We desire to determine the mean square error if the $k - m$ rows are discarded. We can then use this result to evaluate any such partition, and use the partition which minimizes the MSE while still discarding $k - m$ components.

We start with some notation. The symbols $\theta$, $\Phi$, and $\Psi$ are as defined in Appendix B.

\[
\begin{align*}
AT &= \Psi^T\theta^T\Phi^T \\
A^{-T} &= \Phi\Psi^T \\
AT_m &= \text{the top } m \text{ rows of } AT_{SDM} \\
AT_k &= \text{the remaining } k - m \text{ rows of } AT_{SDM} \\
A^{-T}_m &= \text{the left } m \text{ columns of } A^{-T} \\
A^{-T}_k &= \text{the remaining } k - m \text{ columns of } A^{-T} \\
Y &= ATX \\
Y_k &= AT_kX \\
Y_m &= AT_mX \\
I_k &= \text{a } (k - m) \times (k - m) \text{ identity matrix}
\end{align*}
\]

If $\hat{X}$ is the reconstruction of $X$, the reconstruction error is:

\[
\begin{align*}
e &= X - \hat{X} \\
&= ATY - AT_kAT_mX \\
&= A^{-T}Y - A^{-T}_mY_m \\
&= A^{-T}_kY_k \\
\|e\|^2 &= <e, e>
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\|e\|^2 &= <e, e> \\
&= <X - \hat{X}, X - \hat{X}>
\end{align*}
\]
\[ = Y_k^T \left[ A_k^{-T} \right]^T A_k^{-T} Y_k \]

Now, we concern ourselves with determining the central part of this equation:

\[
\left[ A_k^{-T} \right]^T A_k^{-T} = \left\{ \begin{bmatrix} \Phi \hat{\theta} \hat{\Psi} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ I_k \end{bmatrix} \right\}^T \left\{ \begin{bmatrix} \Phi \hat{\theta} \hat{\Psi} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ I_k \end{bmatrix} \right\} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & I_k \end{bmatrix} \left[ \Psi^T \Phi \Phi^T \right] \begin{bmatrix} \Phi \hat{\theta} \hat{\Psi} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ I_k \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & I_k \end{bmatrix} K \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ I_k \end{bmatrix} = K' \]

where \( K' \) is a \((k - m) \times (k - m)\) matrix, which is the bottom right corner of \([\Psi^T \Phi \Phi^T]\). In particular, we note that \( K' \) is not diagonal. So,

\[
E[\| e^2 \|] = E[Y_k^T K' Y_k] = E[X^T A_k K' A_k^T X] = E[X^T K'' X]
\]

This does not simplify as in the KL case. In order to evaluate it for a given partition of \(A_{SDM}\), we need to first compute \(A_{SDM}\), and then compute \(K''\) using the known quantities used when calculating \(A_{SDM}\). Then, we need to make another pass through the training data to calculate \(E[X^T K'' X]\).

Since \(K''\) is not diagonal, the error induced by deleting one column of \(A_{SDM}\) is not independent of other columns as it was for the KL transform. Thus, all \(\binom{k}{m}\) permutations of \(A_m\) need to be considered, to see which rows to discard. Since each time we do this we need to make a pass through the training data, this is computationally intractable.

### C.1 The Computable Method

Instead of trying all combinations of rows from \(A_{SDM}\), we pursue the sub-optimal, but more tractable approach of minimizing the step-wise error of eliminating one row at a time. This is the so-called “greedy” approach to optimization. Therefore, we derive the error incurred by eliminating a single row from \(A_{SDM}\).

We move the row to be eliminated to the bottom of \(A^T\). \(Y_k\) is now a scalar, and \(A_k^{-T}\) is a column vector. The reconstruction error is:

\[
\|e\|^2 = Y_k^T \left[ A_k^{-T} \right]^T A_k^{-T} Y_k
\]
Again, we concern ourselves with determining the central part of this equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left[A_k^{-1}\right]^T \left[A_k^{-1}\right] &= \left\{ \left[\Phi \theta \Psi \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 1 \end{array} \right] \right\}^T \left\{ \left[\Phi \theta \Psi \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 1 \end{array} \right] \right\} \\
&= \left[ \begin{array}{cc} 0 & 1 \\ \end{array} \right] \left[\Psi^T \theta \Psi \Phi^T \right] \left[\Phi \theta \Psi \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 1 \end{array} \right] \\
&= \left[ \begin{array}{cc} 0 & 1 \\ \end{array} \right] \left[\Psi^T \theta \Psi \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 1 \end{array} \right] \\
&= \left[ \begin{array}{cc} 0 & 1 \\ \end{array} \right] K \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 1 \end{array} \right] \\
&= K_{k,k}
\end{align*}
\]

i.e. we are picking the \(k^{th}\) diagonal component out of the \(K\) matrix, if we delete the \(k^{th}\) row from \(A_{SDM}\). More generally, we pick the \(i^{th}\) diagonal component out of the \(K\) matrix if we delete the \(i^{th}\) row from \(A_{SDM}\).

\[
E[||e^2||] = E[Y_k^T K_{k,k} Y_k]
\]

\[
= K_{k,k} E[Y_k Y_k^T] \quad \text{Since } Y_k = Y_k^T \text{ as } Y_k \text{ is a scalar.}
\]

\[
= K_{k,k} A_k E[X X^T] A_k^T
\]

\[
= K_{k,k} A_k \Sigma A_k^T
\]

where \(\Sigma\) is the covariance array calculated for the regular KL transform. More generally, for the \(i^{th}\) component:

\[
E[||e^2||] = K_{i,i} A_i \Sigma A_i^T
\]

\[
= K_{i,i} \left[ A_{SDM} \Sigma A_{SDM}^T \right]_{i,i}
\]

So, we can compute all of these errors in parallel:

\[
E[||e_1^2||, ||e_2^2||, \cdots, ||e_k^2||] = \left[\Psi^T \theta \Psi \right]_{i,i} \cdot \left[ A_{SDM} \Sigma A_{SDM}^T \right]_{i,i}
\]
D Three Dimensional Jump/No Jump Mesh Plots

This appendix contains the “before and after” plots of the raw ‘x’ data (the ‘y’ data is similar) in the neighborhood of all the jumps detected by the “Global Jump Search with Step Detection” routine, run when the threshold was 1.0 standard deviations. In all cases, the locations near the jumps are greatly improved, and in many instances the jump is completely eliminated. The data is displayed as three dimensional mesh plots over two dimensional contour plots.
Figure 62: Jump @ Row 14 in 800 MHz, s11 Data.

Figure 63: Data after Jump @ Row 14 in 800 MHz, s11 Data Removed.
Figure 64: Jump @ Row 74 in 800 MHz, s11 Data.

Figure 65: Data After Jump @ Row 74 in 800 MHz, s11 Data Removed.
Figure 66: Jump @ Row 158 in 800 MHz, s11 Data.

Figure 67: Data After Jump @ Row 158 in 800 MHz, s11 Data Removed.
Figure 68: Jump @ Row 250 in 800 MHz, s22 Data.

Figure 69: Jump @ Row 250 in 800 MHz, s22 Data.
Figure 70: Jump @ Rows 360 and 370 in 800 MHz, s11 Data.

Figure 71: Data After Jumps @ Rows 360 and 370 in 800 MHz, s11 Data Removed.
Figure 72: Jump @ Row 414 in 800 MHz, s11 Data.

Figure 73: Data After Jump @ Row 414 in 800 MHz, s11 Data Removed.
Figure 74: Jump @ Row 430 in 800 MHz, s11 Data.

Figure 75: Data After Jump @ Row 430 in 800 MHz, s11 Data Removed.
Figure 76: Jump @ Row 458 in 800 MHz, s11 Data.

Figure 77: Data After Jump @ Row 458 in 800 MHz, s11 Data Removed.
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